


I pledge allegiance to the flag
of the United States of America
and to the republic for which it stands,
one nation under God, indivisible,
with liberty and justice for all.

Written by Francis Bellamy in 1882;
adopted as the United States’ national pledge in 1942

Oh, say can you see by the dawn’s early light
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming,
Whose broad stripes and bright stars through the perilous fight
O’er the ramparts we watched were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets’ red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say does that star-spangled banner yet wave
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave?

Written by Francis Scott Key in 1814;
 adopted as the United States’ national anthem in 1931

THE PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

THE STAR-SPANGLED BANNER

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

“LAND OF THE FREE AND HOME OF THE BRAVE”
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“Knowledge is power. Knowledge is safety. Knowledge is happiness.”—Thomas Jefferson

“Knowledge will forever govern ignorance; and a people who mean to be their own governors
            must arm themselves with the power which knowledge gives.”—Thomas Jefferson

“If a nation expects to be ignorant and free, it expects what never was and never will be.”—Thomas Jefferson

“The advancement and diffusion of knowledge is the only guardian of true liberty.”—James Madison

“Whenever the people are well informed, they can be trusted with their own government.” —Thomas Jefferson

“Liberty cannot be preserved without a general knowledge among the people.”—John Adams

“The boys of the rising generation are to be the men of the next, and the sole guardians
            of the principles we deliver over to them.”—Thomas Jefferson

“Error of opinion may be tolerated where reason is left free to combat it.”—Thomas Jefferson

“I tolerate with the utmost latitude the right of others to differ from me in opinion.”—Thomas Jefferson

“Education engrafts a new man on the native stock, and improves what in his nature was
            vicious and perverse into qualities of virtue and social worth.”—Thomas Jefferson

“The most effectual means of preventing the perversion of power into tyranny are to illuminate...
            the minds of the people at large, and more especially to give them knowledge of those
            facts which history exhibits....”—Thomas Jefferson

“The idea of what is true merit should also be often presented to youth, explained and impressed
            on their minds, as consisting in an inclination joined with an ability to serve mankind, one’s country,
            friends and family; which ability is (with the blessing of God) to be acquired or greatly increased
            by true learning; and should indeed be the great aim and end of all learning.”—Benjamin Franklin

“The whole art of government consists in the art of being honest.”—Thomas Jefferson

Thomas Jefferson James Madison John Adams Benjamin Franklin

THE FOUNDING FATHERS’ MESSAGE FOR STUDENTS
student—a learner; scholar
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THE PUBLISHER’S WISH FOR STUDENTS

When I was thirty, a friend recommended an exciting book that I enjoyed reading, until
I realized it was a history book. I tried to put it aside, but it was too late—I just had to
know how the story came out. I picked up the book again and wondered what kind of
history book this could be with real-seeming people, who came from families not unlike
mine, who had problems and weaknesses, but who persevered until they achieved what
they set out to do. I began to imagine what I would have done if I had lived back in
“historic” times. I was hooked on history!

Schools require us to know the happenings and dates for a good reason: these facts are
the preparation we need to launch ourselves on the history adventure. Knowing the facts,
then, is not the goal of our learning about history; it is the preparation for it.

Adventure Tales of America seeks to tell the real-life, real-people stories of history with
excitement and humor, so that you will hardly notice you are also learning the facts. My
 wish is for you to discover the interest and fun of history now, not when you are thirty!

Philip R. Jonsson
Signal Media Publishers
Specialists in Innovative Learning
Dallas, Texas

viii

I was thirty years old before I discovered that history is really
interesting and fun. In school, my history books and classes
dealt only with what happened and when it happened, and the
happenings seemed to have little to do with me. I learned the
happenings and the dates, and I am glad I did, but the
learning wasn’t very interesting or much fun.



• LEFT AND RIGHT BRAIN LEARNING STRATEGIES
In a text/illustration format, Adventure Tales of America presents information to both sides of the brain simultaneously
through:

! words, analysis, and structure for the logical, sequential left brain, and
! pictures, humor, emotion, and drama for the creative, global right brain.

CLASS ACTIVITY:  Draw your own pictures of historical events, then write the story. (Drawing is the language of the
    right brain; words are  the language of the left brain.) Notice how much longer you remember pictures than words.

• COMPREHENSIVE CONTENT IN A NARRATIVE STYLE
Adventure Tales of America puts the story back in history, making it an exciting adventure tale. America’s story unfolds
with high drama—absorbing, entertaining, and memorable.
CLASS ACTIVITY:  Dramatize historical events, switching characters occasionally to experience other viewpoints.

• IN-DEPTH RESEARCH FROM PRIMARY SOURCES
In Adventure Tales of America historical characters speak in their own words whenever possible, an ideal way to
experience primary sources.
CLASS ACTIVITY:  Assume the role of a historical character of 1876 at a reunion in 2076. As you renew acquaintances,
remind everyone of what you said about various issues.

• CHARACTER-BUILDING ROLE MODELS
Americans such as Thomas A. Edison and Theodore Roosevelt helped shape the American character. Consider their

    approach to solving problems facing them and their country.
CLASS ACTIVITY:  What problems would you like to solve? Consider how Edison and Roosevelt would solve them.

• IDEAS THAT SHAPED AMERICAN HISTORY AND THE AMERICAN CHARACTER
Adventure Tales of America is a history of American ideas as well as events, stimulating a deeper understanding of history.
CLASS ACTIVITY:  Discuss the ideas of various groups involved in American wars and other conflicts.

• CREATIVE AND CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS
Adventure Tales of America improves problem-solving and decision-making skills within the context of each chapter.
CLASS ACTIVITY:  Discuss how you would have resolved the some of the issues facing Americans between 1876 and 1920.

GETTING THE MOST FROM

ADVENTURE TALES OF AMERICA

Adventure Tales of America is an innovative United States history book that accelerates learning.
Based on the Nobel Prize-winning (1981) research of Roger W. Sperry, it features left and right brain thinking

techniques that improve the learning curve, while making history exciting and enlightening. With this book you

can learn faster, remember longer, and score higher on tests—and, most important, enjoy learning American history.

TO GET THE MOST FROM THIS BOOK, YOU’LL WANT TO FOCUS ON THESE SPECIAL FEATURES AND CLASS ACTIVITY  EXAMPLES:
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In 1981 Roger W. Sperry won the Nobel Prize
for discovering that each side, or hemisphere, of the brain “thinks” in a different way.

WHOLE BRAIN HISTORY

   TWO BRAINS ARE BETTER THAN ONE!
  Left and Right Brain Thinking Skills

Sperry’s brain research tells us that we can learn faster and remember longer if information is presented to
both sides of the brain at once—to provide whole brain learning—as Adventure Tales of America does with its
text/cartoon format: words for the left brain and pictures for the right brain. Do you agree? Try this
experiment:  Look at the frames below and check the one that would help you learn faster and remember longer.

The verbal left brain
processes words

The visual right brain
processes pictures.

         A 
The delegates had finished their work
and emerged with the ultimate
compromise: a federal system
balancing dual citizenship in both
state and national governments, each
with its separate sphere and powers.

         A 
The delegates had finished their work
and emerged with the ultimate
compromise: a federal system
balancing dual citizenship in both
state and national governments, each
with its separate sphere and powers.
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Read each pair of left and right brain characteristics and check the one that seems most like you. A good way to tell is
to ask yourself which characteristic helps you learn better. If you strongly identify with both characteristics in a pair, then
check both. More checks in the left column indicate left brain dominance. More checks in the right column indicate
right brain dominance. Several checks of both characteristics in a pair indicate double dominance.

BRAIN DOMINANCE TEST

You will find all these left and right brain characteristics in Adventure Tales of America.
We hope you enjoy this experience in whole brain learning.

                   LEFT BRAIN                           RIGHT BRAIN
___Verbal  (words and numbers)..........................................___Visual              (pictures, graphs, charts, diagrams, maps)

___Sequential (step by step)... .............................___Whole-istic        (seeing patterns and relationships)

___Logical          ............................................___Intuitive (knowing all at once).............                  ..........

___Reasoning (cause and effect thinking)....           .......___Emotional (feelings)....               ............................

___Analytical...          ...............................................___Creative..................................                        .......

___Realistic...............................                     .......................___Imaginative...         ................................................

___ Facts..........                  ..................................................___Stories.................................                               ............

___Details...........................................                 _.    ...........__The big picture...                                  ... ....................

___Organized; on time....             ..............................___Spontaneous; timeless..................                             ....

___Serious; work ethic .............................                        .....___Humorous; play ethic               ........................

___Inclined toward math, science....                ...............___Inclined toward art, music, drama......

All of us use both sides of the brain, but most of us are either left or right brain dominant.
We may use left or right brain characteristics more often in the ways that we think, act, and
learn. It is important to recognize your brain dominance and value it as your special learning
style. The next step is to begin developing the other side, so that you can use your whole
brain in thinking, acting, and learning.

   LEFT AND RIGHT BRAIN LEARNING STYLES
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history—his-story; the story of the human race

“There are those, I know, who will reply that the liberation of humanity, the freedom of man and mind, is nothing but a dream.…
They are right. It is the American dream.”—Archibald MacLeish

Not all have experienced the American Dream. Native Americans dispossessed of their land and enslaved
African-Americans stand as stark contradictions. Yet the powerful idea of liberty as a human right, codified
in the United States Constitution, has moved America slowly but surely toward its ideal of liberty and justice
for all—toward creating the land of the free and the home of the brave.

ADVENTURE TALES OF AMERICA dramatizes the adventures of
successive waves of immigrants drawn to the

land that became the United States of America.
      We are all immigrants—differing only in arrival times.

About 20,000 years ago Asians came from the West.
  After 1492 Europeans and Africans came from the East.
Today immigrants from all parts of the world still come.

THE AMERICAN DREAM—
THE DREAM OF FINDING

FREEDOM AND OPPORTUNITY

TO BE WHO YOU ARE

AND BECOME WHAT YOU MIGHT BE

AS A HUMAN BEING.

LIBERTY as a human right is the central theme of American history.
American history, then, is about

WHY?
The desire for freedom and opportunity—THE AMERICAN DREAM—

has motivated most immigrants, despite their diversity.
This common purpose continues to unite us

as Americans in a multicultural society.

How did the United States of America come to be?
 Read on for the greatest adventure story of all time.

AMERICAN HISTORY—WHAT’S IT ALL ABOUT?
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THE TREE OF LIBERTY, 1215-1870

“Posterity!
You will never know how much it cost the present generation to preserve your freedom.

I hope you will make good use of it.”—John Quincy Adams
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REVIEW OF VOLUME 1

EXPLORATION TO RECONSTRUCTION

1492-1877

For a quick review of
Adventure Tales of America,

Volume 1, 1492-1877,
read this review segment.

To skip the review,
start with Part One, page 1.
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1492 1788

AMERICAN HISTORY TIMELINE, 1492-1788
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1492 20201789                      1877

AMERICAN HISTORY TIMELINE, 1789-1877
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Because the earth is round, the most accurate map of the earth is a round
map, called a globe. Flat maps are convenient, but only a globe gives a
correct picture of the earth.

Globes tilt because the earth tilts on its axis as it rotates from west to east.
A globe of the heavens is called a celestial globe.
A globe of the earth is called a terrestial globe, or the globe.

In 1492, Martin Behaim of Nuremberg, Germany,
made one of the first terrestial globes. It looked like this.
Not exactly accurate, but well done for his day.

Christopher Columbus, who learned to make maps in his
brother’s map shop in Portugal, had access to Behaim’s globe in
1492. So you see he was not alone in speculating that the earth
was round. In 1492, of course, no one knew for sure.

In 1810, James Wilson, a Vermont copper engraver, made the
first globe in the United States. He made such accurate globes that
many of his methods are still used today. Could you make a globe? BEHAIM GLOBE, 1492

TODAY’S GLOBE

globe—a round, or spherical, object

Mapmakers have created imaginary lines circling the globe to help pinpoint locations.
AXIS—a vertical line through the center of the earth. Its two ends are imaginary points. The one at the top is called
        the North Pole, and the one at the bottom is called the South Pole.

EQUATOR—a horizontal line dividing the earth into northern and southern half-spheres, or hemispheres.

PARALLELS, or LINES OF LATITUDE—horizontal lines measuring by degrees the distance, north and south,
        from the Equator.

MERIDIANS, or LINES OF LONGITUDE—vertical lines drawn from the North Pole to the South Pole.

PRIME MERIDIAN—vertical line labeled 0 degrees, from which other meridians are measured, east or west, in
        degrees.

THE GLOBE

 REVIEW SECTION 1

AMERICA: THE LAND
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R1-1 AMERICA ON THE MOVE: A PLATE TECTONICS ADVENTURE

It all depends on the geological time period. The North American continent, location of the United States,
continually changes position relative to other land masses. Earth scientists trace the movement to plate tectonics.
The Earth’s surface consists of continents (landmasses) and oceans. Underlying all are rigid, slow-moving plates on
which the continents float. There are seven large plates and some smaller ones. Tectonic forces—conditions within
the earth, such as heat energy—cause the plates and continents to move an inch or so per year.

The Earth is about 4.64 billion years old. For much of its history, continents separated, drifted, and collided. Have
you ever looked at a world map and imagined fitting the continents together like a jigsaw puzzle? At one time they did
fit together to form one huge landmass: a supercontinent, PANGAEA (named in 1915 by Alfred Wegener, an early
investigator of continental drift). About 180 million years ago Pangaea had two lobes, Laurasia and Gondwanaland.
They split into continents that spread apart about one inch per year. AMERICA WAS ON THE MOVE!

WHERE ON EARTH IS THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA?

Today seven
continents make up
most of the world’s
land surface.

The continents have
spread around the
globe, with North
and South America
in the Western
Hemisphere and the
rest in the Eastern
Hemisphere.

The continents are
still moving—ever
so slowly.

Now let’s
explore the part
of the world
called the
United States
of America.

      

THE WORLD LONG AGO180 MILLION YEARS AGO 50 MILLION YEARS AGO

PANGAEA
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R1-2 AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL

For millions of years parts of America lay hidden under the sea or beneath giant glaciers.
Then, about 60 million years ago, the sea and ice receded, and
the land we call America emerged to begin a grand adventure.

*America the Beautiful
—words by Katharine Lee Bates (1893);
music by Samuel A. Ward

*
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R1-3 AMERICAN ADVENTURE:  THE OUTDOOR STAGE, 1607-1877
1492 2020

Geography provides an outdoor stage for the drama of history.
Locate your state and capital; then watch what happens

there as American adventurers expand westward.

THE 50 UNITED STATES

WESTWARD EXPANSION, 1607-1877
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COLONIZATION: AN OVERVIEW

“It is lawful to call it a new world…because none of these countries were known to our ancestors.”
                                    —Amerigo Vespucci (1497), Italian explorer for whom America is named

  REVIEW SECTION 2

EXPLORATION:

THE RACE FOR NORTH AMERICA

1000-1754

1000 1492 20201754

NORTH AMERICA by 1754

1741—
Vitus Bering,
a Dane in the
Russian navy,
gave Russia
its North
American
claim by
exploring islands
off present-day
Alaska.

The Bering Sea,
Bering Strait, and
Bering land bridge
bear his name.

AFRICA
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EVENTS LEADING TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION  R2-1   MOTIVES FOR EXPLORATION

“...man is usually a wandering and enterprising animal, for whom there exist few insurmountable barriers.”—H.G. Wells

Europeans explored the New World for various reasons.

7. FASTER, CHEAPER TRADE ROUTES

1. CURIOSITY 2. WEALTH 3. FAME

5. RELIGION 6. FOREIGN GOODS4. NATIONAL PRIDE
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Sea of
Darkness,
separating
Europe and
Asia. Sailors
feared monsters
were in the Sea
of Darkness,
and they dared
not cross it.

In 1492 Columbus sailed the ocean blue.
Why?

Writing in 1501, at age 50, he explained.

In 1492 most educated Europeans thought the world
was round. The Behaim Globe of 1492 showed the
world was round with one big ocean, the

When Christopher Columbus (1451-1506) was a boy,
AMERICA WAS UNKNOWN TO EUROPEANS.

Who would dare sail
WEST across the
Sea of Darkness to

reach the EAST with
all its riches?

One bold adventurer
came forth:
Christopher
Columbus—

a man who had a
dream

and pursued it with
optimism,

determination,
and courage.

R2-2 CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS DISCOVERS AMERICA, 1492

Between 1271 and 1275 Marco Polo, an Italian, had blazed a land trail East to Asia
(also called the Indies) and later brought back such luxury goods as spices, silks, gold,
and jewels.

Tradesmen followed. But
Europeans needed a sea route
West to buy the Indies’ goods
more cheaply. Land routes
were hazardous, slow, and costly.

  MARCO POLO’S LAND ROUTE TO ASIA
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R2-3 NATIVE AMERICANS, 1492-1835

In 1492 when
Columbus

discovered the
New World, he
did not find a
vacant land.

North and South
America teemed
with descendants

of early
adventurers who

crossed the Bering
Straits from Asia

—beginning
about 20,000

years ago.
Population

estimates of the
two continents in

1492 range
between

60,000,000 and
100,000,000.

In North America
Indian groups

spoke more than
300 different

languages and had
diverse cultures.

According to their
environment, they
made their living

by hunting,
fishing, farming,

or herding.
Their social
organization

ranged from small
tribes, composed
of several clans

(related families),
to large

confederacies,
composed of
many tribes.

“My forefathers didn’t come over on the Mayflower, but they met the boat.”
—Will Rogers, descendant of the Cherokee Indians

20201492 1835
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1492 1610 2020

R2-4 SPANISH EXPLORATION AND CONQUEST OF AMERICA, 1492-1610
By 1550, bold Spanish conquistadors (conquerors) had founded a vast empire, New Spain and Peru. They conquered the

gold-rich Aztecs and Incas in the process. By 1610, Spain’s empire stretched larger than the ancient Roman Empire.

PERU

NEW
SPAIN

NEW

SPAIN

Coronado

De Soto

Pizarro

Cortez
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THE RACE FOR NORTH AMERICA:
France—envious of Spain’s American wealth and eager to find a northwest passage
to the riches of Asia—ignored the Pope’s division of the New World between Spain and
Portugal and claimed her “rights of discovery” in North America with the voyages of
brave adventurers. England would soon follow.

Pope Clement VII scolded King
Francis I for violating the Treaty of
Tordesillas, which divided the New
World between Spain and Portugal.
The king, unfazed, had an answer.

 R2-5 FRANCE CLAIMS NORTH AMERICA, 1524-1763
1492  1524 2020 1763

NORTH

AMERICA

St. Lawrence

SOUTH

AMERICA

NEW

FRANCE

 River

Quebec

S
P
A
I
N

P
O
R
T
U
G
A
L

P
O
R
T
U
G
A
L

S
P
A
I
N

Treaty of Tordesillas
Line—1494

—

Newfoundland

Grand Banks

Cartier, 1534-36

Verrazano, 1524

Champlain, 1603-08

Spain

France

AFRICA

Portugal

England

ATLANTIC

OCEAN

FRENCH EXPLORATIONS IN THE NEW WORLD

PACIFIC

OCEAN
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! open fur trade routes,
! find a water route to China,
! convert the Indians to Christianity,
! extend the French empire.

1682—Nine years later Robert LaSalle led another French expedition down the Mississippi River.
He reached the Gulf of Mexico and claimed for France:  the entire Mississippi River Valley.

FRENCH LOUISIANA—its frontiers
did “stretch as far as all the rivers
which flow into the Mississippi.”
In 1803 France would sell this vast
land (west of the Mississippi River) to
the U.S. as the Louisiana Purchase.

R2-6 ROBERT LA SALLE CAIMS MISSISSIPPI VALLEY FOR FRANCE, 1682

1682-1763—France built trading posts
and forts along the Mississippi River and
Ohio River (land claimed also by Britain)
and, in 1718, founded New Orleans to
control the river trade.

1763—Great Britain (England)
defeated France in the French and
Indian War (1754-63),  a war fought
over disputed land claims. France lost
all her North American land east of the
Mississippi River to Britain and west of
the Mississippi River to Spain.

Now, let’s
check on England.

THE RACE FOR NORTH AMERICA:

1673—America’s interior river highways beckoned France. An expedition led by Louis Joliet and Father Jacques
Marquette, a Jesuit priest, left New France (Canada) to explore the Mississippi River as far South as present-day Arkansas.
The French wanted to:
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SOUTHERN
COLONIES
Maryland—1634
Virginia—1607
North Carolina—1663
South Carolina—1663
Georgia—1733

**Two New England areas later became
states. Vermont, an area, claimed by New
York and New Hampshire, became the
14th state in 1791. Maine, claimed by
Massachusetts until 1819, became the
23rd state in 1820.

*The “thirteen colonies” can be
misleading. By 1775 the British
had 32 colonies in North America, including Canada, the Floridas,
and several Caribbean islands. Only the thirteen above revolted in
1776. Initially, Britain’s revenue-producing Caribbean sugar islands
claimed more of her attention than these thirteen.

ATLANTIC OCEAN

NEW ENGLAND
COLONIES**
New Hampshire—1623
Massachusetts—1630
Rhode Island—1636
Connecticut—1636

MIDDLE COLONIES
New York—1664
New Jersey—1664
Pennsylvania—1682
Delaware—1664

Between 1607 and 1733 the British founded thirteen colonies on North
America’s East Coast and successfully ruled them for 169 years.

Other nationalities helped settle the colonies, but the population,
language, laws, and culture remained predominantly British.

In 1776 the colonies broke free of their mother country and became the
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

THE THIRTEEN COLONIES*

English or British? The proper terms are:
before 1707—English;
 after 1707—British.

 REVIEW SECTION 3

 BRITISH COLONIZATION

1607-1775

colony—a group of people who settle in a new land but remain subject to their original country
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The HOUSE OF BURGESSES met for the first time
in July 1619 at Jamestown, Virginia. Five generations
later, in 1776, leaders from the Virginia assembly,
grown accustomed to political freedom, would lead the
colonies to independence from England.

J , ,

By 1698 the House of Burgesses won the exclusive right to make tax laws,
assuring Virginians of a bulwark of freedom:

NO TAXATION WITHOUT REPRESENTATION.

Ninety adventurous women arrived in 1619, sent by
the Virginia Company as wives for the Jamestown settlers.
Each groom paid 120 pounds of tobacco for his bride’s      
                                                                           passage.

Twenty kidnapped Africans were sold to the Jamestown
settlers by the captain of a Dutch ship. As indentured
servants, they probably were freed after several years.
                                                                     But by the late
                                                                         1600s black
                                                                              servitude
                                                                                  turned
                                                                                      into
                                                                                    black
                                                                                 slavery.

1619—At the same time the Virginia Company extended political and economic freedom to the colony, two
groups not included in these freedoms were brought to Virginia:

THE BEGINNING OF SELF-GOVERNMENT, 1619
Virginia’s House Of Burgesses became the colonies’ first representative legislative

assembly (and in 1790 a model for the U.S. House of Representatives).
“Burgess” (or ”burger”) is an old English term meaning free citizen.

Each Virginia district elected two men to serve in the assembly which, along
with the company-appointed governor and council,

made laws for the colony.

The HEADRIGHT SYSTEM allowed private
ownership of land (as opposed to company ownership).
Each pre-1616 settler received 100 acres of free land.
Each thereafter received 50 acres, plus 50 acres for every
person he brought from England.

The Virginia Company, which
settled Jamestown, wanted more
laborers for tobacco production in
order to increase profits. So to
entice more settlers from England,
it extended Virginia’s

1) political freedom through a
    representative legislature
    (assembly): the HOUSE OF
    BURGESSES, and
2) economic freedom through
    private ownership of land: the
    HEADRIGHT SYSTEM.

R3-1 JAMESTOWN, VIRGINIA: ENGLAND’S FIRST PERMANENT COLONY IN AMERICA, 1607
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R3-2 NEW ENGLAND: PLYMOUTH COLONY PILGRIMS, 1620

Financed by 70 London merchants,
the group had obtained a land grant
from the Virginia Company.  But a
storm blew them off course—to
Massachusetts instead of northern
Virginia. They anchored off Cape
Cod on November 10, 1620.

America’s first adventure in democracy
had begun. The men immediately elected John
Carver governor, the first democratically
elected governor in America.

“They knew they were pilgrims, and looked not much on those things, but lift up their eyes to the heavens, their dearest country.”
                                                                                                                 —William Bradford, second governor of Plymouth

So, still aboard ship, Pilgrim leaders
William Bradford and William
Brewster invited all 41 males—Puritan
Pilgrims and Anglicans alike, regardless
of religious and class differences—to
sign the Mayflower Compact.
(Women  were excluded.)

The rest on board were Anglicans
(including John Alden, Priscilla
Mullins, and Miles Standish) seeking
economic opportunity.

pilgrim—one who makes a religious journey

1492 1620 2020

About 35 were Puritan Pilgrims
from Scrooby, England, who—after
a decade in Holland—were seeking
religious freedom in America. These
Puritans are called Pilgrims because
of their religious journey.  They also
are called Separatists because they
were separating from the Anglican
Church.

In contrast to Jamestown, a business
venture, Plymouth Colony was founded
for religious reasons. On September 6,
1620, the Mayflower sailed from
Plymouth, England, bringing 102
English men, women, and children to
found PLYMOUTH COLONY IN
MASSACHUSETTS, the second
permanent English colony in America.

A problem arose.  The Pilgrims were
outside the Virginia Company’s
jurisdiction, so they had no government
or laws.  And the Anglicans (upset at
missing Virginia) threatened mutiny
against the Pilgrims.

Plymouth
Jamestown

Plymouth

ATLANTIC

OCEAN
NEW ENGLAND

CAPE

COD

The Pilgrims signed first—and waited. Would
the Anglicans sign or mutiny?  Finally, Captain
Miles Standish, in charge of military defense,
led the other Anglicans in signing.
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A SELF-GOVERNING CHURCH

Based on the democratic Reformation doctrine
“priesthood of every believer,” each church
congregation was independent, holding yearly
elections to choose its pastor and other officers. This
democratic practice in church government became the
model for New England’s local civil government, the
town meeting.

    A SELF-GOVERNING COMMONWEALTH

By 1643 Plymouth Colony had 10 towns. Each
elected two representatives to a legislature, called the
General Court, which enacted colonial laws. And each
held democratic town meetings, where all freemen
could discuss and vote on local affairs.

PLYMOUTH VILLAGE: A CAPITALIST ADVENTURE WITH PRIVATE PROPERTY

By 1627 Plymouth was a thriving village of about 200. At first the settlers had owned land collectively, but when
complaints arose because some worked harder than others, private ownership of land was allowed (1623), making
all hands very industrious. Plymouth had learned the lesson of Jamestown: people work harder when they own
their own property. By working hard at farming, fishing, and fur trading, the Pilgrims earned enough money to
buy out their London investors (1627). They became self-supporting and independent.

  PLYMOUTH COLONY PILGRIMS:  CAPITALISM AND DEMOCRACY

In 1621 Plymouth
Colony elected 32-year old
William Bradford as
governor. A man of energy,
courage,
and wit, he served for
30 years.

THANKSGIVING

The New England autumn brought a
good 210-acre corn harvest, so the
grateful Pilgrims (about sixty by then)
set aside a day for feasting and giving
thanks to God.

They had invited the Wampanoags,
and Chief Massasoit arrived with 90
hungry Indians! Chief Massasoit and
the 90 Wampanoags had such a good
time that they stayed on for three days
of feasting and games of skill and
chance. (In 1863 President Abraham
Lincoln proclaimed Thanksgiving a
national holiday.)
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R3-3  NEW ENGLAND: MASSACHUSETTS BAY COLONY, 1630
Massachusetts’ representative assembly established in 1634.

Within a decade of founding Plymouth, the English Pilgrims, or Separatists, had new neighbors: English Puritans. What brought them over?

1492 1630 2020

The result: a Great Migration of
more than 20,000 English
Puritans to New England between
1629 and 1640.

Among the first to migrate were
Puritans who in 1629 formed the
Massachusetts Bay Company, a
trading company.

KING CHARLES I disliked English
Puritans because they insisted on purifying
the Anglican church (unlike the Separatists
who cut all ties). When he ruled without
Parliament (1629-1640), he harassed these
dissenters, or noncomformists, aiming to
“harrie them out of the land.”

In 1630 the Massachusetts Bay
Company Puritans sailed 1,000
strong on 17 ships into Boston
Harbor to found the Massachusetts
Bay Colony.  With Boston a hub,
they spread to several small
communities.

Led by John Winthrop, an English
lawyer, they brought their Company
charter with them and transformed the
Company into a self-governing
commonwealth, based on Puritan
religious ideas. Winthrop served as
governor for 12 years.

Governor Winthrop distrusted
democracy.  He thought God’s will—
not the people’s—should determine
laws. So he misrepresented the charter
to the colonists, saying only he and 18
assistants could make laws and govern.

But in 1634 Puritans from
Watertown—protesting taxation
without representation—asked to
read the charter for themselves. They
made quite a discovery.

Winthrop reluctantly agreed to a
representative assembly, the second in
British America. Each town would elect
two deputies to meet as a legislative
body with the governor and assistants
in the General Court.

The Puritans’ church, based on the
protestant doctrine, “priesthood of
the believer,” also had self-
government. The name of the church,
Congregational, reflects this
democratic approach.
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R3-4  NEW ENGLAND:
RHODE ISLAND, CONNECTICUT, AND NEW HAMPSHIRE

1636—RHODE ISLAND

In 1636 Roger Williams, a Separatist
minister, was banished from
Massachusetts for his belief in
separation of church and state and
for saying that the colonists should
have paid the Indians for their land.

State religions have prevailed
throughout history. Williams
challenged America to an adventure
in freedom few in the world have
dared: the freedom of religious belief.

Roger Williams set the precedent for
freedom of religion and separation of
church and state, later supported by
Thomas Jefferson and James Madison
and guaranteed by the First
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution.

In 1638 Anne Hutchinson joined
Williams in Rhode Island and
founded Portsmouth. Banished from
Massachusetts for teaching that God
spoke to people directly, not just
through the Bible, she also had
violated a belief about woman’s role.

1636—CONNECTICUT

1623—NEW HAMPSHIRE

In 1679 NEW
HAMPSHIRE became
a colony.

In 1820 MAINE, never a
separate colony, became a
state.

The American Hall of Fame honors
him for this unique contribution to
human freedom_your freedom to
think and believe as you choose.

1492 1623               1679 2020

THE  FUNDAMENTAL ORDERS
OF CONNECTICUT, written by
Connecticut Puritans in 1639, became
America’s first written constitution.  It
created a democratic government, with
voting rights based on property
ownership rather than religious beliefs.

In 1623 Fernando Gorges and John Mason received from the Council of New
England a land grant between the Kennebec and Merrimac Rivers. Mason took
the western half and named it New Hampshire; Gorges named his eastern half
Maine. Neither man was very successful in establishing settlements.
During the 1630s Puritans from Massacusetts settled in both areas, and by the
1650s Massachusetts claimed the regions by right of settlement.

After wintering with the Narragansett
Indians, he bought land from them and
settled Providence. Later he founded
the colony of Rhode Island, creating a
democratic government with religious
freedom and separation of church and
state.

In 1636 Thomas Hooker—and
other Puritans who disagreed with
Massachusetts’ requirement of church
membership for voting—settled the
fertile Connecticut River valley.
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NEW YORK

Hudson River

R3-5 THE MIDDLE AND SOUTHERN COLONIES

   1733—GEORGIA
In 1733 James Oglethorpe and a group of trustees
acquired a land grant from King James II to settle
Georgia as a haven for English debtors, people
imprisoned for owing money.

1634—MARYLAND
In 1634 Cecelius Calvert, Lord Baltimore, founded
Maryland as a haven for Catholics to worship as they
pleased (a right denied in England). He did so through
a proprietary grant given by King Charles I to his late
father George Calvert.
Protestants soon outnumbered Catholics in Maryland,
and Calvert realized that Catholic freedom must be
protected. The Toleration Act of 1649,
 a landmark of religious
 liberty, granted freedom
of worship to all Christians.
In 1691 Protestants made
Anglicanism the state’s
official religion.

1607—VIRGINIA
We have already
learned about
Jamestown, Virginia.
Virginia set the pace for
other southern colonies
with its rural, agricultural
society; slave based
economy;  established
Anglican Church; and
absence of public schools.

1492 1607                                               1733 2010

   1663—NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA
In 1663 King Charles II gave eight nobles a
proprietary grant stretching from Virginia to the
Spanish border of Florida. The proprietors’ goal—a
prosperous trade in rice, indigo, silk, and wine—was
reached by importing enslaved Africans to work on the
plantations. By 1710 blacks outnumbered the whites.
In 1729 King George II took over the colony and
divided it into North and South Carolina.

SOUTHERN COLONIES

MIDDLE COLONIES

1682—PENNSYLVANIA
William Penn had a nice surprise!

Carteret, who named their colony New Jersey. They divided their
grant into East Jersey and West Jersey, and established religious
and political freedom to attract colonists. In 1702 New Jersey
united and became a royal colony.

1609—Henry Hudson,
an English seaman hired
by the Dutch, claimed the
Hudson River for Holland.
1624—The Dutch West India Company
established the colony of New Netherland along
the Hudson River valley to develop fur trading.
1626—Dutch Governor Peter Minuit bought
Manhattan Island from the Canarsie Indians for
trinkets worth $24. There the Dutch established
 a trading post, New Amsterdam; later named
New York City, it became a thriving seaport.
1664—English King Charles II, desiring the land
between Virginia and Massachusetts,  made his
brother James, Duke of York (later, King James II),
proprietor of New Netherland—if he could take it
from the Dutch! James did so and made it an
English colony named NEW YORK.

1664—NEW JERSEY
In 1664 the Duke of York
gave land between the
Hudson and Delaware
rivers to two friends, John
Berkeley and George

1664—DELAWARE
 In 1638 the New Sweden Company founded New Sweden on
Delaware Bay. The colony was taken over by New Netherland
in 1655, then lost to England’s Duke of York in 1664.

 Long
Island

1624—
NEW YORK
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PETER
ZENGER

James Anderson wrote anonymous anti-Cosby articles for
the newspaper.
But Zenger, as
printer, was
legally responsible
for them.
Zenger risked
arrest for printing
the articles because
freedom of
expression in the
press did not exist.

R3-6  COLONIAL CULTURE AND FREEDOM OF THE PRESS: THE ZENGER TRIAL, 1735

November 2, 1734—Governor Cosby ordered Zenger’s
arrest and imprisonment for “printing and publishing
several seditious libels....”

Cosby’s opponents, led by James Anderson,
founded an opposition newspaper called

The New - York Weekly Journal
and hired John Peter Zenger,

 a German immigrant, to be its printer.

Today Americans have the right to criticize their government in the press or in speech—
a right necessary for opposing abusive power. But colonial New Yorkers had no such right until

JOHN PETER ZENGER, a courageous printer, won a victory for freedom of the press in 1735.

The colonies followed the English common law of seditious libel, which held it unlawful to publish any
criticism of the government—even if true—that created dissatisfaction with the government.

Seditious libel means:
publishing derogatory
statements that
cause discontent
or rebellion against
the government.

1492 1735 2020

It all started in New York in 1732: William  Cosby
arrived from England to become governor of New York
and New Jersey. He soon began
acting like a petty tyrant.

Cosby angered New Yorkers
by pocketing tax money,
dismissing officials who
crossed him, and
allowing no criticism
of himself  in the colony’s
only newspaper,
The New York Weekly
Gazette—controlled
by Cosby.

                                                 

GOVERNOR

WILLIAM COSBY

Hamilton said: “Must people suffer in silence
under a wicked ruler? The right to complain
against government is a natural right.”
The jury ignored the judge’s warning to
disregard Hamilton’s argument. After only
10 minutes the jury declared Zenger innocent.
The Zenger trial established a precedent for
freedom of the press. The First Amendment to
the Constitution of the United States, adopted
December 15, 1791, states that: “Congress shall
make no law...abridging the freedom of the press....”

THE ZENGER TRIAL: NEW YORK CITY HALL, AUGUST 4, 1735
To defend Peter Zenger, James Anderson recruited Andrew Hamilton (from Philadelphia), one of the best
lawyers in the colonies. Hamilton argued that truth is a defense against libel. In other words, if criticism of the
government is true, it legally can be printed.

PETER
ZENGER
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“I think the Parliament of Great Britain hath no more right to put their hands into my pocket,
without my consent, than I have to put my hands into yours for money....”

          —George Washington

“Under the law of nature, all men are born free....”
—Thomas Jefferson

1492 20201754-76

How one thing led to another . . .

Samuel Adams
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R4–1  !  LEADERS DURING THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION

! Boston patriot who used
   propaganda, press, and public
   relations to stir revolutionary fervor

! Organized Sons of Liberty, a radical
   anti-British protest group, and Boston
   Committee of Correspondence,

! Wrote “Common Sense” (1776),
advocating independence; it

   persuaded many colonists to rebel.

! French nobleman and army officer
who became a
general in America’s
Continental Army
and a hero in the
Battle of Yorktown.

! A favorite of
General George
Washington, with
whom he served.

! Leader of French
Revolution in 1790s

! Virginia plantation owner

! French and Indian War
   army officer

! Commander in chief
   of Continental
   Army

! 1st president
   of United States

! Known as the
   “Father of
   our country”

! Printer, journalist, inventor,
   scientist, colonial agent in England,
   minister to France

! Negotiated French-American       
   Alliance crucial to
   America’s victory
   in 1783

! Helped negotiate
   favorable terms
   of the Treaty of Paris,
   ending the
   American Revolution

! Delegate to the 1787
   Constitutional
   Convention    

! British King who lost the American
   colonies by refusing to yield to the
   colonists’ grievances and their Olive

! Wrote Declaration of Independence,
   as delegate to Second
   Continental Congress      
! Governor of Virginia

! 3rd president of
   the United States

 which circulated letters
 documenting British
 violations of colonial rights

! Led Boston Tea Party

! Delegate to First
   Continental Congress

! Signed Declaration of
   Independence

! Wife of the 2nd U.S. president
(John Adams); mother of the 6th
U.S. president (John Quincy Adams)

! Urged John Adams
   to include women’s
   rights in the
   “new code of laws”
   being written

Branch
Petition

! Founded University
   of Virginia

! Virginia plantation owner ! Leading patriot in First and Second
  Continental Congresses
! Championed adoption
   of Declaration of
   Independence.
! Wrote Massachusetts
   state constitution
! 2nd president of
   the  United States
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R4–2  !  CAUSES OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION:  AN OVERVIEW
“When a certain great king, whose initial is G,

Shall force stamps upon paper, and folks to drink tea;
When these folks burn his tea and stamp paper, like stubble,

You may guess that this king is then coming to trouble.”—Philip Freneau

 CAUSES FOR BREAKING WITH BRITAIN

1. ENGLAND’S NEGLECT
OF THE COLONIES

  3. LIMITATION OF
       INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS

4. TAXATION

                     ENGLAND’S ECONOMIC POLICY

6. TRADE RESTRICTIONS 7. ECONOMIC POWER 8. FREE ENTERPRISE

Britain regulated trade with the colonies
for her own benefit through navigation,
or shipping, laws that forced the
colonists to trade mainly with Britain.

But England
failed to enforce
the navigation
laws, and the
colonists traded
with whomever
they pleased—
and made
money doing
so.

The colonists grew accustomed to free
enterprise (free, unrestricted trade).
When Britain finally began enforcing
too late!

2. TAXATION WITHOUT
REPRESENTATION

CAUSES FOR BREAKING WITH BRITAIN

! Gold in the treasury makes a nation strong.

! So, a nation must have more gold coming in than going out—
    meaning, a  favorable balance of trade

! Therefore, a nation must regulate its trade to sell more than
     it buys.

! Colonies exist for the trade benefits of the mother country.

5. MERCANTILISM
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1755—British General Edward
Braddock, with his new aide
George Washington, led British
troops against the French at Fort
Duquesne. Defeated, he lost half his
troops and his life by fighting in
column formation (against
Washington’s advice), instead of
behind trees as the French and
Indians did. Washington rallied the
troops and emerged a hero.

The French attacked and defeated them
near Fort Duquesne (present-day
Pittsburgh) in the first battle of the
French and Indian War.

R4–3  !  THE FRENCH AND INDIAN WAR: STRUGGLE FOR NORTH AMERICA

Remember the 3-way race for North America among Spain, France, and England? One contestant, France, now loses.

Between 1689 and 1763 England
(after 1707, Great Britain) and France
fought four wars to win control of
the eastern half of North America
and extend their global empires.
They battled in Europe and India
and America, engaging various allies.

The French and Indian War
erupted in 1754 over disputed claims
by Britain and France to the Ohio
River Valley. France built forts there
to protect her fur trade—and her
claims. Most Indian tribes, except the
Iroquois, sided with the French.

In 1754 the Virginia governor sent
George Washington, a 22-year-old
lieutenant colonel in the Virginia
militia, to western Pennsylvania with
150 militiamen to force French
withdrawal from land Virginia claimed
from her 1609 charter.

Meanwhile, in Albany, New York,
delegates from seven colonies met to
discuss colonial defense—and
Benjamin Franklin’s Albany Plan for
uniting the colonies under a royally
appointed president general and an
elected council. Despite his cartoon
advice, the colonies said, “No.” (And
so did the British.)

In 1759 Britain reversed a losing
streak with a series of  triumphs,
culminating with the capture of
Quebec. France lost not only the war
but also her race for North America.

1492 20201754-63

ALBANY CONFERENCE

1763—BRITISH VICTORY ! The 1763 Peace Treaty
changed the map of

North America.

! Canada
! All land east of the Mississippi
  River, except New Orleans

! gave to 

! gave to (her ally)
!!New Orleans
!"French land west of the Mississippi
   River
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R4–4  !  BRITANNIA RULES!  AMERICA REBELS!
“What do we mean by the Revolution? The war? That was no part of the Revolution: it was only an effect and consequence of it.

  The Revolution was in the minds and hearts of the people, and this was effected from 1760 to 1775,
in the course of fifteen years, before a drop of blood was shed....”—John Adams

How could England keep peace along the colonial frontier with Americans eager to cross it and settle Indian lands?
Pontiac’s Rebellion compounded the problem: In 1763 Ottowa Chief Pontiac led a confederation of Indian tribes in a
year-long (albeit unsuccessful) seige of British forts in the Great Lakes region.

After 1763 victorious Britain tightened control of her vast North American empire
(almost doubled in size) in a series of actions that seemed fair to Britain, unfair

to the colonists, and that led directly to the American Revolution.

In 1760 George III (age 22)
had become king of Great Britain.
Although not a tyrant, he took his
mother’s advice to rule as well as reign
(unlike easy-going George I and
George II).

Insecure, vain, headstrong, and eventually insane, George III
and his King’s Friends faction in Parliament were ill-equipped to deal with
British-American problems following the French and Indian War.

1492 20201763-74

1. PROCLAMATION LINE OF 1763:  would bar westward
settlement on Indian lands and, in turn, protect the colonists

     from invading Indians.

2. 10, 000 BRITISH TROOPS:
    would protect this
    frontier line, with
    the colonists to pay
    one-third of the
    $1,000,000
    annual cost.

THE FRENCH AND INDIAN WAR CHANGED EVERYTHING.

“UNFAIR,” the colonists protested, arguing that
their original charters included land west of that
line. Furthermore, they declared, “We don't want
a standing army during peace time!”

PROBLEM #1:  FRONTIER DEFENSE

Until 1763 Britain had paid little attention to her colonies, 3,000 miles distant. Taking advantage
of this salutary (beneficial) neglect, the colonists had exercised the liberties of Englishmen and become

increasingly autonomous (self-governing), while remaining proud, loyal British subjects.

As you read what happened, analyze the cause and effect relationships in the sequence of events, and
then decide what you would have done 1) as a colonial leader and 2) as a member of Parliament.
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VIRGINIA RESOLVES

1764—SUGAR ACT

Placed duties on sugar and
molasses—not just to regulate
trade (as before) but to
produce revenue for Britain.

Smugglers would be tried in
admiralty courts without
juries.

1765—QUARTERING ACT

Required the  colonists to
quarter (house and feed)
British troops in America.

1766—
REPEALED STAMP  ACT
but passed DECLARATORY
ACT:  Parliament could make
laws binding colonies “in all
cases whatsoever.”

King
George

British House of
Commons member

Edmond Burke

British Prime
Minister
George Grenville

     SONS OF LIBERTY
Patriots’ resistance organization:

..and then one thing led to another!

1765—STAMP ACT

Required revenue stamps for
all publications and official
documents.

Englishman Isaac Barre
warned his fellow
Parliamentarians:

“Americans are sons of liberty
and won't surrender their
rights without a fight.”

He was right!

STAMP ACT CONGRESS

Happy over repeal,
the colonists ignored
the meaning of the
Declaratory Act.

In the Virginia Assembly
Patrick Henry helped write
the Virginia Resolves,
denying Parliament’s right
to tax Virginia.
He warned:

patriots—colonists for independence

DAUGHTERS OF LIBERTY—
supported boycotts, in part by
making homespun cloth.

    persuaded
       through
    pamphlets

    and
intimidation.
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John Dickinson, a
Pennsylvania lawyer,
argued in his “Letters from
a Farmer in Pennsylvania,”
that external taxes to
regulate trade were illegal
if used to raise revenue.

This influential pamphlet
urged repeal of the
Townshend Acts.

Samuel Adams
and fellow radicals in
the Massachusetts
legislature circulated
letters to all the
colonies, urging
them to boycott (refuse to buy)
British goods.

Colonists revived James Otis’
1761 claim that Writs of
Assistance violated their
English right to sanctity of
the home: the right not to
have their home searched
without a specific warrant.

1768—BRITISH
TROOPS (4,000) were
assigned to Boston to
ensure orderly customs
collections.

1770:  THE BOSTON MASSACRE

Two Boston Sons of  Liberty
used the shooting incident as propaganda*
to stir revolutionary fervor:
1) Samuel Adams, by publicizing it as a
    massacre of innocent victims, and
2) Paul Revere, with his engraving of British
    soldiers firing on unarmed men and women
    entitled:

Boston lawyer John Adams (Samuel
Adams’ cousin) courageously defended
Preston and his men in their murder trial,
for he believed they fired in self defense.
(John Adams later became the second
president of the United States.)

1770—TOWNSEND
DUTIES repealed—on
all items except tea

On March 5, (the same
day as the Boston
Massacre) Lord
Frederick North, the
new Prime Minister,
recommended this
action because of
pressure from British
merchants who had
suffered a 38 percent
cut in exports from the
colonial boycott.

The tea duty was
retained to show that
Parliament and King
George III were still
boss.

“Those
who are
taxed
without
their
consent...
are slaves.”

Bostonians resented the British troops and often taunted them. On March 5 a rowdy gang of
men and boys threw snowballs and rocks at a British soldier guarding the Boston custom office
across from the State house. British Captain Thomas Preston and a few soldiers came to his aid.
An unknown person shouted “Fire!”—and the soldiers did, killing five colonists, including
Crispus Attucks, an African-American. Attucks was the first person to die for the nation’s liberty.

                             

All were
acquitted
except two
who were
convicted of
manslaughter,
branded on
the  thumb,
and released.

Prints were
sent to all
the colonies

*propaganda—
information spread
to influence opinion

“The Bloody
Massacre.”

1. Revenue duties on
   tea, glass, lead, paper,
   paints
2. Strict customs
   enforcement,
   including Writs of
   Assistance

writs of assistance—non-specific search warrants

1770—TOWNSEND
DUTIES

Charles Townshend,
Chancellor of the
Exchequer (Treasury),
boasted he could  raise
revenue through
duties, because
Americans
accepted these external
taxes to regulate trade
as legal.
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1772 —COMMITTEES OF CORRESPONDENCE

1774—COERCIVE ACTS  (called
     “INTOLERABLE ACTS” by the colonists)

An angry King and Parliament decided to teach all the
colonies a lesson by punishing Massachusetts through
four acts, which:

1. closed Boston’s port until the city paid for the
tea

2. deprived Massachusetts of self-government and
 placed it under the military rule of British General
Thomas Gage

3. allowed British officials to be tried in England if
charged with crimes while enforcing British laws

4. issued a stronger Quartering Act for all the
colonies

1774—QUEBEC ACT
1. extended Quebec’s boundaries to Ohio and

 Mississippi rivers—land claimed by Massachusetts,
    Connecticut, New York, and Virginia
2. gave Quebec’s Catholic Church preferred status

 and sanctioned Quebec’s French law of trial
 without jury (Would America be next? Some
 colonists feared so.)

1770-73—A calm period
as King George III and Lord
North avoided further
provocation of the colonists

1773—TEA ACT

In a costly blunder,
Parliament tried to bail out
the (British) East India
Company—near
bankruptcy because of
17,000,000 pounds of
surplus tea—by giving it a
monopoly of the American
market.

Parliament hoped the
colonists would start
buying British tea again
(instead of smuggling
Dutch tea) when they saw
the new bargain prices.

FIRST CONTINENTAL CONGRESS, Sept. 5-Oct. 26, 1774

Blasting the Intolerable Acts as tyrannical, Committees of
Correspondence rallied support in all the colonies for beleaguered
Massachusetts and arranged for an unprecedented gathering:
a Continental Congress. Fifty-six delegates, from every colony
except Georgia, met in Philadelphia to chart a unified response to
Britain. The results:

1. an Association, pledged to boycott British trade

2. adoption of Suffolk Resolves, declaring the Coercive Acts
unconstitutional and urging Massachusetts to form its own
government and collect its own taxes and to form and arm a
militia

3. a Declaration of Rights and Grievances, stating that the
colonists were defying Britain because their LIBERTIES AS
ENGLISHMEN had been violated

                                         

The Tea Act united America’s conservative merchants (outraged by the monopoly)
and radical patriots (angered by the tea tax) in resisting Great Britain. In New York and
Philadelphia, tea ships were forced back to England.

1773—THE BOSTON TEA PARTY

Then, on December 16, about 60 Bostonians disguised as Mohawk Indians (believed to
be Sons of Liberty,
led by Sam
Adams) war-
whooped
onto three
tea ships in
Boston
Harbor and
threw
overboard
all 342 chests
of East India
Company
tea.

Meanwhile, patriot Samuel Adams helped Boston and 80 other Massachusetts towns
organize Committees of Correspondence to spread word of any new British aggression.
Other colonies followed suit, and by 1774 an intercolonial information network existed
that would unite the colonies in fighting for their liberties. If trouble arose—and it soon
did—they would be ready.
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“In this character of the Americans a love of freedom is the predominating feature....
They are...not only devoted to liberty, but to liberty according to English principles.”

                                               —Edmund Burke, member of British House of  Commons, 1775

* * * A FLASHBACK IN TIME: THE LIBERTIES OF ENGLISHMEN* * *

MAGNA CARTA

Way back in 1215, merrie old England
was not so merrie. Why? Tyrannical
King John ruled just as he pleased and
made the English barons support
him—and his wars—with high taxes.
Then one day. . .

On June 15, 1215, in Runnymede
Meadow, King John signed the
barons’ charter. Later called the

 

THE TAP ROOT

A tap root is a main root from which
smaller, lateral roots grow.

R4-5  !  THE AMERICAN TREE OF LIBERTY:  ENGLISH ROOTS,  1215-1689
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Now, back to Congress in Philadelphia.

“From all these causes a fierce spirit of liberty has grown up.”—Edmund Burke

On October 26, 1774, the
Continental Congress adjourned,
agreeing to reconvene May 10, 1775, if
King George did not repsond to their
grievances. Congressman Charles
Thomson wrote to Benjamin Franklin
in London:

The Continental Congressmen
did not seek war or independence,
only their rights as Englishmen, which
they felt Parliament had violated.

In Parliament, William Pitt and
Edmund Burke agreed with the
colonists’ view of their liberties as
Englishmen. They argued for
repealing the Coercive Acts.

English merchants suffering from
the boycott also urged repeal.

But King George III, Lord North, and
the “kings’ friends” faction refused to
yield. In November 1774 the king
declared:

Blows seemed not too distant.
General Gage and his British troops were
fortifying Boston, while Massachusetts
colonists formed a provisional
government under John Hancock, and
signed up men for the militia.

Minutemen were militiamen trained
for action at a minute’s notice.

Meanwhile, fiery orator Patrick
Henry urged the Virginia House
of Burgesses to act.

R4–6  !  “ON THE BRINK OF A PRECIPICE,”  1774-1775

1492 20201774-75

precipice—a steep cliff; a situation of grave danger

A war for liberty?
Perhaps—if their  rights were not
restored.

A war for independence?
Few had any desire to separate
from the mother country, any
more than you or I would want to
separate from our country. Most
were still proud to be subjects of
the mighty British Empire.

It was a family quarrel—
or was it?

Patrick
Henry
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News of the British rout spread
throughout the colonies. Soon 16,000
New England militiamen surrounded
Boston, trapping General Gage’s
redcoats in an eleven-month seige,
from April 1775 to March 1776.

Afternoon, April 19:  TO CONCORD AND BACK—Dazed by a
skirmish with Minutemen at Concord’s North Bridge, the British fled back
to Boston—via Lexington—through a gantlet of 4,000 angry militiamen
(farmers, artisans, teachers, ministers) shooting Indian-style from behind
trees and rocks. The Yankees taunted the redcoats with a familiar tune,
having adopted “Yankee Doodle” as their own. This song became the
American theme song of the Revolution.

Dawn, April 19, 1775:  LEXINGTON—Warned by Paul Revere, 70 brave
Minutemen, under Captain John Parker, met the British redcoats on Lexington
green at sunrise. A shot rang out, then a volley. No one knows who fired first, but
the redcoats counted eight Americans dead and ten wounded before marching on
to Concord. Samuel Adams and John Hancock, both at Lexington, escaped
capture—thanks to Paul Revere.

10 p.m. April 18—Lieutenant Colonel Francis Smith and Major John Pitcairn
signaled 700 British soldiers to begin their secret mission. Marching confidently
to Concord (about 20 miles from Boston) in the bright red uniforms of the
British army—mightiest army in the world, the redcoats sang a song ridiculing
their backward frontier cousins, the American Yankees.

April 18, 1775:  BOSTON—British
General Gage never intended a war—
only a raid to seize the gunpowder
patriots were stashing away in
Concord, Massachusetts.

“By the rude bridge that arched the flood, Their flag to April’s breeze unfurled,
Here once the embattled farmers stood, And fired the shot heard round the world.”—Ralph Waldo Emerson

“Listen my children, and you shall
hear of the midnight ride of Paul
Revere.”—Henry W. Longfellow

Silversmith Paul Revere, a member
of  the Sons of Liberty, and William
Dawes galloped by separate routes
from Boston to Lexington to warn
                                     the patriots.

R4–7  !  PRELUDE TO REVOLUTION: LEXINGTON AND CONCORD

1492 20201775
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June 17, 1775—BATTLE OF
BUNKER HILL  General Howe led
2,400 British troops (each with 100
pounds of equipment) in a frontal attack
on 1,600 Americans defending Breed’s
Hill (near Bunker Hill), overlooking
Boston.

May 1775—Realizing the patriots
meant business, England sent three
new generals to help General Gage and
the beseiged redcoats in Boston. They
soon took action.

Israel Putnam, a farmer/officer, had
the patriots hold their fire until the
redcoats were 20 yards away. Then they
fired, reloaded and fired again—killing
or wounding 1,000 men (40 percent of
Howe's troops and 12 percent  of all
British officers who would fight in
the war). Out of ammunition, the
patriotsretreated.

June 15, 1775—Congress adopted the
New England militia as the new
Continental Army.  John Adams,
seeking colonial unity with a Virginia
leader, nominated George Washington
commander in chief of the armed
forces of the United Colonies.

August 1775—King George III
responded by declaring the colonies to
be in a state of rebellion. He said:

Philadelphia Statehouse

May 10, 1775—Meanwhile, the
Second Continental Congress met as
scheduled at the Philadelphia
Statehouse and began to deal with the
unscheduled war—while continuing
to seek peace. (All states except
Georgia sent delegates.)

The Americans lost the battle (with
fewer than 500 casualties), but won a
strategic victory of confidence and pride.
The British never again underestimated
the patriot’ bravery and marksmanship.

And General Howe never seemed to
recover his confidence. Throughout
the war he avoided frontal attacks, as
well as final pursuit of the enemy.
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“I hope I shall always possess firmness and virtue enough to maintain (what I consider the most enviable of all titles)
the character of an honest man.”—George Washington

General George Washington (1732-99), a giant of a man in physique and
character, held the Continental Army together for eight years through sheer force of
character. He became the symbol of the American cause. Patriots trusted and
followed him because of his honesty, courage, dignity, and spirited sense of duty.

Thomas Jefferson said of him in 1814: “His integrity was most pure, his justice was
the most inflexible I have ever known, no motives of interest, of friendships, or hate,
being able to bias his decision. He was, indeed...a wise, a good, and a great man.”

Like Columbus in 1492, George
Washington, in June 1775, prepared
to venture into the unknown—as
commander in chief of the
Continental Army.

June 1775—As Washington
journeyed to Massachusetts to take
command of the Continental Army
(which still held the British redcoats
trapped in Boston), we can imagine
that he reflected on his life....

George was born in 1732 at Popes Creek
Plantation in Westmoreland County,
Virginia, into a family of eight children
(two were his half- brothers).  In 1738
his father Augustine moved the family to
Ferry Farm near Fredericksburg to be near
Augustine’s  ironworks.

George went to school in
Fredericksburg but did not go to
college, to his regret. Excelling in
geometry (though a poor speller), he
became a land surveyor at age 16. He
spent the next year as Culpeper County
surveyor. Then, from age 18 to 20 he
develped wilderness skills surveying
Virginia’s frontier for the Fairfax family.
A rugged outdoorsman, he used these
skills in the French and Indian war and
in the American Revolution.

George loved to fish and fox hunt, ride
horses, and go to plantation parties
(where he became an expert dancer).

George’s father died when he was
eleven. At age 21, George  inherited
Ferry Farm and twenty slaves from him.

At age 28 (1760), he inherited Mount
Vernon plantation from his brother
Lawrence. By 1773, he had acquired
40,000 acres of land. He enjoyed his
life as a planter and constantly sought
improved techniques of farming and
land use.

Washington’s great grandfather John
Washington, an English sailor, came
to Virginia in 1657—with no money.
Within twenty years, he owned 5,000
acres, including the land that became
Mount Vernon, George’s home as an
adult.

MOUNT VERNON

Potomac River

R4–8  !  GENERAL GEORGE WASHINGTON: COMMANDER IN CHIEF

1492 20201775-76

Did he think of Columbus as he
wrote his brother John?

To develop character, George copied 110
“Rules of Civility and Decent Behavior
in Company and Conversation” on pages
his mother Mary sewed into a notebook.
He practiced them all of his life.

“Associate...with Men of good
Quality if you Esteem your
own Reputation; for tis better
to be alone than in bad
                             Company.”
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The British sailed to Nova Scotia to
plan their next move. They took 1,000
loyalists with them. (Eventually
100,000 loyalists left America.)

In April 1776, Washington marched
his army to New York City, guessing
(correctly)that Howe would soon
attack New York.

At age 21, George joined the Virginia
militia for five years (1753-58). Fighting
with the British during the French and
Indian War gave him a knowledge of
British war tactics that would come in
handy with his new job as commander
in chief of the Continental Army.

In 1759 he married Martha Custis,
a wealthy Virginia widow, and Mount
Vernon became their plantation home.
He adopted and loved her two
children, Jack and Patsy. They had
none of their own.

In 1760 George’s friend George
Mercer described him at age 28 as:

“straight as an Indian,...6 feet 2
inches...175 pounds...[with] A
large and straight... nose; blue-
gray penetrating eyes....a clear
though rather colorless pale skin
which burns with the sun....His
mouth is large and generally
firmly closed, but which from
time to time discloses some
defective teeth....His
movements and gestures are
graceful, his walk majestic, and
he is a splendid horseman.”

George served in the Virginia legislature
15 years (1758-73). There he learned the
process of representative government and
became friends with Thomas Jefferson,
Patrick Henry, James Madison, and other
outstanding Virginia leaders.

As a Virginia delegate to the First
and Second Continental Congresses,
George called for action to maintain
“the liberty that we have derived from
our ancestors.”

On July 3, 1775, George Washington
arrived in Cambridge, Massachusetts,
and took command of the Continental
Army (about 15,000 men, encamped
at Harvard College) still laying siege
to the British army trapped in Boston.

Dismayed at the “imperfect obedience”
of troops who couldn’t even march in
step, Washington set stern measures,
including 20 lashes for swearing, to
make soldiers of them and develop their
character.

Success came eight months later on
March 17, 1776, when Washington’s
soldiers positioned cannon on
Dorchester Heights and forced
General Howe, who had replaced
General Gage, to evacuate Boston.

Dorchester Heights
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R4–9  !  THE PATH TO INDEPENDENCE:  COMMON SENSE

“O ye that love mankind! Ye that dare oppose not
only the tyranny but the tyrant, stand forth!
Freedom hath been hunted round the globe. Asia
and Africa have long expelled her. Europe regards
her like a stranger, and England hath given her
warning to depart. O receive the fugitive
[freedom], and prepare in time an asylum for
mankind!”

Meanwhile, in
January 1776,

COMMON SENSE,
Thomas Paine’s radical
pamphlet questioning

monarchy, tipped the scales of
public opinion toward

independence.

Thomas Paine

“The cause of America is in a great measure the cause of mankind.”—Thomas Paine
1492 20201776

“’Tis time to part.”—Thomas Paine
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R4–10  !  THE PATH TO INDEPENDENCE:  REASON AND NATURAL LAW

Back at the Second Continental Congress, meeting at
the Philadelphia Statehouse, was swamped with
colonists’ demands for independence.

Delegate John Adams wrote his wife:

On June 7, 1776, Richard Henry Lee of Virginia
introduced a daring resolution to Congress:

Deferring a vote for three weeks, Congress appointed
a committee of five to write a declaration, “setting
forth the causes which impelled us to take this mighty
resolution.”

When asked to
write the
Declaration,
Jefferson said
Adams should
do it—but
Adams explained
why Jefferson
should.

A great choice! Tall, red-haired Thomas Jefferson (age 33 in 1776), gentleman farmer of Monticello near
Charlottesville, Virginia, was a genius of the first order:  lawyer, legislator, scholar, scientists, architect, musician,
linguist. Later he served as Virginia governor and U.S. president. Like John Locke, he believed mankind had
the ability to reason and the natural rights to freedom, property, and self-government.

1492 20201776
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R4–11  !  DECLARING INDEPENDENCE
“Neither aiming at originality of principle or sentiment, nor yet copied from any particular and previous writing,

it was intended to be an expression of the American mind....”—Thomas Jefferson

“When in the course of human events, it becomes necessary
   for one people to dissolve the political bands which have

connected them with another,
and to assume among the powers of the earth the separate and

equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature’s
God entitle them, a decent respect to the

opinions of mankind requires
that they should declare

the causes which impel them to the separation.

“We hold these truths to be self
evident:  That all men are created
equal;

“that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain unalienable
rights; that among these are life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness;

“that to secure these rights,
governments are instituted among
men, deriving their just powers
from the consent of the governed;

“that whenever any form of
government becomes destructive of
these ends, it is the right of  the
people to alter or to abolish it and
to institute new government....

“when a long train of abuses and
usurpations...evinces a design to
reduce them under absolute
despotism, it is their right...their
duty, to throw off such government
and to provide new guards for their
future security.

“Such has been the patient
sufferance of these colonies; and
such is now the necessity which
constrains them to alter their form
of government."

THOMAS JEFFERSON

1492 20201776
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“I hope and firmly believe that the whole world will, sooner or later, feel benefit from...our assertion of the rights of man.”
                                                                                                                                                            — Thomas Jefferson

Wiliam Ellery of Rhode Island:
“I was determined to see how my
fellow delegates looked as they signed
what might be their death warrants....
Undaunted resolution was displayed on
every countenance.” Only old Stephen
Hopkins’ hand shook—with palsy.

“The history of the King of Great Britain is a history of repeated
injuries and usurpations, all having in direct object the establishment of
an absolute tyranny over these States. To prove this, let facts be submitted
to a candid world:”

Citing repeated petitions for redress,
met by repeated injury—Jefferson
concluded:

July 4, 1776

The Declaration of Independence was
unanimously adopted by the Second
Continental Congress—two days after
it approved Richard Henry Lee’s
resolution for Independence.

By August 2, 1776, 56 courageous
men, led by John Hancock,
president of Congress, had signed
“The Unanimous Declaration of the
Thirteen United States of America.”

Who were these 56 brave men, many
of whom lost lives and fortunes in the

War of Independence?

NATIONALLY:  48 American
born, 8 Great Britain born
AGE:  26 to 70, most in 30s and 40s
OCCUPATION:  23 lawyers,
12 merchants, 6 planters,
4 landowners, 4 doctors,

    2 farmers, 2 manufacturers,
    1 minister, 1 printer, 1 politician

EDUCATION:  32, college; 9,
tutors at home; 8, self-taught; 6,
common schools; 1, no
information
RELIGION:  55 Protestants,

   1Catholic

The Declaration of Independence
launched America—and the world—

on the greatest adventure ever:

THE ADVENTURE OF FREEDOM

FOR MANKIND!

But Jefferson warned, “eternal
vigilance is the price of liberty.”

Will you pledge your life, fortune,
and sacred honor toward
this great adventure of
freedom for mankind?

Jefferson listed 27 grievances.
Several would be addressed later in the
Constitution of the United States and
the Bill of Rights.

Jefferson included one grievance
which few recall because,
unfortunately, Congress rejected it: a
protest of King George’s support of the
slave trade and a call for its end.
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Meanwhile, Abigail Adams
of Massachusetts thought the
Founding Fathers should
emancipate women
from their centuries-old
subordinate status to men.

Considered intellectually
inferior to men, women
were expected to obey their
husbands and legally were
subject to physical punishment
as if they were children. They
were denied access to higher
education and, with
some exceptions, they could not vote, hold office, serve on
juries, bear witness, sue or be sued. Married women,
generally, could not own property.

On March 31, 1776, Abigail wrote her husband John
Adams, serving in the Second Continental Congress in
Philadelphia with the other Founding Fathers.

“I cannot say that I think you have been very generous to the Ladies, for whilst you are proclaiming peace and good will to Men,
Emancipating all Nations, you insist upon retaining an absolute power over Wives.”—Abigail Adams to John Adams, May 7, 1776

“A woman as soon as she is married, is called covert, that is veiled...clouded and overshadowed....her new self is her superior, her
companion, her master....By marriage, the husband and wife are one person under the law...the very being or legal existence of the

wife is suspended...incorporated into that of her husband...under whose cover she performs everything.”
                                               —William Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of England, a common legal reference in America

R4–12  !  REMEMBER THE LADIES, 1776

Abigail’s prophecy  came true.
In 1848 the Woman's Rights Movement began in Seneca Falls, New York.
It lasted 72 years, ending in 1920 with passage of the 19th Amendment to
the U.S. Constitution giving women the right to vote. You'll read of it in
a later chapter.
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 REVIEW SECTION 5

1776-1783

“We fight not to enslave, but to set a country free, and to make room upon the earth for honest men to live in.”
                                                                                                                                        —Thomas Paine, 1776

1492 20201776-83
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R5–1  !  THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR:  AN OVERVIEW, 1776-1783

revolution—the complete overthrow of a political system
1492 20201776-83

About 2.5 million About 8 million

—colonists for
                       independence

   (also called WHIGS, REBELS)

   About 1/3 of the colonists
   supported the Revolution.

CONTINENTAL ARMY

STATE MILITIAS

About 230,000 militiamen served—but never at one place
(owing to regional loyalties) or at one time (owing to short
enlistments of 3-12 months, desertions, and trips home to
harvest crops).

FRENCH TROOPS: after 1778, about 8,000

AFRICAN-AMERICANS:  about 5,000

NATIVE AMERICANS:  2 Iroquois tribes, few other tribes

WOMEN:  a few disguised as men and some who helped in
combat by loading weapons or by carrying water.

—colonists loyal
                        to Britain

   (also called TORIES, REDCOATS)

    About 1/3 of the colonists
    remained loyal British subjects.

NAVIES

THE 13 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

POPULATION

AMERICANS CHOOSE
SIDES

About 1/3 were neutral.

          BRITISH ARMY: About 50,000 regulars,
                          never at one place or time

GERMAN MERCENARIES (hired soldiers)

King George III hired 30,000 soldiers from six
German principalities. Because more than half came
from Hesse-Cassel, they were all called Hessians.
Most were forced to serve by their local ruler, who
pocketed the British payments. Many remained in
America after the war.

LOYALISTS:  about 50,000

AFRICAN-AMERICANS:  some slaves, in return for
their freedom

NATIVE AMERICANS:  3 Iroquois tribes and most
other tribes

GREAT BRITAIN

ARMIES

AMERICAN:  13 frigates,
40 merchantmen, more than 2,000 privateers

FRENCH AND SPANISH:  by 1781, about 350 ships
BRITISH:  by 1781, about 460 ships

Never more than about 18,500, often less
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1.  Outstanding leadership of General George
Washington, a man of high character and inspiring
courage

2.  Strong motivation—Americans were fighting to
become free:  free to think for themselves, choose their
own laws, and govern themselves.

3.  Fighting on home ground—knew the territory
4.  Experienced officers—including Washington, who

had fought in the French and Indian War
5.  Superiority of the American rifle (German-made)—in

range and accuracy—over the British smoothbore
musket

6.  Sharp-shooters—because of frontier experiences

1.  Military power—strongest army and navy in the
world; well equipped, trained, and disciplined

2.  Superior numbers—outnumbering the American
patriots in most battles

3.  Indian support—from many Native Americans fearful
of losing even more land to white settlers

4.  Loyalist cooperation—from about one-third of  the
Americans, who wanted to remain British

5.  Hefty war chest, with enough money to hire
30,000 German soldiers

6.  Bright red uniforms—took pride in appearance

GENERAL GEORGE WASHINGTON, 1732-99
Commander in chief, 1775-83

General Benedict Arnold, 1741-1801
(turned traitor in 1779)

General Horatio Gates, 1728-1806
General Nathanael Greene, 1742-86

General Henry Knox, 1750-1806
General Charles Lee, 1731-82

General Benjamin Lincoln, 1733-1810
Commodore Esek Hopkins

FRENCH ALLIES
Lieutenant General Comte de Rochambeau, 1750-1813

Vice-Admiral Comte d’Estaing
Admiral Comte de Grasse

FOREIGN VOLUNTEERS
General Marie Joseph Marquis de Lafayette (French),

1757-1834
General Baron Johan de Kalb (German), 1721-80
Colonel Thaddeus Kosciusko (Polish), 1746-1817
General Count Casimir Pulaski (Polish), 1749-79

General Baron Friedrich von Steuben (Prussian), 1730-94

GENERAL WILLIAM HOWE, 1729-1814
Commander in chief, 1775-78

GENERAL HENRY CLINTON, 1738-95
Commander in chief, 1778-83

General Charles Cornwallis, 1738-1805
General John Gentleman Johnny Burgoyne, 1722-92

Admiral Richard Howe, 1726-99
(brother of General William Howe)
Admiral George Rodney, 1719-92

GERMANS HIRED BY THE BRITISH
General Frederick von Riedesal

Colonel Johann Rall

! THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR:  AN OVERVIEW

GREAT BRITAINTHE 13 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

1.  Inexperienced army and militia (most militiamen were
       farmers)—untrained and undisciplined
2.  Short enlistments—often only 3 to 12 months
3.  Brand new navy—few ships to defend coastline
4.  Constant shortages:  money, arms, food, clothing,

medicine
5.  Near-bankrupt treasury—Congress printed continental
     paper money that lost its value because there was no
     hard currency (gold/silver), called specie, backing it.
6.  Loyalist warfare—often neighbor against neighbor

1.  Weak motivation—not fighting for a cause
2.  Unaggressive officers—failed to press advantages
3.  3,000 miles from British home base—resulting in

poor communications and a long supply line
4.  1,500-mile enemy coastline—hard to blockade
5.  Vast land—could conquer but not hold territory
6.  Easy targets—because of red uniforms and classic

military tactic of fighting in closed ranks
7.  European aid to Americans; fighting  European

enemies

MILITARY LEADERS

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

Hessian Barracks Museum
Trenton, New Jersey
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! THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR:  AN OVERVIEW, 1776-1783

Preserve the Continental army  and wear down
British troops until they give up and go home

Force the Continental army to surrender; restore
British control of the 13 colonies

“I am well aware of the Toil and Blood and Treasure that it will cost Us to maintain this Declaration, and defend these states.”
                                                                                                                                                                               —John Adams

“The possession of our Towns, while we have an army in the field, will avail them little....
It is our arms they have to subdue.”—George Washington

Hit and run!  Avoid battles; avoid capture.
The only victory necessary:  the last one

Guerrilla tactics learned from the Indians
(surprise raids, fighting from behind trees),
as well as conventional 18th century war tactics

Conventional 18th century war tactics:
frontal attacks in close ranks

Capture seaports.  Then, divide and conquer.
How?  By Isolating and seizing:  1) New England,
2) the middle states, and 3) the South.

GOALS

THE 13 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

MAJOR BATTLES

GREAT BRITAIN

STRATEGIES

TACTICS
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December 1776: A GLOOMY
CRISIS—Washington’s demoralized
troops, down to 3,000, were near
desertion. From Pennsylvania, he
wrote his brother John.

July 2, 1776—
Washington had
guessed correctly:
the British were
headed for New
York.

But General Howe’s redcoats soon
had Washington’s army on the run.

And now back to our story of General Washington and the Continental Army, who in April had forced the British troops to evacuate Boston.

R5–2  !  WASHINGTON ON THE RUN:  THE FOX AND THE HOUNDS, 1776

July 9—Headquartered in New York
City on Manhattan Island,
Washington responded to the British
threat by having the Declaration of
Independence read to his 19,000
troops.

8:30 a.m., Aug. 27—Washington
expected a British attack on Long
Island. He told his soldiers:

THE BATTLE OF LONG ISLAND
began thirty minutes later as the
British, aided by fierce Hessians,
attacked the patriot army. Outfoxing
Washington, Howe’s redcoats soundly
defeated the Americans.

During a heavy fog, Washington
made a daring escape by ferrying
9,500 troops from Long Island to
Manhattan. Manning the boats were
John Glovers’ fishermen/soldiers
from Marblehead, Massachusetts.

Fancying a jolly fox hunt, the British
chased the Americans out of New
York, through New Jersey, and into
Pennsylvania. Howe infuriated
Washington with the bugle call “Gone
to Earth,” signifying the fox running
for his hole.

Surprisingly, Howe did not move in
for the kill (a persistent trait, perhaps a
result of his Bunker Hill losses). He
returned to New York City, which the
British occupied until the end of the
war, to set up winter headquarters.

Soon a fleet of 300 ships, led by
General Howe's brother Admiral Richard
Howe, brought more British redcoats to
New York, for a total of 34,000.

Gen. William Howe,
hoping to divide the
colonies by taking New York,
landed 10,000 British soldiers
on Staten Island on July 2, the
same day Congress voted for
independence.
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R5–3  !  THE TIDE TURNS:  WASHINGTON CROSSES THE DELAWARE, 1776

17761492 2020

The soldiers’ spirits revived. It was
a morale victory, but Washington
needed a military victory as well.
He had a brilliant idea.

Christmas night we'll surprise-
attack the Hessian troops at
Trenton, New Jersey. Get ready
to recross the Delaware!

Washington’s brilliant victories
reclaimed New Jersey for the
patriots, and he now wintered
his troops at Morristown. His
reputation for courage restored,
the nation cheered him as a
hero—all except his mother.

When neighbors congratulated
Mary Washington in
Fredericksburg, she said the news
reports of her son's genius were
too flattering, but they wouldn't
go to his head.

“George will not forget
the lessons I have taught
him,” she said.

Capturing 1,000 prisoners, the
Americans shouted to the Hessians:
“These are the times that try men’s
souls!” And they danced in the streets.

January 2, 1777—British General
Cornwallis marched south to retake
Trenton. Exhausted, he refused advice
to attack Washington the night he
arrived.

Meanwhile:

BATTLE OF PRINCETON  (New Jersey),
January 3, 1777—Washington led a
victorious attack on Cornwallis’
rearguard at Princeton. Ignoring
danger, he charged and cried out:

THE AMERICAN CRISIS

These are the times that try men’s souls.
The summer soldier and the sunshine

patriot will, in this crisis, shrink
from the service of his country.

But he that stands it now, deserves the
love and thanks of man and woman.

The freezing troops then marched nine
miles to Trenton. Their bare feet
wrapped in rags left bloody footprints
on the snow, but none complained.

So on Christmas night, 1776, through
a blinding sleet storm, John Glover’s
fishermen/sailors ferried Washington’s
2,400 troops across the ice-clogged
Delaware River toward Trenton.

BATTLE OF TRENTON (New Jersey)
9:00 a.m., December 26, 1776—
In a smashing victory the patriots
surprised the over-celebrated, sleepy
Hessians and took Trenton in 45
minutes.
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R5–4  !  JOHN PAUL JONES: AMERICA’S FIRST NAVAL HERO
“Hailed the ‘Serapis:’ ‘Have you Struck your colors?’ Our reply,
”We have not yet begun to fight!” went shouting to the sky!”

—Bret Harte, Off Scarborough, September 1779

Born in Scotland as John Paul (he added the name
Jones later), he joined the British merchant marine at
age 12 and captained his own ship within ten years.
In 1775 Jones joined the new American navy to
help win American independence. He soon became
noted for daring raids on British ships and ports.

In 1779 Benjamin Franklin, U.S. minister to France
(America’s ally), persuaded King Louis XVI
to give Jones a French merchant ship to command.

Jones named his ship Bon Homme Richard,
in honor of Benjamin Franklin’s Poor Richard’s
Almanac, and led a small squadron into British waters.

JOHN PAUL JONES, 1747-92, loved the sea, sought adventure, and became
  a hero for refusing to surrender his sinking ship.

On September 23, 1779, John Paul Jones spied the British 50-gun frigate Serapis and fired upon her.
“The battle being thus begun was Continued with Unremitting fury,” he later wrote.

Out-gunned, his ship on fire and sinking, Jones heard Captain Richard Pearson, the Serapis commander, call out asking
if he were ready to strike his colors (lower his flag) and surrender.

Jones replied: “I have not yet begun to fight.”
In a daring maneuver, he lashed Bon Homme Richard to
the Serapis—cannons touching cannons—and engaged
in fierce hand-to-hand,
sword-to-sword fighting.
At last, the Serapis
struck her colors and
surrendered.

Victorious, Jones
and his crew
left their
sinking ship
and sailed
the captured
Serapis to a
port in Holland.

Benjamin
Franklin
reported to
Congress:
“The cruise
of our little
squadron...
has had
some success.”

JOHN PAUL JONES’ FAMOUS VICTORY: BON HOMME RICHARD DEFEATS THE BRITISH SERAPIS

While the American army won victories on land, the American navy—founded by Congress
on October 3, 1775—struggled against the mighty British navy with a small fleet of about 40 ocean-going
ships and some smaller, freshwater vessels. John Adams, a strong advocate of sea defense, wrote the first rules
and regulations for the new navy. Esek Hopkins served as naval commander in chief from 1775 to 1778.
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R5–5  !  EVERYONE'S REVOLUTION

While General Washington winters at Morristown, let me tell you about some other people
involved in the Revolution, lest you think only white men fought for American liberty.

 You have met me as the wife of John Adams. I am also the mother
of John Quincy Adams. Both men are future United States presidents.

Patriots, those Americans who supported Independence, were of every nationality and faith,
demonstrating the love of freedom that brought us all to this country.

Some groups—such as African-Americans, Native Americans, and all women—were excluded
from some or all of the rights we were fighting for in the Revolution; nevertheless,

many of us put our shoulders to the wheel, hoping our time would come.
As you remember, I wrote John asking him to remember the ladies in the new code of freedom

he and the other Founding Fathers were writing. He laughed at my request for like most
men of his time, he believed women have restricted roles. Let's see for ourselves how

some women and African-Americans participated in the War.
And for starters, you might like to read History of the Rise, Progress, and Termination of the
American Revolution, the very first history of the American Revolution. It was written by a

woman, my friend Mercy Otis Warren of Plymouth, Massachusetts. This was an unusual feat for
a woman, for women in our day were excluded from college and intellectual activities. Mercy

became educated through listening to the tutor of her patriot brother, James Otis.

Deborah Sampson yearned to be a soldier, unthinkable for a
woman.  Brave, imaginative Deborah became the first woman in
the American army, serving two years disguised as a man.

ABIGAIL ADAMS,
1744-1818

Molly Pitcher was the name given to many women
who, like Molly Corbin and Mary Hays McCauley,
brought water and aid to the soldiers and even manned
the cannon
when
needed.

Phillis Wheatley displayed such a
brilliant mind as a young slave that her
Boston owners encouraged her gifts as a
poet. Her poem to General George
Washington, published in the
Pennsylvania Magazine in 1776, caught
the General’s attention, and
he invited Phyllis
to visit his
Cambridge
headquarters.

Peter Salem and other African-
Americans fought at Lexington and
Bunker Hill.  Salem heard Major
Pitcairn’s “Disperse, ye rebels!” at
Lexington and was credited with
killing Pitcairn at Bunker Hill.
Salem’s bravery won the attention
and admiration of General
Washington,
who asked
to meet
him.

Of 5,000 African-Americans in the
 Continental Army, most were freedmen.

About fifty served in
each battalion.  There
were  two all-black
regiments—from
Rhode Island and
Massachusetts.

The 400-strong R.I. regiment won
fame in the Battle of Sullivan, South
Carolina, by withstanding three
fierce assaults from 1,500 Hessians.

Now, on to Saratoga, New York.
Victory is at hand!
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FINAL VICTORY!  BATTLE OF YORKTOWN:
October 19, 1781—With brilliant strategy, Washington
had the French fleet block Cornwallis by sea, while the
American and French armies surrounded the British by
land. Cornwallis surrendered, effectively ending the war.

1778—A FRENCH-AMERICAN
ALLIANCE, negotiated by Benjamin
Franklin, was crucial to America’s victory

VICTORY!  BATTLE OF SARATOGA
(New York), October 17, 1777—

But General Howe, deciding to capture
Philadelphia instead, was a no-show,
and Burgoyne suffered a disastrous
defeat at Saratoga. He surrendered
5,000 men, including seven generals.

The American victory at Saratoga was
a turning point. France and Spain
realized the colonists could win the
war and decided to aid them in
defeating Britain, their old enemy.

1492 20201777-83

R5–6  !  VICTORY:  FROM SARATOGA TO YORKTOWN, 1777-1783

British strategy for 1777 focused
on isolating New England with a
three-pronged attack. General
John Burgoyne was in charge.

1783—The TREATY OF PARIS
favored the United States generous terms:

May 1782—Army officers, angered by
Congress’ inability to pay them, asked
Washington to become king in a
monarchy set up by the army. In one
of his most important acts, Washington
refused this military dictatorship.

VALLEY FORGE—News of the
French Alliance cheered
Washington’s troops as they
wintered in bitter cold Valley Forge,
Pennsylvania.

Baron Friedrich von Steuben, a
Prussian volunteer who spoke no
English, drilled the soldiers all
winter, frustrated that they couldn't
understand his German swearing.
                      He turned them into
                                   professionals,
                                   and his drill
                                   book became
                                   a standard in
                                    the army.

1779—SPAIN declared war on Britain and
aided the patriots without a formal alliance.
Bernardo de Galvez, Spanish governor of
Louisiana, aided the patriots by capturing
Pensacola, Florida, from Britain. This kept
the British from attacking the United States
from the southwest. Galveston, Texas, is
named for the heroic Galvez.

1783:  UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA

Meanwhile, the British
replaced Howe with
Clinton as commander in
chief and opened a
campaign in the south.
With loyalist support,
they won major victories.

General Howe, my troops will
march south from Canada and
meet yours marching north
from New York. Colonel Barry
St. Leger will move east.

The motivation: revenge
and hope of regaining land
lost to Britain: Canada in
the case of France and
Gibraltar in the case
of Spain.

!!Recognition of independence
!"Land stretching west to the
   Mississippi  River (plus navigation
   rights on the river) and north to the
  45th parallel and the Great Lakes
  (Britain did not want her  rival
  France to have this land.)
!"Fishing rights off the Canadian coast

!"The United States agreed: to urge
     states to restore loyalist property and
     pay debts to British merchants.
!"Britain gave Florida to Spain.

!"Great Britain gave the United States:

in 1783. Britain
responded by
   declaring war    
       on France
            in 1778.

But then, in Yorktown,
Virginia, British General
Cornwallis fell into a trap
laid by Washington.

Pleading illness, he sent
General Charles O’Hara to
offer his word. The British
troops,marching between
lines of French and
American troops to lay
down their arms, refused
to look at the Americans.
General Lafayette told the
American band to strike
up Yankee  Doodle, and
British heads  swung
around sharply!
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1781  1788

“The Stile of this confederacy shall be ‘The United States of America.’”

THE CONFEDERATION PERIOD

1781-88

 PART ONE

 ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION
The United States’ first Constitution, 1781-88

 Articles of Confederation, Article I,
Ratified March 1, 1781

On June 7, 1776, Richard Henry Lee, Virginia delegate to the
Continental Congress, proposed that the “United Colonies are,
and of right ought to be, free and independent states,” and that
“a plan of confederation be prepared and transmitted to the
respective colonies for their consideration and approbation.”

A plan called the Articles of Confederation was adopted by
Congress in 1777 and ratified by 12 of the 13 states by 1779.
Maryland withheld ratification until states with claims to western
lands ceded those lands to Congress “for the good of the whole.”
By 1781 all states with land claims had agreed to cede them, and
on March 1, Maryland ratified the Articles.

On March 1, 1781, the Articles of Confederation became the
law of the land—and remained so until replaced in 1788 by
the Constitution of the United States.

CONFEDERATION PERIOD
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SHIFTING BALANCE OF POWER: AN OVERVIEW

R6-1 !  THE BIG QUESTION: WHO WILL BE IN CHARGE?
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The constitutions shared these features:

 STATE POWERS

THE CONFEDERATION GOVERNMENT UNDER THE ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION, 1781-88

1. Declare war
2. Make treaties
3. Manage Indian affairs
4. Maintain an army and navy
5. Coin and borrow money
6. Regulate weights and measures
7. Establish a postal service

1. THREE BRANCHES OF GOVERNMENT—with a
     weak governor, a bicameral legislature (except
     for unicameral legislatures in Pennsylvania
     and New Hampshire), and a tenured judiciary

The thirteen sovereign states
followed this golden rule.
Each controlled its own purse
strings, holding the power to:

CONGRESS, DESIGNED TO BE WEAK, HAD FEW POWERS.

sovereign—supreme power; independent

The single-house Congress was
composed of two-to-seven delegates
from each state, who voted as a unit.

No matter how large a state in
population, it had only one vote in
Congress.

Votes of two-thirds of the states were
required to pass laws.

Amendments to the Articles required
a unanimous vote. This made it hard
to change the Articles of Confederation.

1. tax

2. regulate trade.

STATE CONSTITUTIONS

Congress could:

                             State constitutions
                             were written during the
                       Revolution by every state           
                    except Rhode Island and
                 Connecticut, both of which
           simply revised their colonial charters.

2. PROPERTY QUALIFICATIONS FOR VOTING AND HOLDING OFFICE

   3. BILLS OF RIGHTS to guarantee personal liberty. Virginia’s Bill of
    Rights, called the Declaration of Rights, was written in June 1776 
    by George Mason. It became a model for those of other states and
    for the United States Bill of Rights.

 STATE CONSTITUTIONS LAND GAINED AFTER THE REVOLUTION

In the 1783 Treaty of Paris, Britain ceded to
the United States land extending west to the
Mississippi River. How would the new western
territory be settled, organized, and governed?

The Confederation
Government—
despite certain
limitations—

successfully fought
the American
Revolution,

won independence,
and  negotiated a

remarkably favorable
peace treaty.

R6-2  ! ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION: 13 SOVEREIGN STATES
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One mile
square section,
640 acres

6 mile square township

!Prohibited slavery in the Northwest
   Territory—based on Thomas Jefferson’s
                    1784 proposal.

(This plan also applied to subsequent territories.)

The Northwest
Ordinance set an

important land policy
by taking in new

western lands as equal
states rather than

subordinate colonies,
a democratic policy

rare in history.

TERRITORIAL GOVERNMENT

WOULD DEVELOP IN THREE  STAGES:

!Allowed the Northwest Territory to
   divide into three to five territories—
   each with self-government and a bill of
   rights that included religious freedom.

The Northwest Territory (and later, other territories) would be surveyed and
divided into townships, each six miles square. The townships would be
subdivided into 36 sections, one mile square (640 acres).

 LAND ORDINANCE OF 1785—JEFFERSON’S PLAN FOR SURVEYING AND SELLING WESTERN LANDS

NORTHWEST ORDINANCE OF 1787—REPUBLICAN STATEHOOD FOR THE NEW TERRITORIES

by state constitution (written by John Adams)
by state laws (gradual emancipation)

Sections of land would be sold at public
auction for a minimum  of $1.00 per acre.
Section 16 of each town would be used to
support public education—a priceless gift.

2. An elected legislature and a non-voting
    delegate to Congress when the popu- 
    lation reached 5,000 free, white males

! Slavery abolished in northern states, 1777-1804.

by Northwest Ordinance of 1787,
          based on Thomas Jefferson’s
                 1784 proposal.

EXPANSION OF FREEDOMS IN THE STATES

We the General Assembly of Virginia do enact that
no man shall be compelled to frequent or support
any religious worship, place, or ministry whatsoever...
but that all men shall be free to profess...their
opinions in matters of religion, and that the same
shall in no wise...affect their civil liberties.”

Virginia Thomas Jefferson

“Almighty God hath created the mind free....

1. A Congressionally appointed governor
    and 3 judges at the first stage

3. A state constitution and admission to
    statehood when the above population
    reached 60,000

!"Anglican Church disestablished, 1776-1790. Thomas Jefferson, after writing the Declaration of
Independence in 1776, returned home
to Virginia. Serving in the state
assembly, 1776-79, he democratized
Virginia’s code of laws.

His 1779 Bill for Establishing Religious Freedom
was enacted into law in 1786. It established freedom
of religion and the separation of church and state. It
became the model for the First Amendment to the
United States Constitution. It stated, in part:

In 1784 Thomas Jefferson, serving in the Confederation Congress, created a plan of government for organizing western lands into states
on an equal basis with the original thirteen. His plan—including  grid surveys, public education, prohibition fslavery,
religious freedom, and self-government—was incorporated in the Land Ordinance of 1785 and Northwest Ordinance of 1787.

Jefferson had proposed prohibiting slavery
in ALL future states after 1800, but this
clause lost by one vote in 1784. He
lamented: “The voice of a single individual
would have prevented this abominable
crime from spreading itself over the new
country.”

R6-3  !  DEMOCRATIC ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE CONFEDERATION

VIRGINIA STATUTE FOR RELIGIOUS LIBERTY

! Feudal property laws abolished.
 1) PRIMOGENITURE: right of the oldest son to property inheritance
 2) ENTAIL: land inheritance restricted to descendents of original owner

survey
started
here
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R6-4  !  PROBLEMS OF THE CONFEDERATION

Creditors avoided debtors trying to pay them with
this worthless paper money, and hostility developed
between the two groups.

These
continental
dollars were not
backed by gold
or silver, so their
value was inflated:
40 paper dollars to 1 silver dollar.

The Confederation lasted only a few years: from 1781 to 1788.
What were the problems?

How would the Constitution solve them?

1. NO TAXING POWER—NO MONEY

The national government gradually went broke.
Why? The Confederation government could
request money from the states, but it could not
require them to pay taxes. So few did.

2. INFLATION

3. TARIFF WARS

Each state, exercising its sovereignty, charged
rival states a tariff (a tax on imported goods).

Would warfare break out between the sovereign
states, as it did frequently in Europe among
sovereign nations?

4. JEALOUSY AND QUARRELING AMONG STATES

The Continental
Congress had
issued paper
money to pay
its $40,000,000
war debt.
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Each state had different trade regulations,
a frustrating situation for foreign governments and
businessmen.  Furthermore, foreign countries
distrusted the
Confederation
because it had
no power of
the purse to
back its
agreements.

Monarchical nations, such as England and
Spain, gleefully waited for the Confederation to
fall apart. They were certain that the foolish
idea of self-government would never work.

In 1787, hearing of Shays’
Rebellion, Washington wrote,

“There must be lodged somewhere a
supreme power [a national
government], without which the
union cannot be of long duration.”

What would
the

Americans
do?

George Washington, considering the
Confederation’s problems, feared the
worst.  In 1784 he had written:

In Massachusetts, debt-ridden farmers hurt by inflation couldn’t meet payments on their farm
mortgages.  Rather than go to debtors’ prison and/or lose their farms to creditors suing them in
court to foreclose (claim the property as payment of the debt), a group of farmers, led by Daniel Shays,
took up arms against the courts.

5. FOREIGN AFFAIRS IN SHAMBLES

7. DEBTOR—CREDITOR CONFLICTS: SHAYS’ REBELLION, 1787

6. DISRESPECT FROM OTHER COUNTRIES

! PROBLEMS OF THE CONFEDERATION
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R6-5  !  THREE FRIENDS: A MEETING OF NATIONALIST MINDS

Individually and together, Washington, Madison, and Hamilton guided events toward a peaceful
overthrow of the Articles of Confederation and the creation of a new constitution that achieved
“a more perfect union”—which we still enjoy today, two centuries later.

George Washington believed that only a strong, national government
could save the states from political and financial ruin.

George Washington’s nationalist view was shared by other American leaders, including his young
friends James Madison, a fellow Virginian, and Alexander Hamilton of New York, his chief military
aide during the Revolutionary War.

Madison and Hamilton had become friends as members of the Continental Congress in 1782, when
both attempted—in vain—to strengthen the Confederation government.

JJames
Madison

George
Washington Alexander

Hamilton

The three friends shared views in person and through correspondence during the 1780s.
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R6-6  !  A BOLD PROPOSAL

1785—MOUNT VERNON CONFERENCE

George Washington helped solve an immediate
problem of the Confederation. He hosted a
meeting of Virginia and Maryland delegates to
settle disputes over fishing rights and navigation
improvements on the Potomac River.

1786—ANNAPOLIS CONFERENCE

James (Jemmy) Madison, encouraged by
Washington’s success, arranged for the Virginia
legislature to call a meeting of all thirteen
states in Annapolis, Maryland. The purpose:
to discuss interstate commerce.

Two conferences, one successful and the other a failure,
led to an unexpected proposal from Alexander Hamilton.

ANNAPOLIS CONFERENCE PROPOSAL: A 1787 CONVENTION

Would Congress agree?

He wrote a bold proposal for the group,
asking Congress to convene all the
states in Philadelphia in May 1787
to correct “such defects as may be
discovered to exist” in the Articles
of Confederation—and to find ways
“to render the Constitution of the
Federal Government adequate to the
exigencies [urgent needs] of the Union.”

The meeting was a success. The meeting failed because delegates from only
five states came. Among them was Madison’s
friend Alexander Hamilton from New York.

Alexander Hamilton snatched victory from defeat.
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1787

We the People of the United States,
in 0rder to form a more perfect Union,

establish Justice,
ensure domestic Tranquillity,

provide for the common defense,
promote the general Welfare, and

secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity,
 do ordain and establish this

Constitution for the United States of America.

The Constitution of the United States of America

1607 2020

“Let virtue, honor, the love of liberty...be...the soul of this constitution,
and it will become the source of great and extensive happiness to this and future generations.

Vice, ignorance, and want of vigilance will be the only enemies able to destroy it.”
 —John Jay

“The most wonderful work ever struck off at a given time by the brain and purpose of man.”
 —William E. Gladstone

constitution—the fundamental laws or principles by which a nation is governed, usually embodied in a written document
govern—to direct, or control, in a straight, smooth course for the good of the whole

Preamble

“In New England every citizen...is taught...his religion,
the history of his country,

and the leading features of its Constitution....
It is extremely rare to find a man

imperfectly acquainted with all these things,
and a person wholly ignorant of them is a phenonomenon.”

       —Alexis  de Tocqueville, 1830
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“If all the delegates named for this Convention at Philadelphia are present, we will never have seen, even in Europe,
an assembly more respectable for the talents, knowledge, disinterestedness, and patriotism of those who compose it.”

                                                                                                 —G.K. Otto, French Charge d'Affaires, Philadelphia, 1787

Congress, meeting in New York City, reluctantly agreed to the Annapolis proposal.
It called for a Federal Convention in Philadelphia on May 14, 1787, but carefully stated that the
meeting was “for the sole...purpose of revising the Articles of Confederation.”

And so, 12 states sent 55 delegates to meet at Philadelphia's State House, now called Independence Hall,
where eleven years earlier, in 1776, the Declaration of Independence had been adopted. Disregarding
Congress’ mandate to revise the old Articles of Confederation—based on state sovereignty— they
emerged after four months with something new: a Constituion based on national sovereignty, the framework
for a federal republic. Thirty-nine of the delegates, or framers, signed the Constitution of the United States
“to form a more perfect Union...and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity.”

New York City
(Congress)

*
*Philadelphia

 WHO WERE THESE FRAMERS—THESE EXTRAORDINARY MEN OF REASON AND CREATIVITY?

                                MASSACHUSETTS:
                                                              Nathaniel Gorham,  Rufus King

                                         CONNECTICUT: William Samuel
                          Johnson, Roger Sherman

                                    NEW YORK: Alexander Hamilton

                                NEW JERSEY: William Livingston,
        David Brearley, Wiilliam Paterson, Jonathan Dayton

                            PENNSYLVANIA: Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Mifflin,
                               Robert Morris, George Clymer, Thomas FitzSimons,

  Jared Ingersoll, James Wilson, Gouverneur Morris

                DELAWARE: George Read, Gunning Bedford, Jr.,
                                                  John Dickinson, Richard Bassett, Jacob Broom

                       MARYLAND: James McHenry, Daniel of St. Thomas Jenifer,
                                                                                                   Daniel Carroll

 VIRGINIA: George Washington (president of the convention)
                     James Madison, John Blair

                   NORTH CAROLINA: William Blount, Richard Dobbs Spaight, Hugh Williamson

                          SOUTH CAROLINA: John Rutledge, Charles Cotesworth Pinckney, Charles Pinkney,
                                Pierce Butler

                               GEORGIA: William Few, Abraham Baldwin

     NEW HAMPSHIRE:
  John Langdon, Nicholas Gilman

Now—would the states agree to send delegates? Those undecided did so when they
learned that George Washington would be a delegate, for the whole country trusted the
beloved Revolutionary War hero. The Pennsylvania Herald wrote:

So it seemed to all the states except Rhode Island which, protective of its state's rights, refused to participate.

“If the plan is not a good one, it is impossible that either
General Washington or Dr. Franklin would have recommended it.”

THE 39 FRAMERS

WHO SIGNED THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES

R7–1  !  A CONVENTION OVERVIEW
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After analyzing ancient and modern
governments, Madison outlined their keys
to success and failure in a 41-page booklet.

“Knowledge will forever govern ignorance; and a people who mean to be their own governors
must arm themselves with the power which knowledge gives.”—James Madison

Madison’s 15-point “Virginia Plan”
would provide
the agenda for
the entire
proceedings
of the
Convention.

Modified
by important
compromises,
it became
the blueprint
for the
United States
Constitution.

Finally, Madison created a 15-point plan of government.
Arriving early in Philadelphia, he presented it to the other
Virginia delegates, including  Governor Edmund Randolph and
George Washington, for their suggestions and endorsements.

He read more than 200 books
on history and philosophy
(Aristotle, Voltaire, Locke,
Montesquieu, Hume).

Many had been sent from France
by his close friend Thomas Jefferson,
who served as Minister to France
from 1785 to 1789.

Virginia delegate James “Jemmy” Madison arrived at the convention eleven days early,
 armed with a plan of action. Madison—a 36-year-old bachelor, shy, short (5'6"), soft-
spoken, frail, and scholarly—was a man among men.  Described by a contemporary as “no
bigger than half a piece of soap,” he nevertheless would emerge the clear leader of the 1787
Constitutional Convention, earning the title, Father of the United States Constitution.

Born in 1751 in Port Conway, Virginia, the eldest of 12 children, Madison grew up near
Orange on his family’s beautiful Virginia plantation Montpelier, which he later inherited.
He studied at home with tutors, earned a degree in philosophy at Princeton in 1771, and
then became a life-long statesman.

Madison served in the Virginia assembly (1776-77), where he and Thomas Jefferson began
a 50-year friendship; the Confederation Congress (1780-83); and the U.S. Congress (1790-94).

Madison spent a year studying for the 1787 Convention,
He was motivated by a central question:

“How can
the country have
a strong national

government
without taking freedom

from the people?”

He served his country as secretary of state (1801-09) and president (1809-17). No wonder Dolley Madison,
the vivacious Philadelphian he married in 1794, called him “the great little Madison.”

R7–2  !  JAMES MADISON: FATHER OF THE U.S. CONSTITUTION, 1751-1826
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In May 1787 the delegates slowly gathered for the in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
at the —later called   Here in the same room eleven years earlier,
in 1776, members of the Second Continental Congress had signed the Declaration of Independence.

3—had been in the Stamp Act Congress, 1765.
8—had signed the Declaration of Independence; 2, the Articles of Confederation.
42—had served in the First and/or Second Continental  Congresses, 1774-1781.
         and/or the Confederation Congress, 1781-87.
30—were Revolutionary War veterans.
2—would be U.S. presidents (George Washington and James Madison); 1, a vice-president (Elbridge Gerry).
7—had been governors; 9 would be governors.
8—were judges; 2 would be chief justices of the Supreme Court.
2—were college presidents (Princeton and Columbia); 29 were college-educated.
34—had practiced law; 20 had helped write their state constitutions.
18—had worked or studied abroad; many were fluent in Latin, French, and other languages.
8—were born outside the United States but all within the British Empire.

Most of the 55 white male delegates knew and respected one another through shared adventures.

Most were prosperous lawyers, businessmen, or plantation owners.
And they were young—average age, 42.  Most were in their 30s—Madison, 36; Hamilton, 32.
Washington was 55. Benjamin Franklin, 81, was said to have the mind of a 25-year-old.

“There never was an assembly of men...more...devoted to...devising...a constitutional system which would best...
secure the permanent liberty and happiness of their country.”—James Madison

R7–3  !  THE DELEGATES GATHER:  A REUNION OF ADVENTURERS, MAY 14-25
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The Convention officially began
two weeks late on Friday, May 25,
1787, with a quorum of seven states.

During its hot, 4-month schedule of
6-hour meetings, six days a week,
13 of the 55 delegates withdrew for
personal or policy reasons. The
Convention rarely drew more than
30 to 35 delegates at a time.

Madison’s Virginia Plan had to wait
a few days because spring rains and
muddy roads delayed many delegates.

     His journal, Notes of Debates in the Federal Convention of 1787
(published in 1840, four years after his death),

offers you a ringside seat at the Convention—next to him.

 On Monday, May 28, 1787, the delegates got down to business. Luckily for us,
 James Madison decided to sit up front and record for posterity every word said.

“This example of changing the constitution by assembling the wise men of the state, instead of assembling armies,
will be worth as much to the world as the former examples we have given it.”—Thomas Jefferson

R7–4  !  THE CONVENTION BEGINS, MAY 25, 1787

The first day: George Washington,
unanimously elected president of the
Convention, took his presiding chair,
                                             saying...
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The delegates were old hands at running an effective meeting.  Their rules of procedure included:

“Every member, rising to speak,
shall address the President; and whilst he
shall be speaking, none shall pass
between them, or hold discourse or read
a book, pamphlet, or paper....”

Well, jovial Gouverneur Morris boasted one night that he was
not intimidated by Washington. He bet Alexander Hamilton and other
friends that he would dare greet Washington with a slap on the back.

Of course, who would misbehave
with the dignified, respected Washington
seated on the platform, influencing the
delegates with his slightest expression of
pain or pleasure?

As John Adams
once said of the
regal Virginian:

“Next to
Washington,
a king
would look
like a valet.”

Amazingly there were no leaks—
perhaps because of an early scolding
by George Washington, when he
discovered a delegate’s lost notes.

Washington threw the notes
on a table, saying,
“Let him who owns it take it,”
and stalked out. No one moved to
recover the notes—to this day!

No votes were final until the last
day, so delegates could change their
minds freely. Every issue could be re-
voted if anyone wished. More than 569
votes eventually were taken.

After the convention a member
would remark in amazement:

Yet, quite often the convention
debates grew fierce and tempers short.

Delegates could not tell anyone
about the proceedings until the
Convention ended.  This allowed
them to speak freely and experiment
with ideas.

The next day, more sober, he merely put his hand on Washington’s shoulder,
then regretted that!

R7–5  !  RULES OF PROCEDURE
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On Tuesday, May 29, Virginia Governor Edmund Randolph presented the bold, 15-point Virginia Plan,
outlining a national republican government with THREE BRANCHES:

Most delegates favored strengthening the central government by giving it
powers to tax and control commerce. But they were divided between large-state
“nationalists,” who wanted even greater central powers, and small-state “states’
righters,”
who wanted only to
strengthen the
Confederation,
not
overthrow it.

William Paterson of New Jersey
presented the small states’ New Jersey
Plan, which called for merely
strengthening the Articles of
Confederation, thus retaining state
sovereignty.

Then, out of the blue, Alexander Hamilton of New York presented a third plan
that—to everyone’s surprise–was modeled on the British government, which he
admired.

The delegates listened politely
to Hamilton for six  hours, then
without comment began to debate the
Virginia and New Jersey Plans.

The Virginia Plan caused shock waves!

Gunning Bedford of Delaware
challenged the large-state delegates:

1) EXECUTIVE

2) JUDICIARY

3) LEGISLATIVE,
with population determining
the number of members in            
both  houses of the legislature.

R7–6  !  THREE COMPETING PLANS
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1. THREE-FIFTHS COMPROMISE
       The delegates compromised in a strange way: a slave would count as
       3/5 person in determining House representation and direct taxes (taxes

       owed by states
       to the federal

But the small states objected to the
Virginia Plan’s population-based
legislature. They said the large states
would have more people, thus more
members and votes in Congress, thus
more power than the small states.

Things were at a stalemate.
Benjamin Franklin urged the two
sides to compromise, each giving in
a little.

Southern delegates wanted slaves to
count as people so as to have more
congressmen representing their states.

Solution to this conflict raised
a new one—between Northern
and Southern states: how to
count the slave population in
apportioning members of the
House of Representatives.

Here’s how Sherman’s plan would work
in the case of

               Pennsylvania (pop. 434,373)
 and Delaware (pop. 59,096):

This Connecticut Compromise, (including
the House of Representatives’ power to
originate money bills), along with the
North-South compromises described below,
passed 5-4 as the Great Compromise.

Roger Sherman of Connecticut
offered a compromise:

*These figures are from the
1790 U.S. census, which shows
757,181 African-Americans in a
total population of 3,929,625.

    By compromising—each side
“shaving” some demands

in order to reach agreement—
the Convention was saved:

a valuable lesson!

ESTIMATED U.S. POPULATION, 1790*

 Thus, the Constitution implicitly recognized slavery. However, in 1807
Congress abolished slave importation, and in 1865 the 13th

Amendment to the Constitution abolished slavery. (*The word “slave”
is never used in the Constitution. Instead, phrases such as “other
persons” and “such persons” refer to slaves.)

2. SLAVE TRADE COMPROMISE
Prohibition of slave imports would be delayed for 20 years, but
until then (1807) slaveholders could be taxed up to $10.00 per
imported slave.

LARGE STATE–SMALL STATE COMPROMISE

Virginia Plan vs. New Jersey Plan:

NORTH-SOUTH COMPROMISES

government).

Northern delegates called this
1) unfair and 2) inconsistent because
slaves were considered property.
Gouverneur Morris voiced a moral
protest:

  The delegates voted 7 to 3 for the
                                 Virginia Plan.

R7–7  !  COMPROMISE, COMPROMISE, COMPROMISE

They
realized

this meant a
revolutionary

overthrow
of the

Confederation
—and state
sovereignty.
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AN IRONY: Several of the delegates were against slavery
(including Washington, Madison, Hamilton, Franklin,
and Mason). But they had to choose between having a
constitution and ending slavery. Why? South Carolina and
Georgia would not join the new nation without slavery.

If avoiding the slavery question allowed for
a constitution, it also threatened to destroy the
constitution 70 years later with the Civil War.

LEGISLATIVE COMPROMISE

Who should elect the legislators?

EXECUTIVE COMPROMISE

Who should elect the president?
The president

would be elected
indirectly by the
people through an

It took 60 ballots
to decide who should elect the president.

The compromise:

As Abraham Lincoln said seven decades later, the word slavery
was “hid away in the Constitution, just as an afflicted man
hides away a ...cancer, which he dares not cut out at once, lest
he bleed to death.”

George Mason,
author of the
Virginia Bill
of Rights,
warned:

Electoral College made  up of
electors chosen by each state—
the number being equal to the
number of  its congressmen.
The candidate with most
votes would be president; the
one with the next highest
votes would be vice president.

R7–8  !  MORE COMPROMISES

(This was changed in 1804
by the 12th Amendment,
which stated that the vice
president would be elected on
a separate ballot.)
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SHOULD THERE BE A STANDING ARMY—YES

WHO SHOULD DECLARE WAR? — CONGRESS

“If we desire to secure peace...it must be known that we are at all times ready for war.” — George Washington
Americans were
suspicious of
standing armies
in peacetime.
They remembered
Britain’s “peacetime”
army that had fired
upon them at
Lexington.

But Washington’s
aside comment in
response to
Elbridge Gerry
gave another
perspective.

Eleven states did have religious requirements.

SHOULD THERE BE RELIGIOUS REQUIREMENTS FOR PUBLIC OFFICE?—NO

States: To hold office one must:

This meant that the 2,000 Jews and 25,000 Catholics in
America—plus people of other faiths or of non-faith—
did not qualify for public office in most states.

The delegates rejected the states’ practice. Determined
that government must not violate people’s freedom to believe as they
chose, they voted unanimously for Charles Pinckney’s proposal.

“Among the most inestimable of our blessings is that...of liberty to worship our Creator in the way we think most agreeable in His will;
a liberty deemed in other countries incompatible with good government and yet proved by our experience to be its best support....

The rights of conscience we never submitted [to government]. We are answerable for them to our God.”—Thomas Jefferson

Massachusetts and Maine— be a Christian
NH, NJ, NC, SC, and GA—be a Protestant Christian
Pennsylvania—believe in God and the Bible
Delaware—believe in the Christian Trinity

Charles
Pinckney

James
Madison

R7–9  !  THREE IMPORTANT QUESTIONS
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September 8-12—Gouverneur Morris led a 5-man Committee of Style
(including Madison and Hamilton) in writing the final draft of the constitution.

Morris, a masterly writer steeped in the cadences of Shakespeare, distilled
twenty-three rambling articles into seven—each clear, concise, and eloquent.

Proud of his work, Gouverneur Morris commented:

September 12-17—The delegates fine-tuned the final draft, still voting
on issues until the last day. George Mason had a last-minute idea, but the
delegates unanimously rejected it. Tired and eager to go home, most agreed
with Roger Sherman.

August 7—The Committee of Detail
submitted its report, organized into
twenty-three articles. Then the delegates
spent five weeks debating and revising it.

July 24-August 7

Later, Caleb Strong (delegate from Massachusetts) said, “For my part, I
think the whole of it is expressed in the plain, common language of mankind.”

COMMITTE OF DETAIL

COMMITTEE OF STYLE—THE FINAL DRAFT

The Committee of Detail consulted important documents on government, including the
Magna Carta; colonial charters; the Albany Plan of Union; state constitutions; the Articles
of Confederation; and a Native American document:  THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE,
the Iroquois Confederacy’s 200-year-old constitution.

George
Mason

Roger
Sherman

Pennsylvania
State House

Most of the delegates took
a 10-day break while a 5-
man Committee of Detail
drafted a report of the
Convention’s resolves. Committee Chairman John Rutledge began the meeting by reading from the Iroquois

Confederacy’s constitution, which both he and Benjamin Franklin admired.

R7–10  !  THE FINAL DAYS

George Washington
revisited Valley Forge, 20
miles from Philadelphia.
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As the delegates came forward, one by one, to sign the Constitution,
Benjamin Franklin looked at the sun on the president’s chair and said:

        I doubt too whether any other Convention we
           can obtain, may be able to make a better
            Constitution. For when you assemble a      
             number of men to have the advantage of
            their joint wisdom, you inevitably assemble
          with those men all their prejudices, their     
        passions, their errors of opinion, their local    
       interest, and their selfish views.  From such an
assembly can a perfect production be expected?
    It therefore astonishes me, Sir, to find this system
approaching so near to perfection as it does; and I
think it will astonish our enemies, who are
waiting...to hear that our councils are confounded
like those of the Builders of Babel....
    Thus I consent, Sir, to this Constitution because
I expect no better, and because I am not sure that it
is not the best....On the whole, Sir, I cannot help
expressing a wish that every member of the
Convention who may still  have objections to it
would with me on this occasion doubt a little of his
own infallibility, and, to make manifest our
unanimity, put his name to this Instrument.

    I confess that there are several parts of this
Constitution which I do not at present approve,
but I am not sure I shall never approve them.
For having lived long, I have experienced many
instances of being obliged by better information,
or fuller consideration, to change opinions even
on important subjects, which I once thought
right, but found to be otherwise.  

Washington then held the vote.

Mr. President:

On September 17th, the delegates gathered for a final vote on the constitution. Would it pass? Benjamin
Franklin rose with a speech in his hand. Too weak to stand long, he asked James Wilson to read it for him.

    It is therefore that the older I grow, the more apt I
am to doubt my own judgment, and to pay more
respect to the judgment of others. Most men indeed,
as well as most sects in religion, think themselves in
possession of all truth, and that wherever others
differ from them it is so far error....But though many
persons think almost as highly of their own
infallibility as of that of their sect, few express it so
naturally as a certain French lady who in a dispute
with her sister said, “I don’t know how it happens,
Sister, but I meet with nobody but myself that’s
always in the right.”
    In these sentiments, Sir, I agree to this
Constitution with all its faults, if they are such....

Each state had one vote.  Every
state voted “Aye,” approving the
Constitution by “the unanimous
consent of the States present...”

Of the 42 delegates present,
thirty-nine signed the document.

Three delegates chose not to
sign: Mason, because it had no
Bill of Rights; Randolph and
Gerry, because they feared that
not enough states would ratify
it, and the result might be
“confusion” if not “civil war.”

(Later, Randolph supported the
Constitution’s ratification, and
Gerry served under the
Constitution as vice president.)

R7–11  !  THE SIGNING
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“It appears to me, then, little short of a miracle, that the Delegates from so many different States, [different] in their manners,
circumstances, and prejudices, should unite in forming a system of national government, so little liable to well founded objections.”

                                                                                                                                                                     —George Washington

republic—a nation in which the supreme power rests in the people entitled to vote and is exercised
                 by representatives elected directly or indirectly by them and responsible to them
federalism—a system of shared power between the states and the national government

         A 
The delegates had finished their work
and emerged with the ultimate
compromise: a federal system
balancing dual citizenship in both
state and national governments, each
with its separate sphere and powers. Powers
not delegated to the national government are
reserved to the        states.

           A
As the delegates adjourned from
the Constitutional Convention, a
Philadelphia woman asked Benjamin
Franklin:

Twin pillars—

Capitalism and

Democracy—

uphold the

ediface of

the republic.

If either pillar—

Capitalism or

Democracy—

crumbles, the

republic falls.

WITH

 “Property must
be secured,

or liberty cannot
exist.”

—John Adams

“Adieu to the security
of property,

adieu to the security
of liberty.”

—Alexander Hamilton

AND

R7–12  !  MIRACLE AT PHILADELPHIA: A FEDERAL REPUBLIC
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ratify—to approve by voting;  constitution—the fundamental law providing a framework for government

Just what did the
Americans ratify
June 21, 1788,
as the supreme law
of the land?

June 21, 1788

Delaware Dec.  7, 1787 unanimous
Pennsylvania Dec. 12, 1787 46—23
New Jersey Dec. 18, 1787 unanimous
Georgia Jan  2, 1788 unanimous
Connecticut Jan.  9, 1788 128—40
Massachusetts Feb.  6. 1788 187—168
Maryland Apr. 26, 1788 63—11
South Carolina May 23, 1788 149—73
New Hampshire June 21, 1788 57—47
Virginia June 25, 1788 89—79
New York July 26, 1788 30—27
North Carolina Nov. 21, 1789 195—77
Rhode Island May 29, 1790 34—32

On September 18, 1787, the Constitution was sent to the Confederation Congress in New York,
which agreed to send copies to the thirteen states for ratification. On June 21, 1788, New Hampshire

became the ninth state to ratify the Constitution, making it the supreme law of the land—by the supreme
authority of the people themselves.

New Hampshire,
the ninth state to
approve, cast the
deciding vote for
ratification.

 “The ratification of the Conventions of nine states shall be sufficient for the
      establishment of this Constitution between the states so ratifying the same.”

Ratification was a close call, as you can see!  Success came only with
the Federalists’ promise to amend the Constitution with a Bill of Rights.

the Confederation Congress and state legislatures in favor of state ratifying conventions with elected delegates.

WHAT DO WE HAVE ?

The miracle at Philadelphia would prove unreal unless framers of the Constitution
could convince people to approve the Constitution. So take it to the people they did, by-passing

R7–13  !  RATIFYING THE CONSTITUTION: SEPTEMBER 1787-JUNE 1788

The nine-month struggle for ratification pitted supporters
of the Constitution, called Federalists, against opponents,
called Anti-Federalists. Anti-Federalists included George
Mason, a Convention delegate, and Patrick Henry,

Three articulate Federalists—Alexander Hamilton,
James Madison, and John Jay—turned the tide with
a series of 85 convincing newspaper essays, published
under the pseudonym Publius. The essays are the best
commentaries ever written on the United States
government.
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The national government is located in Washington, District of Columbia, a site chosen by President George Washington in 1790.

The president appoints judges, with
advice and consent of the Senate.
The term of office for the nine
justices (originally there were only
six) is for life—during good
behavior.

Each state elects presidential
electors, based on the number of its
congressmen. The electors then
elect the president.

Lower Federal Courts
 (created by Congress):

12 Circuit Courts of Appeal
94 District Courts

House CommitteesSenate Committees Cabinet Departments
(created by Congress)

Senate

Two senators
from each state,
regardless of
population, are
elected for 6-
year terms.

House of
Representatives

House members
are elected from
states in
proportion to
population for
2-year terms.

MAKES LAWS EXECUTES LAWS INTERPRETS LAWS,
THE CONSTITUTION, AND TREATIES OF

THE U.S. IN DECIDING CERTAIN CASES.
(meets in the Capitol) (lives and works at the White House)

(meets in the Supreme Court Building)

BRANCHES OF GOVERNMENT

THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Preamble

Article I Article II Article III

R7–14  !  THE NATIONAL GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agri-
culture
1889

Commerce
1913

Defense
1949

(Dept. of
War  1789)

Education
1979

Energy
1977

Health &
Human
Services

1953

Housing &
Urban

Development
1965

Interior
1849

Justice
1870

Labor
1913

State
1789

Trans-
portation

1966

Treasury
1789

Veterans’
Affairs
1989

Home-
land

Security
2002

1492 1789 2020

We the People of the United States,
in Order to form a more perfect Union,

establish Justice, ensure domestic Tranquillity, provide for the
common defense, promote the general Welfare, and secure

the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity,
do ordain and establish this

Constitution for the United States of America.
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Article II

SEPARATION OF POWERS
AND

A SYSTEM OF CHECKS AND BALANCES
    In addition to its own separate powers, each of the three branches of government is
empowered to check the other two— in order to keep any branch from assuming too much
power. This balance of national power allows for a  strong central government, with safeguards
to prevent its becoming tyrannical.

Judges cases of law and equity in
accordance with:
1. the Constitution
2. the laws of the United States
3. treaties made by the United States.
                                           

JUDICIAL BRANCHLEGISLATIVE BRANCH
POWERS

The Congress
The Supreme Court

Article I Article III

EXECUTIVE BRANCH
POWERS

The President

1. Carries out the laws
2. Serves as commander in chief
    of the armed services
3. Appoints judges, ambassadors,
    and other officials
4. Makes treaties
(See Article II for additional powers.)

Makes laws to:
1. Lay and collect taxes; pay the
   debts; provide for the common
    defense and general welfare of
    the United States
2. Regulate interstate and
    foreign commerce
3. Declare war
(See Article I for additional powers.)

  

(See Article III for additional powers.)

“A legislative, an executive, and a judicial power
comprehend the whole of what is meant and understood by government.

It is by balancing each of these powers against the other two that the
efforts of human nature towards tyranny can alone be checked.”

                                                                         —John Adams

R7–15  !  THE THREE BRANCHES OF GOVERNMENT
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FEDERALISM— the division of powers between the national and state governments—
reflects the Constitution’s principle of limited government.

! Establish local governments

! Conduct elections

! Regulate commerce within a state

! Establish and maintain schools

! Make marriage and divorce laws

! Provide for public safety

! Make laws regarding contracts,
    corporations, wills

! Raise and support a militia

! Regulate interstate and foreign
 commerce

! Coin money and regulate its value;
 fix standard of weights and
 measurments

! Punish counterfeiting of securities
 and current coin of the United
 States

! Set uniform rules of naturalization
 (process of becoming a U.S. citizen)
 and of bankruptcy (process of
 relieving debtors of debts they
 cannot pay)

! Establish post offices

! Promote science and useful arts
 with patents and copyrights

! Punish piracies and felonies on the
 high seas

! Declare war

! Raise and support an army

! Provide and maintain a navy

! Make rules for governing armed
 forces

! Call out state militias to execute
 U.S. laws, end rebellions, and repel
 invasions

! Share governance of militias with
 states

! Govern the national seat of
 government, a district separate  
 from the states, not to exceed ten
 square miles (Washington D. C.)

! Govern territories and admit new
 states

! Make all laws which shall be
 necessary and proper for carrying
 into execution the foregoing
 powers

POWERS OF NATIONAL

GOVERNMENT

POWERS RESERVED FOR THE

STATES

! Lay and collect taxes;
     pay debts

! Borrow money

! Provide for the general welfare

! Establish courts

! Enforce laws

! Punish lawbreakers

! Charter banks

! Make bankruptcy laws

! Build roads

CONCURRENT POWERS

OF

NATIONAL AND STATE

GOVERNMENTS

ARTICLE I, SECTION 8

R7–16  !  THE FEDERAL SYSTEM: DIVISION OF POWERS
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Article V in the Constitution sets forth a two-step procedure
for amending the Constitution.

OR
BY A CONVENTION
called by Congress on the
application of two-thirds
of the state legislatures

BY  CONVENTIONS
in three-fourths of the states
(whichever mode of ratification
may be proposed by Congress) 

BY LEGISLATURES
of three-fourths
of the states

BY CONGRESS
whenever two-thirds
of  both Houses deem
it necessary

In more than two centuries, the Constitution of the United States has been amended only 27 times.
All 27 amendments have been proposed by Congress.
   The first 10 amendments—the protecting individual rights—were ratified in 1791.
   The last amendment—the 27th—was ratified in 1992.

Step One:  PROPOSING the amendment
Step Two:  RATIFYING the amendment

OR

STEP ONE

propose—to put forth for consideration

Purposes of the amendments include correcting the original articles (XI, XII, XX) and other changes, such as:
   economic (XVI, federal income tax),
   social (XVIII, XXI, the prohibition of alchohol and its repeal), and
   political (XIII, abolishment of slavery; XIV, equality of citizenship rights; XVII, direct election of senators;
   XXII, 2-term limit for the presidency; XV, XIX, XXIV, reduced suffrage requirements regarding race, gender, age).

STEP TWO

R7–17  !  AMENDING THE CONSTITUTION

amend—to change
amendment—a change made in a motion, bill, or constitution

ratify—to approve by voting
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FREEDOM OF RELIGION

FREEDOM OF SPEECH FREEDOM OF THE PRESS

FREEDOM OF ASSEMBLY Freedom of PetitionFREEDOM OF PETITION

To make sure the new national government could not violate individual rights of the people—some dating to the Magna Carta,
Americans insisted that the U.S. Constitution be amended to include a bill (or listing) of these rights, guaranteeing them. Several states
made this a condition for ratification. In 1789, Congressman James Madison led the House of Representatives in recommending such
amendments to the states for ratification. In 1791, the states ratified the first ten amendments to the Constitution—the Bill of Rights.

R7–18  !  THE BILL OF RIGHTS: FIRST AMENDMENT
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2ND AMENDMENT

Right to bear arms

3RD AMENDMENT 4TH AMENDMENT

5TH AMENDMENT 6TH AMENDMENT 7TH AMENDMENT

8TH AMENDMENT 9TH AMENDMENT 10TH AMENDMENT

Right not to quarter soldiers

Due process of law Right to a speedy trial Right to trial by jury

No cruel or unusual
punishment

Constitutional rights do not
deny other rights.

States’ rights

Freedom from unreasonable
search and seizure

R7–19   ! THE BILL OF RIGHTS: SECOND–TENTH AMENDMENTS
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EXECUTIVE ACTION—

ORIGIN—Most bills can originate
(be introduced) in either house of
Congress or in both houses at the same
time. But money bills must originate
in the House of Representatives.

COMMITTEES—About 10,000 bills per year are introduced. Each is given
a number and assigned to a standing, or permanent, committee—such as
agriculture, energy, or labor.
     There are 22 committees in the House of Representatives and 15 in the
Senate; each has several sub-committees. A bill might be 1,000 pages long and
involve 200 people in 15 subcommittees.

HEARINGS— Subcommittees hold
hearings at which experts and
interested parties speak for or against
the bill. The subcommittee then makes
recommendations about the bill to the
full committee.

COMMITTEE ACTION— The full
committee can: 1) approve 2) rewrite and
approve 3) amend (change) and approve
4) reject the bill. (Only about 1,000 of
10,000 bills considered per year become
laws; most die in committee.) If approved,
the bill goes to the house of origin for
debate.

CONGRESSIONAL ACTION—
Back in its house of origin the bill is
debated, perhaps amended, and voted
on. If passed, it goes to the other house
for the same action. If both houses
approve the final bill, it goes to the
president.

If the president vetoes a bill, Congress
can override the veto, and the bill
becomes a law without the president’s
approval.

JUDICIAL ACTION— If a law does
not conform to the United States
Constitution, the Supreme Court has
the power to declare the law
unconstitutional.

1) sign the bill,
 making it a law

3) hold the bill
without signing.
Unsigned, it becomes
a law in 10 days if Congress
is in session. It dies if
Congress adjourns before
10 days (a pocket veto).

To become a law, a bill must pass both houses of Congress (the House of Representatives and the Senate) and be signed by
the president. The idea for a law can come from anyone—individuals, interest groups, the president of the United States—
but only a member of the House of Representatives or Senate can sponsor a bill and guide it through the required steps.

A bill is a proposal for a new law.

2) veto the bill

The president may:

Article I, Section 7

R7–20  !  HOW A BILL BECOMES A LAW
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! Marbury v. Madison (1803) invalidated a federal law, establishing the Supreme Court’s right of
judicial review of federal laws to determine their constitutionality.

! Fletcher v. Peck (1810) invalidated a state law, establishing the Supreme Court’s right of
judicial review of state laws to determine their constitutionality.

! Martin v. Hunter’s Lessee (1816) established the Supreme Court’s right of judicial review of state
courts’ decisions.

! Dartmouth College v. Woodward (1819) ruled that private contracts are protected by the Constitution.
! McCulloch v. Maryland (1819) asserted the doctrine of implied powers.
! Cohens v. Virginia (1821) established supremacy of federal over state law.
! Gibbons v. Ogden (1824) asserted a broad interpretation of the commerce clause by ruling that

Congress could regulate interstate commerce without interference from the states.
! Dred Scott v. Sandford (1857) declared that:

1) slaves were not citizens; thus Dred Scott, a slave, could not sue in federal courts
2) Scott’s temporary residence in free (Wisconsin) territory did not made him free
3) the Missouri Compromise of 1820, which prohibited slavery in areas including Wisconsin

         Territory, was unconstitutional.
! Plessy v. Ferguson (1896) validated segregation of white and black races, stating that
   “separate but equal” facilities were constitutional.
! Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka (1954) reversed the 1896 Plessy decision on
   “separate but equal” facilities in regard to education, stating: “Separate educational facilities
    are inherently unequal.”
! Bush v. Gore (2000) reversed the 2000 Florida Supreme Court decision on recounting the votes
    of Palm Beach and Miami-Dade Counties, leaving George W. Bush the winner of Florida’s

 electoral votes. Subsequent to the electoral college vote, Bush became the 43rd president of the United States.

For more than 200 years, Supreme Court decisions have reflected and affected
the interpretation of the Constitution. Some decisions have been more

important than others in directing the course of the United States.

 LANDMARK SUPREME COURT DECISIONS

R7–21  !  THE CONSTITUTION AND THE SUPREME COURT

landmark—an object that serves as a guide; a prominent or distinguishing feature or event

EQUALITY UNDER THE LAW
—inscription above entrance to the Supreme Court
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THE PROBLEM:

Who shall interpret tthe Constitution and decide whether laws are in agreement with it?

This Constitution and the laws
of the United States which shall
be made in pursuance thereof...

shall be the
SUPREME LAW OF THE LAND....

Article VI

The Constitution states that it is the supreme
law of the land; however, it does not state
who shall decide whether a law is in agreement
with the Constitution.

FOR EXAMPLE:

What happens if Congress or a state legislature
passes a law that seems contrary to the Constitution?
Who has the power to review this law and decide
whether it is constitutional?

JOHN MARSHALL, a  Federalist from Virginia, was
appointed by John Adams in 1801 to be Chief Justice of
the Supreme Court. Marshall was the third Chief
Justice—following John Jay and Oliver Ellsworth—
and the first to strengthen the Supreme Court.

1803—Chief Justice John Marshall claimed the power of  JUDICIAL REVIEW for the Supreme Court.
           Judicial review is the power of the Supreme Court to decide whether a law is constitutional.

judicial review—the power of the Supreme Court to declare void all legislative acts contrary to the Constitution

One of the most outstanding Supreme Court
Chief Justices in American history, Marshall
dominated the Court during his 34-year
term (1801-1835). He wrote most of the
opinions himself—including that of
Marbury v. Madison, which established the
principle of judicial review and increased
the power of the Court.

He did so through Supreme Court decisions that
established these principles:

As Chief Justice, John Marshall strengthened
the new government by championing:

1) NATIONAL SOVEREIGNTY over states’ rights
2) THE CAPITALIST SYSTEM, which includes the

a) right to private ownership of property
b) right to free enterprise (work as one chooses)
c) right to make a profit.

!Broad construction of the Constitution (implied powers)
! Broad interpretation of the commerce clause.
! Supremacy of federal power over the states and state courts
! Freedom of American business from government restraint
! Supremacy of capitalism as America’s economic system.

His most important decisions include: Marbury v. Madison,
   McCulloch v. Maryland, and Gibbons v. Ogden.

R7–22   JOHN MARSHALL AND JUDICIAL REVIEW

It is emphatically the province
and duty of the judicial
department to say what the
law is. [Marbury v. Madison]
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So William Marbury sued for a writ of mandamus
(a court order forcing a government official to perform
the duty of his office), requesting that the Supreme
Court order Secretary of State James Madison to
deliver Marbury’s commission.

In 1800 President John Adams, leader of the Federalist
party, lost his re-election bid to Thomas Jefferson, leader
of the Democratic Republican party.

Just before leaving office, Adams hurridly appointed
several Federalist judges to the courts to ensure his
party’s influence. (Federalists favored national over state
power, in contrast to Republicans.)

Adams failed to have all of these commissions delivered
before Thomas Jefferson was sworn in as the new
president on March 4, 1801.

William Marbury, an Adams appointee, complained
about not receiving his commission for justice of the
peace of the District of Columbia. But Secretary of
State James Madison, whose duty it was to deliver it,
ignored the complaint.

President Jefferson, angry about what he called Adams’
“midnight appointments,” told his secretary of state
to withhold delivery.

The case Marbury v. Madison set forth
one of the most important doctrines
in our Constitution’s history:

Earlier, in the 1798 Kentucky Resolutions,
Thomas Jefferson had argued that the power of
judicial review belonged to the states.

The Court ruled that Section 13 of the Judiciary Act
of 1789 increasing the Supreme Court’s original
jurisdiction was unconstitutional because it granted
the Court powers not in the Constitution.

Now Marshall’s ruling made the Supreme Court the
final authority in interpreting the Constitution.

This was the first time the Supreme Court declared
a law of Congress unconstitutional. It did not do so
again until the Dred Scott decision in 1857.

In 1803 Supreme Court Chief Justice
John Marshall dismissed the case.
A Federalist appointed by President
Adams shortly before he left office,
Marshall scolded Madison but
ruled against Marbury—for a surprising reason:

   judicial review–the Supreme Court’s
power to rule on the constitutionality
of  laws passed by Congress.

R7–23  !  MARBURY V. MADISON, 1803—JUDICIAL REVIEW
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In 1819, with Chief Justice John Marshall presiding,
the U. S. Supreme Court heard the case on appeal.

Daniel Webster, attorney for the Bank of the United
States, responded with a Hamiltonian argument that
the Constitution implied this power; therefore, the
Bank was constitutional.

Chief Justice John Marshall agreed with Webster
and struck down as unconstitutional the Maryland
law taxing the Bank of the United States.

Daniel
Webster

State banks, also resentful of the national bank,
pressured the Maryland legislature to pass a law
taxing all banks not chartered by the state.

This “elastic clause” is
called the doctrine of
implied powers.

Congress shall have power to “...make all laws which
shall be necessary and proper for carrying into execution
the foregoing powers and all other powers vested by
this Constitution in the government of the United
States....”

construction of the Constitution.

John Marshall cited it
in agreeing with Webster
and upholding a broad

In 1816 Congress chartered the second Bank of the
United States (BUS). Some Americans resented this
national bank, claiming it catered to the wealthy and
gave too much power to the national government.

And besides, many argued, the Constitution did not
authorize a national bank, so it must be
unconstitutional.

James
McCulloch

The Baltimore branch of the Bank of the United
States refused to pay the tax, calling the law

unconstitutional.

State of
Maryland

The state of
Maryland then
sued James W.
McCulloch, the
bank’s cashier,
for collection
of the tax.

John Marshall agreed with Webster’s argument that
the Bank of the U.S. was constitutional, based on
Article I, Section 8 of the Constitution:

John
Marshall

Next, we inquire whether
the State of Maryland may,
without violating the
constitution, tax that branch.

Daniel
Webster

Daniel Webster
argued that if the Maryland
law were upheld, it would
signify state over national
supremacy.

The first question is,
has Congress power to
incorporate a bank?

John
Marshall

R7–24  !  MCCULLOCH V. MARYLAND, 1819—IMPLIED POWERS
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In 1824 the Supreme Court ruled in favor of Gibbons,
invalidating Ogden’s New York state monopoly.

In 1808 Fulton and Livingson created a corporation
and obtained from the New York legislature a monopoly
for operating steamboats on New York waters—including
the Hudson River between New York and New Jersey.

Both Aaron Ogden and Thomas Gibbons claimed
the right to steamboat service on the Hudson River.
Ogden sued Gibbons to restrain him from trade. The
case eventually went to the Supreme Court.

Thomas
Gibbons

Meanwhile, Thomas Gibbons obtained a federal
license to run steamboat service in the same area as
Ogden, on the Hudson River between New York and
New Jersey.

Aaron
Ogden

The Clermont created a sensation by navigating
the Hudson River upstream from New York City
to Albany (at five miles per hour), a breakthrough in
transportation                   technology.

In 1807 Robert Fulton, inventor and artist,
designed the first commercially successful
steamboat. He named it the North River Steamboat
of Clermont after the estate of his friend Robert
R. Livingston, who had financed the project.

He declared that although states have the
power to regulate intrastate commerce,
the Congressional power to regulate
interstate and foreign commerce
“does not stop at the jurisdictional
lines of the several states.”

This ruling allowed transportation
to develop nationally, free of state
restraints.

Aaron Ogden bought an interest in the corporation
of Fulton and Livingston and became the successor
to the steamboat monopoly they had received from
New York state.

John Marshall

Chief Justice John Marshall gave a broad construction
to the scope of Congressional power under the
commerce clause.

R7–25  !  GIBBONS V. OGDEN, 1824—COMMERCE CLAUSE
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1789    1790     1791      1792       1793      1794      1795      1796      1797     1798       1799      1800

George
Washington
elected president

George Washington
re-elected president

John Adams
elected President Thomas Jefferson

elected president

Capital
moved from
Philadelphia
(there since
1790) to
Washington
D.C.

Undeclared
naval war with
France; Alien
and Sedition
Acts.

French
Revolution
begins.

First political
parties:
Federalists and
Democratic-
Republicans.

French King
Louis XVI
beheaded;
France declares
war on Britain;
Washington
issues neutrality
proclamation.

New national
government
meets in New
York City, the
first capital.
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OPTIMISTIC VIEW OF HUMAN NATURE

Jefferson believed people are basically good—thus capable
of self-government.

“Jefferson said, ‘the many!’  Hamilton said, ‘the few!’  Like opposite sides of a penny were those exalted two.
If Jefferson said, ‘It's black, sir!’  Hamilton cried, ‘It’s white!’  But, ‘twixt the two, our Constitution started working right.”

—Stephan Vincent Benet

R8–1  !  FEDERALISTS VS. REPUBLICANS: THE FIRST POLITICAL PARTIES, 1792

ALEXANDER HAMILTON’S VIEWS

B
A
S
E
D

O
N

(not the same as today's
Republican party)

*also called
Democratic-Republican

B
A
S
E
D

O
N

POLITICAL:  Who Should Govern?

SOCIAL

             Both Hamilton and Jefferson believed that an    aristocracy should rule—but differed as to what kind:

Hamilton favored:

 a rich and well-born
aristocracy, based on
birth, wealth, and

status.

He agreed with John
Jay that, “Those who

own the country ought
to govern it.”

They had more at
stake, so they would be

more responsible.

Jefferson favored:

 a natural aristocracy,
based on talent and

virtue.

He advocated rule by
educated men of
property, but he

promoted widespread
access to both education

and property.

PESSIMISTIC VIEW OF HUMAN NATURE

Hamilton believed people are basically selfish—thus need
the restraint of strong government.

THOMAS JEFFERSON’S VIEWS

 THE FIVE PILLARS    OF ARISTOCRACY
      (as described   by John Adams)

By the election year of 1792,
Hamilton and Jefferson headed rival
political parties to enact their views.

Both parties had the same goal,
a free republic, but differed in
means to attain it.

The political party system
(continuing since 1792 to the present),
at first feared divisive, has proved vital
for democracy.

Why?
Parties provide for dissent and
choice, the lifeblood of freedom.
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PRO-BRITISH

VOTERS

FOREIGN AFFAIRS

GOVERNMENT
POWER

REPUBLICAN PARTYFEDERALIST PARTY

President George Washington
(tried to remain neutral but
leaned toward the Federalists)

Vice President John
Adams (committed
Federalist leader; Federalist
president, 1797-1801)

Senator James Monroe
(friend to Madison,
Jefferson; Republican
president, 1817-25)

Congressman James Madison
(co-leader of Republicans;
Republican president, 1809-17)

based on HAMILTON’S VIEWS

1. Localist, states' rights: limited central
government

2. Strict interpretation of the Constitution

1.  Nationalist:  strong central government
2. Loose interpretation of the Constitution

1. Laissez-faire (hands-off ) capitalism:
government neither aiding nor regulating
business

2. Responsive to debtors

Americans cheered when the French Revolution of 1789 overthrew the French
monarchy, and replaced it in 1792 with the French Republic—based on

liberty, equality, and fraternity. But the cheering stopped in 1793 when the
French republicans beheaded King Louis XVI and Queen Marie Antoinette,

started a reign of terror against the nobles, and declared war on Britain.

Warring France and Britain violated America’s neutrality by interfering with
her shipping. Federalists, fearing French “mobocracy,” favored Britain.

Republicans, fearing monarchists, favored France.

1.  Northeast merchants, manufacturers, financiers
2. Creditors

1. Southern agrarians, northeastern workers,
western pioneers

2. Debtors

1.  Industrial economy; manufacturing
2.  Urban centered

1. Agrarian economy; farming
2. Rural centered

1.  Modified capitalism: government aid to
business—but not regulation of business

2. Responsive to creditors

CAPITALIST
SYSTEM

Federalist   Republican

!  FEDERALISTS VS. REPUBLICANS

based on JEFFERSON’S VIEWS

LEADERS

PRO-FRENCH

 ECONOMIC: How shall we eat?
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   This same year that you have assumed the presidency, the French Revolution has
erupted. On July 14, 1789, Frenchmen stormed the Bastille [prison] to free
political prisoners—and our country—from the despotic rule of King Louis XVI.
Long live the Revolution—in France as in America!
   Please accept this key to the Bastille as a symbol of America’s
inspiration to us in our fight for liberty against tyrannical rulers.
   I think often of the privilege of serving with you as a volunteer
general in the American Revolutionary Army—and with
Hamilton, my battle comrade at Yorktown. My dear friend
Jefferson serves you well here as the American minister. We’ve
sought his unofficial counsel on our revolution.

Adieu, Marquis de Lafayette

R8–3  !  THE FEDERALISTS AND FOREIGN AFFAIRS, 1793-1801

Great Britain and France waged war from 1793 to 1802 and again from 1803 to 1815.
The United States, dependent on trade with each, tried valiantly to maintain neutrality.

After veering toward war with Britain in 1794 and with France in 1798, the new
nation fought Britain in the War of 1812 and—in what might be called

a second war of independence—finally gained freedom from
Europe’s entangling alliances.

My Dear Lafayette:

The Bastille key now
hangs at Mount
Vernon, a tribute to
your new Republic
of France formed this
year. May the spirit of
liberty guide you.
Warm regards from
Martha and me.

George Washington

Washington's
response:

Scrappy John Adams held Hamilton—and
France—at bay. Refusing to go to war
unnecessarily, he built defenses and negotiated
a peace convention by 1800, ending the
undeclared naval war of two years.

 Repressive Alien and Sedition Acts limiting
the rights of aliens and prohibiting the right
to criticize the government (sedition) soured
people on the Federalists.  Even so, the
Kentucky and Virginia Resolutions, written
anonymously by Madison and Jefferson, were
unsuccessful in urging these states to rule the
acts unconstitutional.

 2nd Adm.
of

George
Washington

In an undeclared naval war,
France now bullied the
United States on the high
seas. U.S. agents sent to
negotiate a treaty with
France were asked for a
$250,000 bribe to do so
by three French agents,
whom the Americans called
“X, Y, and Z.”

Hamilton and other anti-
French Federalists
demanded war at this insult.

Dear Washington:
   A terrible thing!  Extreme radicals called Jacobins
have taken over the revolution and beheaded the king
and queen!  They're murdering opposing factions.
I am now in prison. And now France and Britain are
at war. What will America do?

Adieu, Marquis de Lafayette

Britain completely ignored America’s neutrality
by raiding U.S. ships and impressing U.S.
sailors into her service.

1st Adm. of
George

Washington

John Adams

1793: FRANCE DECLARES WAR ON BRITAIN AND SPAIN

1792:  French
Republic 1789: THE FRENCH REVOLUTION BEGINS—AN INSIDE VIEW

1794:  JAY’S TREATY WITH ENGLAND

1492 20201793-1801

   President Washington, my cherished friend:             Paris, France, 1789
(This is an imaginary letter based on facts, as are the next two letters.)

AMERICAN

PROCLAMATION

OF NEUTRALITY

Federalist John Adams
barely won the presidency
over Republican Thomas
Jefferson (71 to 68), who
then became vice president.

JOHN JAY

1797:  XYZ AFFAIR1797: JOHN ADAM’S PRESIDENTIAL INAUGURATION 1798-1800: ALIEN AND SEDITION ACTS
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R8–4 !   THOMAS JEFFERSON AND THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE

America’s interior changed owners frequently. To keep up with these “musical chairs” changes, focus on Arkansas.
Explored by De Soto in1541, it belonging first to the mighty Spanish empire, then to the mightier French empire,
then to the Spanish again. Well, the music wasn’t over: Napoleon had plans.

In 1800 Napoleon Bonaparte, the
new military dictator of France who
aspired to be master of the world,
forced Spain to cede Louisiana back
to France.

Overjoyed at the spectacular deal, Jefferson realized that the Constitution did not provide for such a purchase,
so he suggested an amendment. Congress warned there was no time, so he reluctantly adopted a Hamiltonian
loose construction position, arguing for implied powers. Congress quickly voted approval. But not everyone
agreed with the purchase.

Jefferson feared that France would close the Mississippi River to United
States commerce. The action would affect thousands of Americans who had
settled west of  the Appalachian mountains since Daniel Boone first carved the
Wilderness Road in 1775. These western farmers floated their crops to market
on the Mississippi River.

1541-1682: Spanish                   1682-1763: French                1763-1783 Spanish                 1783-1800 Spanish

New Orleans

1492 1755                      1804

1803—As president, Thomas Jefferson’s greatestest accomplishment was purchase of the vast Louisiana
Territory from France. More than doubling the size of the United States, the acquisition made

continental expansion inevitable. Soon the country would stretch from sea to sea.

As protection, Jefferson had Congress authorize a $2,000,000 offer to buy
the port city of New Orleans from France. To everyone’s amazement Napoleon
offered to sell all of Louisiana—and for only $15,000,000!

2020

NAPOLEON

FRENCH FOREIGN MINISTER TALLYRAND

EXPLAINED:
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1807:  EMBARGO ACT

Seeking to retaliate short of war, Jefferson
pushed through the Republican Congress
an embargo, which  forbade U.S. trade
with all foreign ports.  This drastic
measure hurt New England businessmen,
driving them into the Federalist camp,
and caused an economic depression.  So,
just before Jefferson left office, the
Republicans passed the Non-Intercourse Act.

1809: NON-INTERCOURSE ACT

! repealed the Embargo Act
! opened trade with all ports except

French and British
! provided for resumption of trade with

France or Britain if either ceased
violating U.S. neutral rights

R8–5  !  STORM CLOUDS AND THE WAR OF 1812, 1803-1815

AMERICA GOES TO WAR:  A TRAGIC IRONY

JUNE 1, 1812:  Madison asked Congress to declare war
     on Britain.
JUNE 16, 1812:  Britain, unaware of the U.S. action,
     yielded to the pressure of her merchants and
     repealed the Orders in Council.
JUNE 18, 1812:  Congress, unaware U.S. sanctions had
     worked, declared war on Britain—the war that need
     not have been!

In May 1803, two weeks after selling Louisiana to the United States, Napoleon declared war on Great Britian—
a war that would last 12 years, until the defeat of France at Waterloo in 1815. Like Federalist presidents George
Washington and John Adams in the 1790s, Republican presidents Thomas Jefferson (1801-09) and James
Madison (1809-17) found neutrality difficult, for France and Britain each blockaded the other's coast and seized
neutral ships attempting to trade with the other. 

Americans—after losing more than 500 ships to France and 900 to England—finally had enough! In what
might be called a “Second War of Independence,” the United States declared war on Great Britain in 1812,
emerged with a settled peace in 1815, and remained free of entangling European alliances for the next 100 years.

1803:  FRANCE DECLARED WAR ON GREAT BRITAIN

1806-07:  CONTINENTAL SYSTEM
! blockade of British ports (Berlin Decree),  confiscation

of neutral ships bound for Britain (Milan Decree)
! confiscation of neutral ships bound for French ports

2nd Adm.
of

Thomas
Jefferson

GREAT BRITAIN

1st Adm.
of James
Madison

1810: WAR HAWKS, such as Henry Clay
(Kentucky) and John C. Calhoun (South
Carolina), were a group of new, nationalistic
congressmen from the agrarian, land-hungry
West and South, who pressured President
Madison to declare war against Britain, for
these reasons:

!  preserve national honor
!  restore farm prices depressed by trade

restrictions
! annex Canada to end British incitement

of Indians
! annex Spanish West Florida

1492 20201803-15

In the 1811 Battle of Tippecanoe William H. Harrison
destroyed the Shawnee town of British ally Chief
Tecumseh and his brother the Prophet, who organized
northwest Indians against the whites.

1805: ESSEX CASE—British court ruled against shipping
goods from the French West Indies to France via the U.S.

(500 U.S. ships were seized under this ruling.)

1807: ORDERS IN COUNCIL (series)
1) blockade of French ports
2) confiscation of neutral ships bound for French ports

1803-12: BRITISH IMPRESSMENT OF AMERICAN
SAILORS

Chesapeake-Leopard Affair
(1807)—The British ship
Leopard fired upon the
American ship Chesapeake
 just off the U.S. coast.
Then the British captain
impressed (captured for
service) four of the U.S.
sailors. Americans called for war!
1803-1812: BRITISH INCITEMENT OF INDIANS IN
NORTHWEST TERRITORY
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Could South Carolina nullify (declare
invalid) a federal law it considered
unconstitutional?

“ABSOLUTELY!” said John C.
Calhoun of South Carolina in his
1828 “South Carolina Exposition and
Protest.” This document protested the
high 1828 “Tariff Of
Abominations”
on the basis of
states’ rights—
meaning that a state has
a right to judge whether a law passed
by Congress is constitutional.

Calhoun (vice president 1825-32)
thus challenged the Union with a
doctrine of states’ rights, that is,
state sovereignty.
Trouble lies ahead!

Both sides
claimed
victory and
saved face.

As U.S. president, Jackson exerted strong leadership. He believed the executive alone represented all the people.
He emphasized: !political democracy !economic democracy (in terms of opportunity), and

!national rather than state sovereignty.

1828-32—TARIFF PROBLEMSSPOILS SYSTEM 1832—BANK WAR
Jackson believed the common man
could hold office without experience,
so he advocated

! rotation in office, and
! the spoils system: rewarding
    political supporters with public
    office.

Jackson vetoed (rejected) a bill to
recharter the Second Bank of the
United States, arguing that the bank
favored the rich and denied common
people equal economic opportunity.
(Would Jefferson have approved?)

Jackson transferred government
deposits to selected state banks (called
“pet banks” by Jackson’s opponents).

At a Jefferson Day Dinner
tempers flared as Jackson
toasted national
sovereignty and sent a
veiled warning to Calhoun.

Eyes flashing, Calhoun,
toasted state sovereignty in
return.

With South Carolina
claiming the rights of
nullification and secession,
might there be a civil war
in the 1830s?

It seemed possible.

January 1830—WEBSTER-HAYNE DEBATE April 1830—A CLASH OF TOASTS

In Congress Senators Daniel Webster of
Massachusetts and Robert Hayne of South Carolina
debated whether sovereignty (supreme power)
belonged to the Federal Union or the states. Jackson
agreed with Webster’s strong defense of national
sovereignty.

1832-33—NULLIFICATION CRISIS

R8–6  !  ANDREW JACKSON AND THE NULLIFICATION CRISIS

South Carolina nullified the Tariffs of 1828 and 1832 and threatened
to secede (officially withdraw) from the Union if challenged.

Congress quickly passed the Force Bill, authorizing military
action to enforce the tariff. Jackson threatened to lead the army
against South Carolina and hang John C. Calhoun.

South Carolina avoided civil war by accepting the 1833 Compromise
Tariff but turned right around and nullified the Force Bill.

Would Civil War yet come?
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“War is a terrible thing.”—General William Tecumseh Sherman

1492 20201861-65

February 7, 1861—“YES,” said southern states that seceded
and formed the Confederate States of America, a new republic.

March 4, 1861—“NO,” said President Abraham Lincoln in his Inaugural Address:
"...no State, upon its own mere motion, can lawfully get out of the Union....”
Lincoln said the southern states had rebelled rather than seceded.

April 12, 1861—The Confederate States of America started the Civil War
by ordering an attack on Fort Sumter, a United States fort in South Carolina.
Lincoln called it insurrection rather than war.

April 9, 1865—The United States of America won the Civil War
by defeating the Confederate Army.

The Civil War began over a constitutional question:
COULD STATES LAWFULLY SECEDE FROM THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA?

Civil War casualties:  620,000 men died—
340,000 northerners and 280,000 southerners.

WHY DID THIS TERRIBLE THING HAPPEN?
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R9–1  !  CAUSES OF THE CIVIL WAR

 “that strange, sad war.…”—Walt Whitman

WHAT CAUSED THE CIVIL WAR? THE DIFFERENCE OF INTERESTS BETWEEN NORTH AND SOUTH.

Here is an overview of the causes of the war,
all of which add up to a conflict of interests between the North and South.

Ironically, James Madison had seen the heart of the problem during the
1787 Constitutional Convention. As he said then:

“It seemed now to be pretty well understood that the real
    difference of interests lay not between the large and small

               but between the the Northern and Southern states. The institution
           of slavery and its consequences formed a line of discrimination.”

Sure enough, from 1850 to 1861 the “difference of interests”
between the slave-holding South and the free-labor North escalated into tragic
consequences: the American Civil War, also called the War Between the States.

          1. STATES' RIGHTS                                                  2. SLAVERY

3. TARIFF DISPUTES             4. DIFFERENT ECONOMIES      5. CULTURAL DIFFERENCES

North:
free labor

In 1860 only about 25 percent of southerners owned slaves, but
most southerners felt slave labor was essential for their economy.

Northerners opposed slavery mainly because of job
competition between free and slave laborers.

South:
slave labor

North:
for

national
sovereignty

South:
for

state
sovereignty

South:
wanted

low tariffs.

North: wanted high
tariffs to protect its

manufactured goods
against the competition

of foreign goods.

South:
agriculture

North:
commerce

and industry

Southern
planter

Northern
industrialist

SLAVE DISTRIBUTION AMONG THE
25 PERCENT OF SOUTHERNERS WHO DID OWN SLAVES.
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R9–2  !  THE COMPROMISE OF 1850

Debate heated up when California, quickly populated after the discovery of gold in 1848,
applied for admission as a free state. Admittance would upset the balance of 15 free and 15 slave states.

Senator Henry Clay, now an old man of 73, saved the day. Sponsor of the Compromise of 1820 and the 1833
Compromise Tariff, Clay had learned Benjamin Franklin’s technique for helping opposite sides shave a little off each
side to make two positions fit.

Clay masterminded the Compromise of 1850. His greatest legislative achievement, it delayed the Civil War for a
decade. Can you see how both North and South shaved a little off their sides?

The Mexican War of 1846-1848 had intensified conflicts between northern and southern sections
of the United States. These conflicts made slavery a political issue for the first time since the
Compromise of 1820. Before and after 1820, there had been an unspoken agreement among
factions to avoid making slavery a political issue.

In 1846 Pennsylvania Congressman David Wilmot—representing the antislavery, northeastern
segment of the Democratic party—introduced the Wilmot Proviso which proposed banning
slavery in territory acquired from Mexico (except Texas). The Wilmot Proviso twice passed the
northern dominated House of Representatives but twice failed in the southern dominated Senate,
so it did not become a law. It did, however, stir a bitter four-year debate.

1492 20201850

THE SOLUTION: THE COMPROMISE OF 1850

Senator Henry Clay
The Great Compromiser

THE PROBLEM: WOULD THE NEW TERRITORIES BE SLAVE OR FREE?

In 1848, as a result of winning the Mexican War,
the United States acquired from Mexico

the vast new territories of California and New Mexico.

c compromise—to settle differences by mutual concessions
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R9–3 !  DECADE OF CONFLICT, 1850-1861

“‘A house divided against itself cannot stand.’ I believe this government cannot endure, permanently half slave and half
free. I do not expect the Union to be dissolved—I do not expect the house to fall—but I do expect it will cease to be

divided. It will become all one thing, or all the other.”—Abraham Lincoln, 1858

FAILURE OF THE COMPROMISE OF 1850

The Compromise of 1850 didn't work.

Why?

It could not hold the Union together when, as Lincoln said,
the cancer of slavery—which the Founding Fathers dared not cut out in 1787

lest the patient die of bleeding—
spread its malignancy throughout the expanding nation.

During a decade of conflict leading to the Civil War,
Abraham Lincoln

emerged as a national leader,
and in 1860 a divided nation elected him

president of the United States.

Lincoln’s election triggered secession,
and soon thereafter the war between the states.

America was at war with itself.

Could the Civil War have been avoided?
See what you think as you analyze the events leading to war during the decade of conflict.
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R9–4  !  EVENTS LEADING TO THE CIVIL WAR, 1852-1861

1856: “BLEEDING KANSAS”1854: KANSAS-NEBRASKA ACT—This act (which so angered
Lincoln that he re-entered national politics) was proposed by Illinois
Senator Stephen A. Douglas, a northern Democrat courting favor
with southern Democrats. It allowed the Kansas and Nebraska
territories popular sovereignty (the right to decide for themselves)
about slavery. The act pleased southerners but outraged many
northerners because it repealed the 1820 Missouri Compromise,
which had prohibited slavery in this area by declaring “forever free”
the Louisiana Purchase north of the line 36  30  (except Missouri).

1852—UNCLE TOM'S CABIN, Harriet Beecher Stowe’s novel dramatizing the cruelties of slavery, touched
readers emotionally and created widespread antislavery support among northerners. One of the most influential
books ever written, it sold 300,000 copies the the first year. Uncle Tom’s Cabin was perceived differently by
northerners and southerners.

NORTHERNERS SOUTHERNERS

AS YOU READ THE EVENTS IN THIS DECADE OF CONFLICT, IMAGINE HOW YOU WOULD HAVE HANDLED THE “DIFFERENCE OF

INTERESTS” BETWEEN THE NORTH AND SOUTH. HOW WOULD YOU HAVE DISTINGUISHED BETWEEN FACTS AND OPINIONS?

o "

Popular sovereignty caused a small-
scale civil war in Kansas that lasted
four months and caused 200 deaths.

Armed combat raged between proslavery
settlers (mostly Missouri immigrants) and
antislavery settlers (mostly New England
immigrants) financed by New England
abolitionist Eli Thayer’s Emigrant Aid
Society and led by John Brown.

Kansas eventually became a free state
(1861). Nebraska also became a free state
(1867).

The Kansas conflict of 1856 proved to
be a dark forecast of things to come.
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 !  EVENTS LEADING TO THE CIVIL WAR, 1852-1861

DEBATE SITES

1856:  ABRAHAM LINCOLN JOINS
           THE REPUBLICAN PARTY

Abraham Lincoln, an outstanding Whig
politician in Illinois, reluctantly switched
parties to stop the spread of slavery.

In 1860 Lincoln became the first
Republican president of the United States.

1857: DRED SCOTT DECISION—Dred Scott, a Missouri slave, sued for his freedom after briefly living with his
owner on free soil in the North. Shock waves jolted the nation when Supreme Court Chief Justice Roger Taney ruled

1859: HARPER'S FERRY—
Fanatical abolitionist John Brown
and his followers seized the federal
arsenal at Harper’s Ferry, Virginia.
They hoped to stir a slave revolt
in Virginia and end slavery.
Captured and executed, Brown
became a martyred hero for many
northerners.

1854: BIRTH OF THE REPUBLICAN PARTY—          

1858: LINCOLN-DOUGLAS DEBATES—In the Illinois senate race Republican
Abraham Lincoln and Democrat Stephen A. Douglas debated the slavery issue in
seven cities. Crowds of 12,000 heard Lincoln describe his position as antislavery
but not abolitionist: Slavery was wrong but legal, being protected by the
Constitution. Slavery, therefore, could not be abolished where it existed; but it
should not be expanded.
Douglas won the senate race, but
Lincoln won national attention as
a rising political star.

1) Slaves were not citizens, so they could not bring
    suit in court.
2) Slaves were property.
3) Because the 5th Amendment protected property,
     and slaves were property, Congress could not ban
     slavery from the territories.
4) The Missouri Compromise, which had banned slavery,
     was unconstitutional. Southerners were overjoyed
     at the ruling. Northerners were dismayed and began
     joining the Republican party in droves.

Dissatisfaction with the Kansas-Nebraska Act led to new political
alignments:  For the first time, sectional political parties
developed as North and South divided over the slavery issue.

! THE REPUBLICAN PARTY was
created by a coalition of northerners
committed to stopping expansion of
slavery into the territories. It drew
antislavery people from several parties, including
Whig, Democratic, Free Soil, and American (a secret, anti-Catholic,
anti-immigrant party nicknamed the “Know Nothing” party).

Created February 28, 1854, in Ripon, Wisconsin, the Republican
party received its name officially on July  6, 1854, in Jackson, Michigan.
In 1856 the national Republican party nominated John C. Freemont for
president of the United States. (He lost to Democrat James Buchanan.)

! THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY split into northern  and southern factions.

! THE WHIG PARTY died as northern Whigs joined the Republican
party,  and southernWhigs joined the Democratic party.

Chief Justice Roger Taney Dred Scott,

John Brown
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R9–5  !  PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION OF 1860: A FOUR-WAY RACE
“At your request, I'll be perfectly frank. The taste [of the presidency] is in my mouth a little.”—Abraham Lincoln

BRECKENRIDGE

NORTHERN DEMOCRATS SOUTHERN DEMOCRATS

 REPUBLICANS           OLD-LINE WHIGS

In the November 1860 election,
Lincoln was the clear winner.

ABRAHAM
LINCOLN

BELL

DOUGLAS
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R9–6  !  SECESSION AND THE CONFEDERACY, 1860-1861

November 6, 1860—Lincoln’s election as president 
convinced South Carolina that the North was
                                                 “abolition-crazed” and
                                                    would destroy the
                                                      South's way of life.

December 20, 1861—South Carolina
seceded from the Union and urged
other southern states to follow.
A Declaration of Causes
included:
! state sovereignty
! the rise to power
    of a sectional party
    (Republican)
! the election
    of a president
    “whose opinions
    and purposes are
    hostile to slavery.”

secede—to formally withdraw from an organization

THE CONFEDERATE STATES OF AMERICA

1) establishing state sovereignty
2) protecting slavery in states and territories
3) banning protective tariffs
4) limiting the president to one six-year term.

CONFEDERATE PRESIDENT JEFFERSON DAVIS

1492 20201861

Jefferson Davis of Mississippi
was elected president of the Confederacy.

A West Point graduate,
he had served the United States as
a colonel in the Mexican War,
a Democratic congressman,
secretary of war under Franklin Pierce,
and a Democratic senator.

Alexander H. Stephens of Georgia
was elected vice president.

Constitution
of the

Confederate
States of
America

THE CONFEDERATE CONSTITUTION
was similar to that of the U.S. Constitution

but differed in

ABRAHAM LINCOLN ELECTED PRESIDENT   SOUTH CAROLINA SECEDES

T Louisiana
Texas Alabama

Miss. Georgia

Florida

Carolina
South

North

Virginia

Arkansas
Tennessee Carolina

States seceding
before April 12

States seceding
after April 12

February 4, 1861—Six other southern states seceded. Along with South Carolina
they formed a new republic named the Confederate States of America,
with the provisional capital in Montgomery, Alabama.

April 12, 1861—Four more states seceded
after Confederates fired on Fort Sumter, bringing to eleven
the total number of Confederate states by June 8th.

May 21, 1861—Richmond, Virginia
became the permanent Confederate capital.

The Confederate Flag
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R9–7  !  LINCOLN’S FIRST INAUGURAL ADDRESS, MARCH 4, 1861

“Secession! Peaceable secession! Sir, your eyes and mine are never destined to see that miracle.”—Daniel Webster, 1850

SOUTHERN SECESSION CREATED A CRISIS.
When Abraham Lincoln was inaugurated on March 4, 1861,

he presided over only 27 of the 34 states formerly in the Union.
As the new president, what would Lincoln do?

Declare war? Accept secession and let the Confederacy go in peace? Or something else?

! “I have no purpose...to interfere with the institution of slavery in the States where it exists. I believe I have
no lawful right to.

! “...no State, upon its own mere motion, can lawfully get out of the Union....I now consider that...the
Union is unbroken; and...I shall take care...that the laws of the Union be faithfully executed in all the States.

! “In doing this there needs to be no bloodshed or violence.

! "One section of the country believes slavery is right, and ought to be extended while the other believes it
is wrong, and ought not to be extended. This is the only substantial dispute.

! “In your hands, my dissatisfied countrymen, and not in mine, is the momentous issue of civil war. The
government will not assail you. You can have no conflict, without being yourselves the aggressors. You have
no oath registered in Heaven to destroy the government, while I shall have the most solemn oath to
‘preserve, protect and defend’ it.

! “I am loath to close. We are not enemies, but friends. We must not be enemies.”

Then these memorable words:

A footnote in history: Stepping onto the platform, Lincoln took off his new top hat and
searched for a place to put it. Stephen Douglas, his presidential rival, took the hat and

whispered to Mary Lincoln, “If I can't be president, I can at least hold his hat.”
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R9–8  !  THE CIVIL WAR BEGINS: FORT SUMTER, APRIL 12, 1861

FORT
SUMTER

April 12, 1861: Fort Sumter, on an island in
Charleston Harbor in South Carolina, was in a
dangerous situation: federal property on
Confederate soil. Lincoln notified Jefferson Davis
that he was sending food and supplies to the Fort.
With no arms included, this was not a hostile act.

The Confederates thought otherwise. They
attacked Fort Sumter April 12 at 4:30 a.m., and the
next day U.S. Major Robert Anderson surrendered
the Fort.

With rebel yells and a Confederate victory the
Civil War began.

BY JUNE 8, 1861, ELEVEN STATES
FORMED THE CONFEDERACY.

(In 1863 Union loyalists in western Virginia
would form West Virginia as a Union state.)

April 15: President Lincoln declared an insurrection
and requested 75,000 volunteer troops from the
states. Four more southern states seceded rather than
fight other southern states. These included Virginia,
Arkansas, Tennessee, and North Carolina.
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R9–9  !  A NATION DIVIDED: THE UNION AND THE CONFEDERACY

“I feel that I would like to shoot a Yankee,
and yet I know that this would not be in harmony with the spirit of Christianity.”—William Nugent, Mississippi

U.S. Lieutenant Colonel Robert E. Lee of Virginia
rejected Lincoln’s offer to lead the Union Army and
resigned his commission. He later became commander
of the Confederate Army. One out of three U.S. Army
officers resigned to join the Confederate Army and
battle former comrades.

Brother against brother, cousin against cousin—
families were rent apart. President Lincoln’s four
brothers-in-law fought with the Confederate Army,
and Lincoln once had to defend his wife Mary, a
Kentuckian, against rumors that she was a traitor.

Washington D.C.

Richmond, Virginia

1492 1861-65 2020
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R9–10  !  THE CIVIL WAR:  AN OVERVIEW, 1861-1865
Black soldiers have “proved themselves among the bravest of the brave, performing deeds of daring and shedding their

blood with a heroism unsurpassed by any other race.”—Secretary of War Edwin M. Stanton

How would you evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of each side? What predictions would you make about the length
of the war? What generalization, or summary, would you make about the North's eventual victory?

! 11 states: 9 million people, including 3.5 million slaves ! 23 states: 22 million people

! CONFEDERATE ARMY:  600,000 to 1,500,000
total, according to estimates (There are no exact
statistics because the Confederate archives in Richmond
were destroyed by fire.)

! AFRICAN-AMERICANS:  Not until March 13,
1865, did the Confederate government open the army
to blacks. It was too late. The Confederacy surrendered
on April 9, 1865.

! UNION ARMY:  2,128,948 total (In 1861 the entire
United States Army consisted of only 16,350 men.)

! AFRICAN-AMERICANS:  178,895 total (134,111
from slave states), 21 Congressional Medal of Honor
recipients

In 1863 the all-black 54th Regiment from Massachusetts
performed with great valor at the Battle of Fort Wagner.
Lincoln defended the use of blacks in the military:

! The Confederacy had no real navy, only a few
cruisers. It relied on privateers to run the Union
blockade of the 3,500-mile southern coast.

! 42 ships in 1861; 671 ships in 1864

! 84,415 white sailors: 29,000 black sailors

POPULATION

ARMIES

NAVIES

“You say you will not fight to free Negroes.
Some of them seem willing to fight for you.
[After victory] there will be some black men
who can remember that, with silent tongue
and clenched teeth, and steady eye and well-
poised bayonet, they have helped mankind
on to this great consummation; while, I fear,
there will be some white ones, unable to
forget that with malignant heart and
deceitful speech, they strove to hinder it.”

1492 20201861-65
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!  THE CIVIL WAR:  AN OVERVIEW

ADVANTAGES

MILITARY
LEADERS

General Pierre G.T. Beauregard
General Braxton Bragg
General Simon Bolivar Buckner
General Jubal Early
General Nathan Bedford Forrest
General Ambrose P. Hill
General John Bell Hood
General Thomas J. (Stonewall) Jackson
General Albert Sidney Johnston
General Joseph E. Johnston
General James Longstreet
General John C. Pemberton
General J.E.B. (Jeb) Stuart

General Don Carlos Buell
General Ambrose E. Burnside
General Benjamin F. Butler
Admiral David G. Farragut
General Henry W. Halleck
General Joseph Hooker
General Irvin McDowell
General George B. McLellan
General George G. Meade
General William S. Rosecrans
General Winfield Scott
General Philip Sheridan
General William Tecumseh Sherman

! Outstanding generals, many of whom had fought in
the Mexican War

! Strong military tradition
! Strong motivation—fighting to preserve way of life
! Fighting on home ground—knew the territory
! Skilled with guns and horses because of rural

experiences
! Cotton could be exchanged on world market for

weapons and manufactured goods.

! Superior leadership of Abraham Lincoln
! Larger population.
! Military power—a five to two advantage in men

available to fight
! Industrial power; more manufactured goods
! Greater wealth
! Three-fourths more railroads
! Two-thirds more farm acreage
! Controlled shipping

DISADVANTAGES

! Autocratic leadership of Jefferson Davis
! Inflation: printed paper money that lost its value

because of no hard currency (gold/silver), called specie,
backing it

! Inferior numbers in men, money, and machinery
! State sovereignty yielded to national sovereignty in

order to conduct the war

! Weak motivation—not fighting for a cause
! Unaggressive officers—failed to press advantages
! Far from home base—resulting in poor

communications and a long supply line
! 3,500-mile enemy coastline—hard to blockade
! Vast land—could conquer but not hold territory
! European aid to Confederacy

GENERAL ROBERT E. LEE
of Virginia

Commander, Army of Northern Virginia

LIEUTENANT GENERAL ULYSSES S. GRANT
of Illinois

Commander, All Northern Armies

I have fought against the people  of
the North because I believed they were
seeking to wrest from the South its
dearest rights. But I have never
cherished toward them bitter or
vindictive feelings, and I have never seen
the day when I did not pray for them.

“Bobby Lee, Bobby Lee, he'll do this,
that, and the other.” I'm tired of hearing
about Bobby Lee. You'd think he was
going to do a double somersault and
land in our rear. Quit thinking about
what he’s going to do to you and think
about what you’re going to do to him.

STRATEGY

! Capture Washington, D.C., the Union capital.
! Seize central Pennsylvania.
! Divide Northwest and Northeast.
! Gain recognition of Confederacy's independence.

! Capture Richmond, the Confederate capital.
! Blockade the South.
! Split the Confederacy by gaining control of the

Mississippi River.
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JEFFERSON DAVIS, 1808-1889
President, Confederate States of America

ABRAHAM LINCOLN, 1809-1865
President, United States of America

!  THE CIVIL WAR:  AN OVERVIEW

PHILOSOPHY

“We feel that our cause is just and holy; we protest
solemnly in the face of mankind that we desire peace
at any sacrifice save that of honour and independence;
we ask no conquest, no aggrandizement, no
concession of any kind from the States with which we
were lately confederated; all we ask is to be let alone;
that those who never held power over us shall not
now attempt our subjugation by arms.”

Jefferson Davis,
President of the Confederate States of America

! 1835: Marries Sarah Taylor (Zachary
    Taylor’s  daughter) who dies within three
    months. Davis becomes a Mississippi planter near
    Vicksburg, Mississippi.

! 1845: Marries Varina Howell

! 1842: Marries Mary Todd and lives in
    Springfield, Illinois.

! The Lincolns have four boys between
1842 and 1853.

FAMILY

CAREER ! 1832: Military service, serves 90 days as
    captain in Black Hawk War

! 1837-1860: Lawyer

! 1834-42: Illinois legislator

! 1847-49: United States congressman (Whig)

! 1861-65: President of the United States
     (Republican)

! 1829-34: Military service, second
     lieutenant in United States Army

! 1845-46: United States congressman (Democratic)

! 1846-47: Military service, colonel in Mexican War

! 1847-51: United States senator

! 1853: Secretary of War, under Pres. Franklin Pierce

! 1857-61: United States senator

! 1861-65: Resigns from Senate; serves as President of     
     the Confederacy of the United States

! 1865-67: Captured in Georgia and imprisoned for     
     two years at Fort Monroe, Virginia

! 1866: Indicted for treason; released on $100,000 bail
     the next year; never brought to trial. Refused to take
     oath of allegiance to regain citizenship

! 1978: Citizenship restored by Congress

April 29, 1861

“...no State, upon its own mere motion, can lawfully
get out of the Union....I now consider that...the Union
is unbroken; and...I shall take care...that the laws of the
Union be faithfully executed in all the States.

“In your hands, my dissatisfied countrymen, and not in
mine, is the momentous issue of civil war. The
government will not assail you. You can have no conflict,
without being yourselves the aggressors. You have no oath
registered in Heaven to destroy the government, while I
shall have the most solemn oath to 'preserve, protect and
defend' it.”

March 4, 1861

                                             Abraham Lincoln
                                             President of the United States

PRESIDENTS

EARLY LIFE

! 1809: Born in Hardin County, Kentucky
      (100 miles from Jefferson Davis’ birthplace)

! 1816: Family moves to Indiana, a free state

! 1815-26: Attends school periodically for a
     total of one year

! (For a full account of Lincoln’s life, see
   earlier biographical section in
   Adventure Tales of America: An Illustrated
   History of the United States, 1492-1877.)

! 1808: Born in Todd County, Kentucky

! 1810: Family moves to Mississippi, a
     slave state

! 1816-24: Attends St. Thomas College,
     Jefferson College, Wilkinson County
    Academy, and Transylvania University

! 1828: Graduates United States Military
     Academy inWest Point, NY— 23rd
     in class  of 33
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One in every five military men in the Civil War died in service.
Of 620,000 men who died, about 340,000 were from the North and about 280,000 from the South.

Of the survivors, the last “Billy Yank,” Albert Woolson, died in 1956 at the age of 109;
the last “Johnny Reb,” Walter Williams, died in 1959 at age 117.

In 1913 at a fiftieth anniversary reunion at Gettysburg, Union and Confederate veterans
reenacted Pickett's Charge, the South's disasterous attack of Union forces.

Describing the event from the Union side, Philip Meyers wrote:
“We could see not rifles and bayonets but canes and crutches....

At the sound of the Confederates' rebel yell, the Yankees...
burst from behind the stone wall, and flung themselves

upon their former enemies...not in mortal combat,
but reunited in brotherly love and affection.”

!  THE CIVIL WAR:  AN OVERVIEW

"We seek peace—enduring peace. More than an end to war, we want an end to the beginning of all wars—yes, an end
to this brutal, inhuman and thoroughly impractical method of settling the differences between governments."

—Franklin D. Roosevelt, 1945
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R9–11  !  THE EMANCIPATION PROCLAMATION, 1863
“My paramount object in this struggle is to save the union, and is not either to save or to destroy slavery. If I could save
the Union without freeing any slave I would do it, and if I could save it by freeing all the slaves I would do it; and if I

could save it by freeing some and leaving others alone I would also do that.…I intend no modification of
my oft-expressed personal wish that all men everywhere could be free.”—Abraham Lincoln, 1862

IMPACT OF THE EMANCIPATION PROCLAMATION

It persuaded blacks to enlist in the
Union army.

The Proclamation turned the war
into a fight for freedom as well as for
union.

 It swayed British opinion to the
 Union side.

1861:  PERCENTAGE OF AFRICAN-AMERICAN POPULATION

The Emancipation Proclamation freed only the slaves in
Confederate states which were still in rebellion against the
Union. It did not free slaves in the border states loyal to the Union.
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R9–12  !  EMANCIPATION OF SLAVES: NORTH AND SOUTH, 1777-1865

20201492

1863-65 20201492

THE MAPS BELOW SHOW THE HISTORY OF EMANCIPATION:
in the North during the years following the Declaration of Independence and
in the South following Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation.

by state constitution (written by John Adams)

by state laws (gradual emancipation)

by Northwest Ordinance of 1787,
          based on Thomas Jefferson’s
                 1784 proposal.

1863: by Emancipation Proclamation (not enforceable)
1865: by 13th Amendment

1863-1865: by state laws

1865: by 13th Amendment

1777-1804
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R9–13  !  MAJOR CIVIL WAR BATTLES, 1861-1865

1492 20201861-65

MAJOR BATTLES

More than 2,000 land battles were fought during the four years of the Civil War.
All but two major battles—Antietam in Maryland and Gettysburg in Virginia—

took place in the Confederate South.
Ironically, when war began in 1861 each side, North and South,

thought it would last only a few months, and each side thought it would win.

Only after four destructive years did the North’s Union Army
defeat the South’s Confederate Army.

“The art of war is simple enough.
Find out where your enemy is.
Get at him as soon as you can.
Strike him as hard as you can

and as often
as you can,

and keep moving on.”
—General Ulysses S. Grant

“We have fought this fight as long,
and as well as we know how.

We have been defeated.
For us as a Christian people,

there is now but one
 course to pursue.

We must accept the situation.”
—General Robert E. Lee
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R9–14  !  GETTYSBURG AND VICKSBURG: CRUCIAL BATTLES, 1863

THE BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG AND OTHER MAJOR BATTLES

1492 20201863

THE  TIDE TURNS.
On July 4, 1863, Northerners celebrated two Independence Day victories that turned the tide of the war:

It all started in June 1863  when Confederate General Robert E. Lee invaded the North with his Army of
Northern Virginia. Lee’s objectives were to:

1) gain the initiative by fighting the Union Army on its own soil, attacking perhaps Philadelphia or even
Washington, D.C. “as may seem best for our interest”

2) re-supply his army with northern food and clothing, especially shoes
3) win foreign recognition of the Confederacy
4) strengthen northern Democrats, who favored a peace treaty with the South.

On June 30, Lee’s advance troops who were seeking supplies from a shoe factory in Gettysburg, spied Union
soldiers on a nearby ridge. Lee, hearing this report, decided to attack the Union Army in Gettysburg.

From July 1 through July 3, 1863, Confederate General Robert E. Lee matched wits and about 75,000 soldiers
with Union General George G. Meade and approximately 90,000 Union soldiers.

On July 3rd Lee ordered General George E. Pickett to march 15,000 troops almost a mile across an open field
and up a slope to attack the Union Army, lined up and waiting on Cemetery Ridge. It was a disaster for the
Confederates; they were mowed down by the Union soldiers. “It’s all my fault,” mourned Lee.

On July 4th, Lee retreated, having lost one-third of his army. Meade had lost one-fourth of his. Much to the
dismay and anger of President Lincoln, Meade failed to pursue Lee and thus allowed the defeated Confederate
Army to escape across the Potomac River into Virginia. Although the war lasted two more years, Gettysburg was
the beginning of the end for the South.

THE BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG— July 1-3, 1863

THE CAPTURE OF VICKSBURG —July 4, 1863

THE BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG IN THE EAST
 and the

THE BATTLE OF VICKSBURG IN THE WEST.

Meanwhile, the Union Army under General Ulysses S. Grant captured Vicksburg, Mississippi, after an eight-month
campaign, brilliant maneuvers in crossing the Mississippi River from the west bank, and a 6-week siege.

This strategic Union victory gave the North control of  the Mississippi River and split the Confederacy, East and West.

In his 1885 Memoirs, Grant recalled the July 4, 1863, Vicksburg victory:

“The enemy surrendered this morning.... This news, with the victory at Gettysburg won the same day, lifted a
great load of anxiety from the minds of the President, his Cabinet and the loyal people all over the North. The
fate of the Confederacy was sealed when Vicksburg fell. Much hard fighting was to be done afterwards and
many precious lives were to be sacrificed; but the MORALE was with the supporters of the Union ever after.”

Both Union and Confederate  presidents had known the importance of Vicksburg—nicknamed “the Gibraltar
of the Confederacy” because of its fortified cliffs controlling access to the Mississippi River below.

President Abraham Lincoln said, “Vicksburg is the key. The war can never be brought to a close until the key is
in our pocket.” President Jefferson Davis said, “Vicksburg is the nail head that holds the South’s two halves
together.” Both men were right.

Lincoln described the outcome of Vicksburg with relief: “The Father of Waters again goes unvexed to the Sea.”

Gettysburg ranks as the greatest battle in the Western Hemisphere and
one of the most famous in United States history.

It marked a decisive victory for the North and a turning point in the Civil War.
The battle occurred by chance at Gettysburg, a small crossroads town in Pennsylvania.
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R9–15  !  THE GETTYSBURG ADDRESS, 1863

“That speech won't scour. It's a flat failure,” said Abraham Lincoln after completing his Gettysburg remarks.
 “I should be glad if I could flatter myself that I came as near to the central idea of the occasion, in two hours,

as you did in two minutes.”—Edward Everett to Abraham Lincoln

On November 19, 1863, a ceremony was held at Gettysburg, Pennsylvania,
to dedicate a national cemetery for those who died there:

51,000 Union and Confederate soldiers.
A crowd of 20,000 gathered to hear the great orator Edward Everett speak for two hours.

Following Everett, President Lincoln delivered the few “appropriate remarks” requested of him.

Lincoln spoke for two minutes.
In ten sentences Lincoln gave one of the world’s great statements

on democracy and the purpose in
dying—and living—for it.

“Four score and seven years ago our Fathers brought forth on this continent, a new nation, conceived in
liberty, and dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal.

“Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether that nation or any nation so conceived and so
dedicated, can long endure. We are met on a great battle-field of that war. We have come to dedicate a portion
of that field as a final resting place for those who here gave their lives that that nation might live. It is altogether
fitting and proper that we should do this.

“But, in a larger sense, we can not dedicate—we can not consecrate—we can not hallow—this ground.
The brave men, living and dead, who struggled here, have consecrated it, far above our poor power to add or
detract. The world will little note, nor long remember what we say here, but it can never forget what they did
here. It is for us the living, rather, to be dedicated here to the unfinished work which they who fought here have
thus far so nobly advanced. It is rather for us to be here dedicated to the great task remaining before us—that
from these honored dead we take increased devotion to that cause for which they gave the last full measure of
devotion—that we here highly resolve that these dead shall not have died in vain—that this nation, under God,
shall have a new birth of freedom—and that government of the people, by the people, and for the people, shall
not perish from the earth.”
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R9–16  !  THE UNION WINS THE CIVIL WAR, APRIL 9, 1865

ON APRIL 9, 1865, THE WAR ENDED IN A UNION VICTORY.

 GENERAL LEE, OUTFOUGHT AND OUTNUMBERED (1,000,000 TO 1,000,000,000), SURRENDERED HIS

  CONFEDERATE ARMY TO GENERAL GRANT AT APPOMATTOX COURT HOUSE, A VILLAGE IN VIRGINIA.

Appomattox is a short distance from Jamestown,
where America's democratic experiment in self-

General Lee told his officers April 8th
that there was nothing left for him to
do but go and see General Grant—
adding, “I would rather die a thousand
deaths.” He sent a messanger with a
white towel, and Grant accepted the
surrender offer.

Under Lincoln’s authority, Grant gave
unconditional terms of surrender, along
with generous concessions.

Lee went to meet Grant dressed in his
finest uniform and carrying his engraved
sword because he expected to become
Grant’s prisoner and wanted appear his
best.

Grant told Lee: “Peace being my great
desire, there is but one condition I would
insist upon...that the men and officers
surrendered shall be disqualified for
taking up arms again, against the
Government of the United States.”

Then, enacting Lincoln’s policy, Grant
added one of the most humane conditions
in military history. After signing paroles,
the Confederate soldiers were free to go
home and were “not to be disturbed by
the United States authorities.”

Thus, there would be no imprisonment
or punishment of Confederate soldiers,
including Lee. Neither Lincoln nor Grant
wanted to punish the Confederate army.

magnanimity—a generous, forgiving spirit regarding insults and injuries; noble; high-minded

General Grant’s officers wept at the surrender
offer. As for Grant, he suddenly felt free of a
headache he had suffered since early morning.

Grant considered Lee a valiant foe
but one whose cause was
“one of the worst for
which people ever
fought.”

VIRGINIA

Appomattox

Jamestown

Lee and Grant met in the home of Wilmer McLean. Ironically,
McLean had moved to Appomatox to escape the war after having
the first Battle of Bull Run fought in his back yard.

(Appomatox is near Jamestown, where America’s
experiment in self-government began.)

Five days after the war ended, John Wilkes Booth, an actor
seeking vengence for the South, assassinated President
Lincoln at Ford’s Theatre in Washington, D.C.
Lincoln died the next day, and Vice President
Andrew Johnson  became President. Johnson
was a southern Democrat, from Tennessee,
who remained loyal to the Union, On
April 26, members of the army and Secret
Service captured and killed Booth near Bowling
Green, Virginia. Four of his accomplices were
hanged, and four were imprisoned.

“With malice toward none, with charity
for all, with firmness in the right as God
gives us to see the right, let us strive on to
finish the work we are in, to bind up the
nation’s wounds, to care for him who shall
have borne the battle and for his widow
and his orphan, to do all which may
achieve and cherish a just and lasting peace
among ourselves and with all nations.”

The country remembered Lincoln’s words from
his Second Inaugural Address a month earlier:
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Reconstruction—rebuilding the Union: a twofold process of
re-admitting the defeated Confederate states into the Union and
determining the status of freed African-Americans

1492 20201865-77

!  It saved the Union—“man’s last best hope” for self-government, as Lincoln put it.
!  It established federal over state sovereignty.
!  It abolished slavery and freed 4,000,000 slaves.

THE CIVIL WAR ACCOMPLISHED THREE THINGS:

WHO SHOULD BE IN CHARGE OF RECONSTRUCTION?
The PRESIDENT or CONGRESS?

Now, there arose a constitutional issue:

“THE PRESIDENT,”
 said President Abraham Lincoln
 and other moderate Republicans.

“CONGRESS,”
said radical Republicans

in Congress.

WHERE WOULD IT ALL LEAD?
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R10–1  !  PRESIDENTIAL RECONSTRUCTION

1) loyalty oaths in exchange for amnesty for all southerners except Confederate
    leaders and those whose wealth exceeded $20,000 (Johnson disdained rich people.)
2) ratification of the 13th Amendment abolishing slavery
3) repudiation of Confederate war debts
4) disavowal of secession ordinances.

There were two major points to Lincoln’s lenient Ten Percent Plan:
 1) AMNESTY: All southerners— except Confederate leaders and those who resigned
    from congress or from military commissions to support the rebellion—could win
    pardon and regain citizenship by taking an oath of loyalty:

On December 8, 1863, anticipating the war’s end, President Lincoln issued the Proclamation of Amnesty and
Reconstruction. It reflected the magnanimous words of his 2nd Inaugural Address: “With malice toward none....”

Beginning while Congress was in summer recess, he set moderate requirements for states’
readmission to the Union:

“THE PRESIDENT SHOULD BE IN CHARGE OF RECONSTRUCTION,”
said President Abraham Lincoln.

Lincoln claimed that states had no legal right to leave the Union.
Southerners had rebelled as individuals rather than seceded as states.

They had never left the Union;
 thus they required pardons
rather than readmittance.

The Constitution gives the president power to grant pardons.
Therefore, the president should direct reconstruction of the Union.

Andrew Johnson, who became president after Lincoln died, agreed.

When Vice President Andrew Johnson of Tennessee became president upon Lincoln’s death on April 15th, 1865,
he followed a reconstruction plan similar to Lincoln's.

On April 14, 1865, Lincoln was shot at Ford’s Theater. He died the next day, as did his reconstruction plan.

By December 4, 1865, when Congress convened, all the southern states except Texas had met these requirements.
But Congress, insisting on harsher requirements, refused to readmit them. Trouble lay ahead.

On December 18, 1865, the Thirteenth Amendment abolishing slavery became law.

By 1864 Lincoln’s plan took effect in the Union-occupied states of Arkansas, Louisiana, and Tennessee. Congress,
however, rejected the plan as too lenient and instead enacted the Wade-Davis Bill (July 4, 1864), imposing harsher
terms for readmitting Confederate states into the Union. Lincoln rejected this plan with a pocket veto. These events
forecast the executive-legislative struggle for control of reconstruction once the Civil War ended.

“I, ————, do solemnly swear, in presence of Almighty God, that I
will henceforth faithfully support, protect and defend the Constitution
of the United States, and the union of the States thereunder; and that I
will, in like manner, abide by and faithfully support all acts of Congress
passed during the existing rebellion with reference to slaves....”

2) EXECUTIVE RECOGNITION: When ten percent of a state's registered voters,
   as of 1860, took the loyalty oath and formed a government loyal to the United
   States, the  president would recognize it as the legal government.
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R10–2  !  CONGRESSIONAL RECONSTRUCTION

“CONGRESS SHOULD BE IN CHARGE OF RECONSTRUCTION,”
SAID RADICAL REPUBLICANS IN CONGRESS.

“Radicals” was a term given by newspapers to Republican congressmen
who opposed the mild reconstruction plans

of Presidents Lincoln and Johnson.

Led by Congressman Thaddeus Stevens and Senator Charles Sumner,
the radicals claimed that the southern states had seceded

and should be treated as a conquered territories—
a task of Congress, according to the Constitution.
Therefore, congress should direct reconstruction

FIVE MILITARY DISTRICTS

December 4, 1865—When Congress convened, radical Republicans led by Representative Thaddeus
Stevens and Senator Charles Sumner rejected President Johnson’s moderate reconstruction plan. They
established instead, the JOINT COMMITTEE OF FIFTEEN, composed of six senators and nine representatives, to
direct reconstruction. Stevens dominated the committee and Congress.   

February 19, 1866—Alarmed by BLACK CODES enacted by southern states to restrict the social and
economic freedom of former slaves, the JOINT COMMITTEE OF FIFTEEN increased the power of the FREEDMAN’S
BUREAU. This agency, founded by Congress in 1865, helped the 4,000,000 former slaves adjust to freedom by
providing economic aid, voting instructions, and schools.

November 1866—Radical Republicans, strengthened in numbers by the midterm congressional elections,
set out to force the South to accept a proposed 14th Amendment granting citizenship to blacks. Tennessee
had already approved the 14th Amendment and thereby won restoration to the Union in July 1866.

March 2, 1867—Congress passed the FIRST RECONSTRUCTION ACT. This act, followed by a series of others,
replaced southern governments (excluding Tennessee) with FIVE MILITARY DISTRICTS. The districts were
governed by Union generals who were instructed to protect life and property. Readmission to the Union
would now require:
  ! writing state constitutions giving blacks the vote
  ! ratification of the 14th Amendment, making blacks citizens
  !  later, ratification of the 15th Amendment, giving black men the vote.

By 1868 all the seceding states except Mississippi, Texas, and Virginia were readmitted into the Union.

By 1870 Mississippi, Texas, and Virginia were readmitted into the Union.
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for firing Secretary of War
Edwin Stanton, a radical
Republican, and thus violating
the Tenure of Office Act.

The Senate vote was one short
of the two-thirds needed for
conviction. Johnson remained
in office but lost power to the
radicals.

1868—Ulysses S. Grant was elected president,

Ratified December 18, 1865 Ratified July 28, 1868 Ratified March 30, 1870

The Ku Klux Klan, a secret white
society, intimidated blacks to keep them
from voting.

Nevertheless, African-Americans
succeeded in voting and winning
elective offices throughout the South
during reconstruction.

Radical Republicans in the House of Representatives
impeached (brought to trial) President Johnson with the support of

radical Republicans
and newly
enfranchised African-
Americans. He
received nearly all
700,000 black votes
cast.

R10–3  !  RECONSTRUCTION AMENDMENTS AND THEIR IMPACT

Grant served two terms as president, 1868 to 1876.
Honest but ineffective, his administration was
marked by corruption.
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Hiram Revels
Senator from Mississippi

Robert C. De Large
Congressman from South Carolina

Robert Brown Elliott
Congressman from South Carolina

Jefferson H. Long
Congressman from Georgia

Josiah T. Walls
Congressman from Florida

Joseph Rainey
Congressman from South Carolina

During reconstruction, scalawags (white southern Republicans) and carpetbaggers (northerners who
came south to aid in reconstruction) held most of the major political offices in southern governments.

African-Americans also played an active part. Many African-Americans were elected to local offices, such
as mayor. More than 600 served in state legislatures; in the South Carolina legislature they held a majority
(60 percent). Fourteen served as congressmen and two as senators (both from Mississippi).

AFRICAN-AMERICANS WHO SERVED IN CONGRESS INCLUDED:AFRICAN-AMERICANS WHO SERVED IN CONGRESS DURING RECONSTRUCTION INCLUDED:

Major accomplishments of the state legislatures included:
! establishment of the South’s first public school system (for whites and blacks)
! improvement of the public transportation system
! improvement of the care of mentally and physically handicapped people

These acts required high taxes and thus created wide discontent.
“When would Reconstruction end?” asked southern whites?

R10–4  !  RECONSTRUCTION GOVERNMENTS IN THE SOUTH
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R10–5  !  THE DISPUTED ELECTION OF 1876

Republicans stood to lose the 1876 election
because of their  legacy of corruption and scandal
from President Ulysses S. Grant’s administration.
Grant, a strong Civil War general, had been a weak
president (1869-77). Honest himself, he was blind
to the political corruption of his appointees and
subject to manipulation by Congress.

Democrats stood to regain the presidency after
20 years of Republican dominance.
Their strategy: a candidate with a record of fighting
corruption.
Their choice: New York Governor Samuel J. Tilden
who had broken up William “Boss” Tweed’s corrupt
political machine, Tammany Hall, in New York City.

Honesty: This was Rutherford B. Hayes’ outstanding trait,
and—in reaction to the corruption of President Grant’s administration—
it helped him win the Republican party’s presidential nomination in 1876.
Hayes (1822-93), born in Delaware, Ohio, had an outstanding
background. After earning degrees at Kenyon College and Harvard
Law School, he practiced law in Cinncinnati and served as city solicitor.
At the outbreak of the Civil War, he joined the 23rd Ohio Volunteers
and rose to the rank of major general. He was wounded several times.
Hayes entered politics after the war as a moderate Republican.
He served in the House of Representatives (1864-67) and then won three
elections as governor of Ohio (1867, 1869, 1875).
As a moderate republican, what would Hayes do about reconstruction?

RUTHERFORD B. HAYES

1822-1893

THE DISPUTED PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION OF 1876 SET THE STAGE FOR ENDING RECONSTRUCTION IN 1877.

Tilden appeared to be the presidential winner with a popular vote margin of 250,000 and, more important,
184 electoral votes to Hayes’s 165.
However, 20 electoral votes (only one of which Tilden needed for a majority) were in dispute after Florida,
South Carolina, and Louisiana each submitted two sets of election returns and Oregon illegally replaced a
Republican elector with a Democratic one.
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To resolve the dilemma Congress established an
Electoral Commission of 15 members:
!!!!"!#!Supreme Court justices
            (two from each party and one Independent)
!!!!" 5 members from the House of Representatives
!!!!"!#!members of the Senate.
This seemed fair, with seven Democrats, seven
Republicans, and 1 Independent—until Judge David
Davis, the Independent, resigned to enter the Senate
and was replaced by a Republican justice.

The Commission declared Hayes president by a
partisan vote of 8 to 7. Democrats agreed to accept
the decision in return for three promises from the
Republicans:
   ! End Reconstruction by withdrawing federal troops
       from the South.
   ! Appoint at least one southerner to the Cabinet.
   ! Fund internal improvements in the South.
Led by Hays, the Republicans kept all three promises.

R10–6  !  
1492 20201865-77

HAYES WAS DULY ELECTED PRESIDENT BY THE COMMISSION, ONLY THREE DAYS BEFORE THE

MARCH 20TH INAUGURAL, AND RECONSTRUCTION CAME TO AN END.

Blacks gradually lost their political and
civil rights as southern whites regained
power and enforced segregation through
Jim Crow laws. In 1896 the Supreme
Court legalized segregation in Plessy v.
Ferguson.

In 1954 the Supreme Court ruled in
Brown v. Board of Education that
separate schools for black and white
children were unconstitutional.

Thurgood Marshall argued the case and
later became the first African-American
on the Supreme Court.

CHIEF JUSTICE
EARL WARREN

The Civil Rights Acts of
1964 and 1965 ended
segregation and restored
blacks’ rights as citizens,
including the right to vote.

Martin Luther King led a
Civil Rights Movement that
created support for these acts.

Today Americans strive on
toward the ideal of freedom
and justice for all.

SAMUEL J. TILDEN

PRESIDENT RUTHERFORD B. HAYES
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END OF VOLUME 1 REVIEW

This concludes the review of
Adventure Tales of America,

Volume 1, 1492-1877.

Turn the page to begin
Adventure Tales of America,

Volume 2, 1876-1932
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PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

MAY-NOVEMBER, 1876

The decades following the Civil War mark
the emergence of modern America—an era witnessing

the end of the WESTERN FRONTIER

and the rise of new frontiers:
INVENTION and TECHNOLOGY,
INDUSTRY and BIG BUSINESS,

LABOR UNIONS and PROTEST MOVEMENTS,
CITY GROWTH and IMMIGRATION,

POLITICS and REFORM,
IMPERIALISM and WORLD POWER,

and—in response—an
ACTIVIST GOVERNMENT.

PART ONE

THE EMERGENCE OF MODERN AMERICA

1876-1900
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THREE  MAJOR CHANGES OCCURRED IN AMERICA BETWEEN 1876 AND 1900.
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AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIAL

In 1870
75 percent
of the
population
lived on
farms or in
towns with
fewer than
2,500 people,
while
25 percent
lived in
cities.

In 1900 only
25 percent of
the population
lived on farms
or small towns,
while
75 percent lived
in cities, that is,
communities
with 2,500 or
more people.

1876

O
C

E
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Y

G
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N
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The concept of laissez faire means that the economy
would regulate itself if left alone by the government.

   OVERVIEW  OF AMERICA, 1876-1900   A SLEEPING GIANT AWAKENS

1900

RURAL URBAN

SMALL, LAISSEZ FAIRE

By 1900 America had become the leading
industrial power in the world, with 1/3 of the
                           world’s manufacturing capacity.

In 1876 America’s economy was based on agriculture.

From 1790
to 1887, the
federal
government
aided
business
(through
subsidies
and tariffs)
but  did not
regulate it.

Strict laissez faire means that the government would
neither aid nor regulate business.

In 1887
Congress
passed the
first federal
law regulating
business: the
Interstate
Commerce
Act.

BIG, REGULATORY

I

S
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THE 1876 CENTENNIAL   AMERICA’S 100th BIRTHDAY

CUSTER’S LAST STAND

1876

MARK TWAIN

1876
ALEXANDER GRAHAM BELL

1876

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

MAY-NOVEMBER, 1876

On July 4, 1876, news from the western frontier shattered
the Exposition’s aura of a new modern America. In far-away
Montana on June 26, 2,500 Sioux and Cheyenne Indians

had killed Lt. Colonel George A. Custer and his 264
federal troops at the Battle of Little Big Horn.

And so, in 1876 Americans found themselves in two worlds:
the frontier West and the industrialized East.

Within three decades settlement of the West
 would merge the two worlds.

In 1876  at a magnificent fair called the Centennial Exposition,
Americans celebrated the 100th anniversary of the Declaration of Independence.

The site: Philadelphia, the city where the Declaration had been signed in 1776.

Designed to celebrate 100 years of independence and to heal Civil War wounds, the Centennial
focused on the future. Here in 167 buildings visitors admired displays of the new industrial machine

age reflecting American inventiveness and ingenuity. Favorites included the huge Corliss
steam engine and Alexander Graham Bell’s new “talking machine,” the telephone.

Converstaion topics included the election, an end to Reconstruction, and Tom Sawyer.

DISPUTED ELECTION

1876
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SECTION 1

TAMING THE WESTERN FRONTIER

1865-1890

After the Civil War ended in 1865, a restless generation of Americans
took the advice of New York Tribune editor Horace Greeley:

“GO WEST YOUNG MAN, AND GROW UP WITH THE COUNTRY.”

And so began the taming and settling of the West,
one of the most colorful, dramatic adventure tales of America.

America’s motto? asked English editor Charles Mackay—
 “GO AHEAD!”

USA
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1–1   THE WEST: WHERE IS IT?

“Few people even know the true definition of the term ‘West’;
And where is its location?

Phantom-like it flies before us as we travel....”—George Catlin, 1859

 DRAW A LINE WHERE YOU THINK THE WEST IS.

THE UNITED STATES EXPANDED WESTWARD UNTIL IT STRETCHED “FROM SEA TO SHINING SEA.”
AS IT DID SO, AMERICANS THOUGHT OF THE WEST AS, WELL, FARTHER WEST.

—98th Meridian

Historian Bernard De Voto characterized the West as beginning at the 98th meridian. Why?
Annual rainfall west of the 98th meridian is less than 20 inches,

beginning a semiarid region of the country
where grasslands replace woodlands.
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—98th Meridian

frontier—the border of settlement

In 1876 the western frontier extended approximately to the 98th meridian.
Then, between 1876 and 1890, the western population grew so rapidly that the

1890 United States Census Report declared the frontier closed, the country settled.

U.S. POPULATION: PATTERNS OF SETTLEMENT IN 1876

Why did it take 100 years to settle the eastern half of the country
and only 14 years to settle the western half?

 Less than 6 inhabitants per square mile

 More than 6 inhabitants per square mile

EARLY SETTLERS TRAVELED WESTWARD ROUTES TO THE FAR WEST, SKIPPING OVER THE MIDWEST. WHY?

1–2   1876—THE WESTERN FRONTIER AND PATTERNS OF SETTLEMENT

WESTWARD ROUTES
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WINDMILL—In 1854 Daniel Halladay
invented the self-regulating windmill. It
turned its face to the wind and adjusted to its
force. This added power to the pumping of
water from deep wells, crucial on the Plains
where annual rain was less than 20 inches.

1–3   THE GREAT PLAINS: A FEARSOME ENVIRONMENT

THREE INVENTIONS THAT TAMED THE GREAT PLAINS

For two centuries American pioneers had moved westward from one woodland frontier to another.
But attempts to cross the Great Plains —called the “Great American Desert,” on early maps—were dangerous.

THE “GREAT AMERICAN DESERT”

frontier—land that forms the furthest extent of an inhabited region

The Great Plains, a dry, level, treeless area, comprises one-fifth the area of the United States. It stretches from the
98th meridian westward to the Rocky Mountains and from Texas northward to the Canadian border.

By the 1840s the western frontier had reached the edge of the Great Plains. Then it skipped 1,500 miles to the
Pacific Coast, where the 1849 gold rush had drawn settlers to California. Why the skip? Why did the Great Plains
remain practically uninhabited except by Native Americans from 1840 to the 1870s?

Historian Walter Prescott Webb described the problem in his book The Great Plains.
“East of the Mississippi [River] civilization stood on three legs: land, water, and trees.
West of the Mississippi, civilzation stood on one leg: LAND.
The canoe, ax, and rifle were useless.” A plainscraft instead of a woodscraft was needed.

According to Webb, settlement came with the invention of plainscraft tools and weapons.  What do you think?

COLT REVOVLER—
Invented by Samuel Colt in
1835, the repeater pistol could
fire several shots without
reloading. This proved an
advantage in fighting Indians,
who could shoot many arrows
by the time it took to reload a
rifle.

BARBED WIRE—Invented in 1864 by
Joseph Glidden, “bob war” as it was often
called, allowed farmers to build fences,
despite the lack of wood from trees.

98th Meridian
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1–4  !  INDIAN BARRIER TO THE GREAT PLAINS
Only a few Indian tribes lived on the Great Plains before Spaniards brought horses to North America. But then…

In 1540 Spanish Conquistador Francisco Vasquez de Coronado
and his followers explored the American Southwest, paving the
way for Spanish settlers who arrived with cattle and horses. For
140 years Spaniards who settled in the Southwest kept their
horses from the Pueblo Indians among whom they settled.

Horses enabled the Indians to adopt a new way of life in which their existence did not depend on growing
meager crops on the Plains’ semiarid grasslands. Before acquiring horses they faced starvation hunting buffalo on foot.
Now, on horseback, they could chase huge herds of buffalo for hundreds of miles and have an abundance of food.

Indian population on the Great Plains tripled between 1680 and 1780. By the mid 1800s 225,000 Indians
roamed the Plains. These Indians were a barrier to white settlement until the invention of new technology
(including the Colt revolver and transcontinental railroads) and expansionist United States Indian policies.

In 1680 the Pueblo Indians revolted against the
Spaniards, shaking their power for twelve years
and allowing Spanish horses to spread from the
Southwest to the North and East—and on to the
Great Plains.

By 1780 Great Plains Indians were using horses to hunt buffalo
and thus could live on the “Great American Desert.”
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1–5   LIFE WITH THE  BUFFALO

From 1780 to 1880, Great Plains Indians lived a unique, colorful, nomadic existence
following the buffalo. They were called “wild Indians” by white frontiersmen.

Life for the Plains Indians revolved around the buffalo,
for it provided every part of their livelihood: food, clothing, shelter, and fuel.

Hunting buffalo herds became the central fact of their lives, and the buffalo became sacred to them.
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1–6  !  DESTRUCTION OF THE BUFFALO

In 1849 gold was discovered in California.
To make travel across the Great Plains safer for whites
rushing to find California gold, the United States
adopted a policy of destroying the nomadic life of
Plains Indians. How? By encouraging the killing of
buffalo herds—the Indians’ livelihood.

WHAT HAPPENED?

In 1865 an estimated 15,000,000 buffalo
 roamed the Great Plains.

Herds were so numerous that in 1868 a Kansas
& Pacific train waited eight hours while a

buffalo herd crossed the track.

By 1885 only about 1,000 buffalo remained.
In 1937 only 34 remained.

Railroad advertisements for buffalo safaris drew
sportsmen from the eastern United States and from
Europe. Dudes, most of them, they would lean out
of train windows or take a few steps outside the
rail cars and shoot buffalo.

Even the royals came. General  William T. Sherman
himself planned through the War Department a
grandiose buffalo hunt for Grand Duke Alexis of
Russia, son of Czar Alexander II. General George A.
Custer was co-host for the 1872 Nebraska hunt, and
Buffalo Bill served as                    chief guide.

Fortunately, the buffalo population has been
rescued from extinction by preservationists. By
the early twenty-first century the number of
buffalo had increased to about 300,000.

Railroad companies building the first transcontinental
railroad, between 1863 and 1869, paid railroad crews to
kill buffalo for food—and for robes which were fashion-
able in the East.

William F. Cody killed 4,280 buffalo in 18 months
while working for the Kansas Pacific Railroad, earning
the name “Buffalo Bill.” According to his autobiography,
The Life of Hon. William F. Cody, Known as Buffalo Bill, all
that he killed were used to feed the railroad crews.
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1–7   UNITED STATES INDIAN POLICIES: AN OVERVIEW

! The Sioux were to stay north of the Platte River.
! The  Cheyenne and Arapaho were to stay in the
     Colorado foothills.

REALITY: The United States broke most of its treaties with
Indians. Moreover, the Indian chiefs had limited power,
and young braves often refused to accept the treaties to
which the chiefs had agreed.

Broken promises by the United States soon followed the
1851 Fort Laramie Treaty as federal agents pressured tribes
for further concessions. The 1854 Kansas-Nebraska Act
and the 1855-1859 discoveries of gold and silver in
Nevada and Colorado encouraged Americans to move
westward. By 1860 Plains Indians had lost all but 1.5
million of 19 million acres of hunting grounds given them
in treaties.

!"REMOVAL

!CONTAINMENT

! RESERVATIONS

! WARFARE

THEORY: The United States maintained that each tribe was
a sovereign nation, to be treated as an equal in all treaties.

United States Indian
policies reflected and
aided white settlers’
desire for Indian lands.

Progressively, the
United States Indian
policies included:

#$ REMOVAL

%$"CONTAINMENT

&$"RESERVATIONS

!"#

$"# In 1830 the Indian Removal Act
forced the removal of
southeastern Indian tribes to
Indian Territory, present-day
Oklahoma.

Part of the “Great American
Desert,” this unwanted land
could be given to the Indians
and never missed. In 1856 the
North American Review
described the Plains area as
“a country destined to remain
forever an uninhabited waste.”

In a twist of fate, oil would
someday be found on this
“waste land” called Oklahoma.

Easterners, increasingly attracted to the West,
pressed the United States government to confine Plains
Indians to limited hunting grounds.

In 1851 the United States Indian Bureau sent
agent Thomas Fitzpatrick to summon a Great Council
of the Tribes at Fort Laramie in Wyoming Territory.

More than 10,000 Indians, representing most of
the Plains tribes, came to Fort Laramie. Major tribes
agreed to hunting ground boundaries, from which
federal authorities would exclude whites. Gifts and
promises of annual payments persuaded the Indians.

%"
The Sioux Indians protested construction of the
Bozeman trail that the United States was building
through their hunting grounds in Montana. The
trail was for the benefit of American gold miners.

Here they were to:
“abandon old habits
and become farmers”
and “learn to walk the
white man’s road.”

Most tribes agreed, but
some refused. With their
whole way of life at
stake, fierce warfare
raged across the Plains.

Sioux warriors, led by
Chief Red Cloud,
ambushed Captain W.J.
Fetterman’s federal troops,
killing 82 United States
soldiers.

CHIEF RED CLOUD

Consequently, authority over
the Indians passed from the
Indian Bureau of the Interior
Department to the War Depart-
ment, and policies toughened.

In 1867 the Congressional Peace Commission was appointed
to end the Sioux War and begin a restrictive Reservation Policy.
Plains Indians would be settled on two reservations: Dakota
Territory and Indian
Territory (Oklahoma).
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1–8   INDIAN WARFARE

MAJOR INDIAN BATTLES, 1860s-1890

FAILURE OF THE CONTAINMENT AND RESERVATION POLICIES RESULTED IN WARFARE BETWEEN

INDIANS AND WHITES—FROM THE 1860S TO THE 1876 BATTLE OF LITTLE BIG HORN AND

ENDING IN 1890 WITH A MASSACRE OF SIOUX INDIANS BY FEDERAL TROOPS AT WOUNDED KNEE.

FEDERAL FORTS,
Built to protect Western settlers

Little Big
Horn

Wounded
Knee
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On June 25, 1876, Lt. Colonel George A. Custer disobeyed orders to wait for reinforcements and
ordered an attack against a large camp of Sioux and Cheyenne warriors near the Little Big Horn River in
Montana. He faced formidable opponents in Chief Sitting Bull, the strategist, and Chief Crazy Horse, the war
leader. The Sioux and Cheyenne easily surrounded Custer, killing him and all 264 soldiers he commanded.

This was a watershed event in American history. Suffering their worst defeat in the Indian wars,
federal troops set out with a vengeance to capture Sitting Bull and Crazy horse and force the Plains Indians to
live on reservations. They were successful in this mission—Crazy Horse surrendered in 1877, Sitting Bull in
1881— and in opening up the Plains for unimpeded white settlement.

1–9   BATTLE OF LITTLE BIG HORN, 1876

It all started with gold.

In 1874 gold was discovered on the Sioux Indian
reservation in the Black Hills of present-day South
Dakota and Wyoming. The United States had
given this land to the Sioux as a permanent home
in the 1868 Treaty of Fort Laramie.
Federal troops tried unsuccessfully for a year to
prevent hundreds of miners from invading the
Black Hills, land sacred to the Sioux because it
was their ancestral burial ground.
The United States sent General Philip Sheridan
and other agents to buy the land back from the
Sioux, but Chief Sitting Bull and Chief Crazy
Horse refused.
The Sioux went on the warpath to stop the gold
rush. They concentrated their forces, which
included Cheyenne warriors, near the Little Big
Horn River in Montana Territory.

THE BATTLE OF LITTLE BIGHORN, JUNE 25, 1876, WAS THE LAST MAJOR BATTLE OF THE INDIAN WARS.
SOME 2,500 SIOUX AND CHEYENNE WARRIORS, DIRECTED BY CHIEF SITTING BULL AND LED BY CHIEF CRAZY HORSE,
KILLED LT. COLONEL GEORGE C. CUSTER AND ALL OF HIS 264 TROOPS FROM THE UNITED STATES SEVENTH CAVALRY.

CUSTER’S LAST STAND

LT. COLONEL
GEORGE A. CUSTER

CHIEF
SITTING BULL

CHIEF
SITTING
BULL

CHIEF
CRAZY
HORSE


